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MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Board Meeting
28 June 2016
Part 1

Order
1.

APOLOGIES

2.

LATE ITEMS

3.

CONFLICT AND/OR REGISTER OF INTERESTS UPDATE

3.1

Amendments to the Register of Interests

3.2

Declaration of Conflicts in Relation to Today’s Business

4.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS

4.1

Minutes
1-8
Pages:
Documentation:
minutes of 17 May 2016
Recommendation: that the minutes of the previous meeting held on 17 May
2016 be confirmed as a true and correct record.

4.2

Matters Arising from the Minutes

5.

BOARD COMMITTEES

5.1

Finance, Risk & Audit Committee
9 - 14
unconfirmed minutes of Finance, Risk & Audit Committee
meeting, 17 May 2016
Recommendation: that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Finance,
Risk & Audit Committee held on 17 May 2016 be received
and the recommendations contained therein approved.

Pages:
Documentation:

5.2

Matters Arising

5.3

Hospital Advisory Committee
Pages:
Documentation:

15 - 22
unconfirmed minutes of Hospital Advisory Committee
meeting, 7 June 2016
Recommendation: that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Hospital
Advisory Committee held on 7 June 2016 be received and the
recommendations contained therein approved.

5.4

Matters Arising

5.5

Community & Public Health Advisory Committee
Pages:
Documentation:

23 - 29
unconfirmed minutes of Community & Public Health
Advisory Committee meeting, 7 June 2016
Recommendation: that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the
Community & Public Health Advisory Committee held on 7
June 2016 be received and the recommendations contained
therein approved.
5.6

Matters Arising

5.7

Disability Support Advisory Committee
Pages:
Documentation:

30 -33
unconfirmed minutes of Disability Support Advisory
Committee meeting, 7 June 2016
Recommendation: that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the
Disability Support Advisory Committee held on 7 June 2016
be received and the recommendations contained therein
approved.
5.8

Matters Arising

6.

WORK PROGRAMME
Pages:
34 - 41
Documentation:
report from the CEO dated 22 June 2016
Recommendation: that the updated 2015/16 work programme be noted.

7.

STRATEGIC MATTERS

7.1

Strategic Plan
Pages:
Documentation:

42 - 47
report from the General Manager, Strategy, Planning &
Performance dated 13 June 2016
Recommendation: that the report be received.

Members of the Strategic Imperatives Task Force Groups will present to the
Board.
7.2

2016/17 Capital Expenditure Plan
Pages:
Documentation:

48 - 51
report from the General Manager, Finance & Corporate
Services dated 16 June 2016
Recommendation: that the draft Capital Expenditure Plan for 2016/17 be
approved.

7.3

centralAlliance
Pages:
Documentation:

52 - 54
report from the General Manager, Strategy, Planning &
Performance dated 17 June 2016
Recommendation: that the report be received.
8.

OPERATIONAL MATTERS

8.1

CEO’s Report
Pages:
55 - 61
Documentation:
report from the CEO dated 22 June 2016
Recommendation: that the report be received.

8.2

Financial Report (including Business Improvement)
Pages:
Documentation:

62 - 83
report from the General Manager, Finance & Corporate
Services dated 14 June 2016
Recommendation: that the report be received.
8.3

Information Systems Update
Pages:
Documentation:

84 - 88
report from the Manager, Knowledge & Information Systems
dated 21 June 2016
Recommendation: that the report be received.
8.4

Enable New Zealand Contract
Pages:
89
Documentation:
report from the CEO dated 13 June 2016
Recommendation: the Board authorise the Chief Executive Officer to sign the
contract documentation between the Ministry of Health and
Enable New Zealand for the provision of the hearing aids
subsidy service for the period 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2019 at
a total price of $53 million.

9.

GOVERNANCE MATTERS

9.1

2016 DHB Elections Update
Pages:
Documentation:

90 - 93
report from the Manager, Administration & Communications
dated 13 June 2016
Recommendation: that the report be received.

9.2

NZ Health Partnerships Limited: 2016/17 Accountability Documents
Pages:
94 - 213
Documentation:
report from the CEO dated 21 June 2016
Recommendation: that New Zealand Health Partnerships Limited’s draft
combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and Statement of
Performance Expectations 2016/17 be endorsed; and,
that MidCentral DHB endorse the proposed amendments to
the Head Agreement between New Zealand Health
Partnerships Limited and all District Health Boards; and,
that the Board’s Chairman and CEO be authorised to sign
these documents on behalf of MidCentral DHB and agree
any non-material changes requested by other DHBs as part
of the approval process.

9.3

Committee Structure
Pages:
214 - 234
Documentation:
report from the Chair dated 20 June 2016
Recommendation: that:
a. MidCentral DHB’s board committee structure be
amended to support implementation and achievement of
the DHBs’ 2016 Strategic Framework;
b. the Hospital Advisory Committee’s terms of reference be
amended as outlined in the Chairman’s report of 3 June
to provide greater focus on governance for safety and
quality in clinical service delivery, and the Committee be
known as the “Quality & Excellence Advisory
Committee”;
c. the Community & Public Health Advisory and the
Disability Support Advisory Committees be amalgamated
and their terms of reference amended as outlined in the
Chairman’s report of 3 June to provider greater focus on
planning, monitoring, and evaluation, and, that the
Committee be known as the “Healthy Communities
Advisory Committee”;
d. that joint meetings of the Quality & Excellence Advisory
and the Healthy Communities Advisory Committees be
held on a regular basis to discuss matters of mutual
interest and to support the DHB’s integration agenda;

e. the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee’s terms of reference
be amended in line with the Chairman’s report of 3 June
2016;
f. that a Clinical Council be established as a non-statutory
committee to provide advice to the Board and
management on clinical matters, with terms of reference
as outlined in the Chairman’s report of 3 June 2016;
g. that the Clinical Council meet at least quarterly, and that
its membership reflect diversity of primary and
secondary care, and all major clinical disciplines;
h. that a Consumer Council be established as a nonstatutory committee to provide advice to the Board and
management on matters from a consumer perspective,
with terms of reference as outlined in the Chairman’s
report of 3 June 2016;
i. that the Consumer Council meet at least quarterly, and
that is membership reflect reflect diversity of ethnicity,
gender, age, disability (including sensory, intellectual and
physical), socio economic status, and demography;
j. membership of both the Consumer and the Clinical
Councils include an independent chair appointed by the
Board on the recommendation of the CEOs, MDHB and
the Central PHO, with members appointed by the CEOs.
k. that responsibility for establishing the Clinical and
Consumer Councils be delegated to the Chief Executive
Officer;
l. six-monthly huis be held between the Boards of
MidCentral DHB and Manawhenua Hauora, and that
these be complemented by six-monthly meetings between
the Chairs;
m. that consumer stories be a standing item on the Board’s
agenda on a 12-weekly basis to enable members to hear
direct a consumer perspective;
n. that stronger engagement with integration and other
partners be encouraged, such as annual meetings
between the Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee
and the Health Quality & Safety Commission;
o. that an annual schedule of service visits for Board
Members be put in place, aligned to meetings of the
Board;
p. ENZGG to remain unchanged in the short term, and to be
reviewed once the current strategic review is completed;

q. the time devoted to meetings of the Board and its
committees be increased from two to three days every six
weeks;
r. that the meeting schedule for 2016 and 2017, as detailed
below, be approved:
Board
10am

ENZGG
3.45pm

HCAC
1pm

Joint
Q&EA/
HCAC
9am

Q&EAC
9am

FRAC
10am

2016

19 July
9 August
23 August
30 August
20 September
4 October
11 October
1 November
15 November
22 November
13 December
2017
31 January
7 February
28 February
14 March
21 March
11 April
26 April*
2 May
23 May
6 June
13 June
4 July
18 July
25 July
15 August
29 August
5 September
26 September
10 October
17 October
7 November
21 November
28 November
19 December

s. that the 2016/17 reporting framework be developed
based on the new committee structure and that this be
the subject of a board workshop in August 2016;
t. that management report back on the implementation of
the new structure in November 2016, and that a full
evaluation of the new arrangements be undertaken in
early 2017.

9.4

Iwi Partner

9.4.1 Minutes
Pages:
235 - 240
Documentation:
minutes of the meeting held on 7 March and 2 May 2016
Recommendation: that the minutes be received.
9.4.2 Progress in Implementing the 2015/16 Work Programme
Pages:
Documentation:

241 - 248
report from the Director, Maori Health & Pacific dated 15
June 2016
Recommendation: that the Board approve the MidCentral DHB/Manawhenua
Hauora Work Programme Update 2015-16.
9.4.2 Draft 2016/17 Work Programme
Pages:
Documentation:

249 - 255
report from the Director, Maori Health & Pacific dated 15
June 2016
Recommendation: that the Board:
note the draft MidCentral DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Work
Programme was approved at the Manawhenua Hauora
meeting on 13 June 2016
approve the MidCentral DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Work
Programme 2016/2017
agree the date of the annual Manawhenua Hauora/Board
hui of 9 August 2016.

10.

LATE ITEMS

11.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Tuesday, 28 June 2016 at Horowhenua Health Centre, Main Meeting Room, 62
Liverpool Street, Levin.

12.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC
Recommendation: that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance
with the Official Information Act 1992, section 9 for the
following items for the reasons stated:
Item
“In committee” minutes of the
previous meeting

Reason
For the reasons set out in the order
paper of 5.4.16 meeting held with
the public present

Ref

“In committee” minutes of
committee meetings:
• Hospital Advisory Committee, 7
June 2016
• Community & Public Health
Advisory Committee, 7 June 2016
• Disability Support Advisory
Committee, 7 June 2016
Strategic Matters
• Final Draft Central Region’s
Regional Service Plan, 2016/17
• 2016/17 Final Draft Maori Health
Plan
• 2016/17 Final Draft Annual Plan
• Upgrade Boilers, Palmerston North
Hospital
Operational Matters
• CEO’s report: NZ Health
Partnerships Limited – National
Infrastructure Platform contract
Governance Matters
• 2016/17 insurance update
• External committee member
appointments
• Board and CEO Only Discussions
(no decision)
• Board Only Discussion (no
decision)

For the reasons set out in the
Committee's order paper 7.6.16
meeting held with the public
present
For the reasons set out in the
Committee's order paper 7.6.16
meeting held with the public
present
For the reasons set out in the
Committee's order paper 7.6.16
meeting held with the public
present
Under negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation
Subject of tender process

9(2)(j)
9(2)(j)

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

Contains competitive pricing
information
To protect personal privacy

9(2)(j)
9(2)(a)
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MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Minutes of the MidCentral District Health Board meeting held on 17 May 2016 at 10.30am at St
John, Large Hall, 33 Bowen Street, Feilding.
PRESENT
Phil Sunderland (Chair)
Diane Anderson
Adrian Broad
Lindsay Burnell
Ann Chapman

Kate Joblin
Nadarajah Manoharan
Karen Naylor
Oriana Paewai
Barbara Robson

IN ATTENDANCE
Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive Officer (part meeting)
Mike Grant, General Manager, Clinical Services & Transformation
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture
Jill Matthews, Principal Administration Officer
Lyn Horgan, Operations Director, Hospital Services
Nicholas Glubb, Operations Director, Specialist Community & Regional Services
Brian Woolley, Manager, Knowledge & Information
David Andrews, Operations Manager, Enable New Zealand
Greig Russell, Medical Administration Trainee
Vivienne Ayres, Performance & Accountability
Dennis Geddis, Communications Team Leader
Public: 4
Media: 0
1.

APOLOGIES

An apology for lateness was received from Board Member Barbara Cameron.
The Chairman advised that Diane Anderson, Board Member was currently involved in the
Minister of Health’s visit to the EASIE Living & Demonstration Centre and would join the
meeting once this had been completed.
Apologies were received from CEO Kathryn Cook, General Manager, Strategy, Planning &
Performance Craig Johnston, and General Manager, Maori Health & Pacifica Stephanie Turner.
The Chair conveyed apologies from Manawatu District Council Mayor, Margaret Kouvelis.
2.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
3.

CONFLICT AND/OR REGISTER OF INTERESTS UPDATE

3.1

Amendments to the Register of Interests

Ann Chapman advised that her grandson has commenced employment with the Central
Region’s Technical Advisory Service.
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3.2

Declaration of Conflicts in Relation to Today’s Business

No conflicts were declared in relation to the business of the day.
4.

PUBLIC FORUM

A member of the public spoke regarding the DHB’s mental health and addiction service,
particularly in relation to the Hume report. She questioned what significant changes were being
implemented across the service to ensure patients’ families and carers were involved by
clinicians in care planning and delivery.
The General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation outlined the approach being taken
to transform mental health and addiction services, noting that this was a 3-5 year piece of work.
There was an intention and spirit to engage more fully with consumers, their families and
carers. As a first step the service had embraced the consumer, with consumer representation on
the management team. Over time greater engagement with families would occur in an
organised way.
Mr Grant further advised that in respect of the issue of who to go to in times of distress, closer
engagement was occurring with general practices. Changes to the model of care were also
underway. A re-design of the acute management service, and greater availability of the on-call
psychiatrist to meet those particularly needs was also occurring.
Mr Grant advised that there was heightened clinician awareness around patient and family
involvement, and the pathway forward was a more holistic service which required a significant
cultural change.
It was noted that engagement with families was a fraught area and there were often tensions.
Kathryn Cook entered the meeting.
The Chairman welcomed Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture to the
organisation.
5.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

5.1

Minutes

It was resolved:
that the minutes of the previous meeting held on 5 April 2016 be confirmed as a true
and correct record.
5.2

Matters Arising from the Minutes

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
6.

BOARD COMMITTEES

6.1

Finance, Risk & Audit Committee

It was resolved:
that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee
held on 5 April 2016 be received and the recommendations contained therein approved.
6.2

Matters Arising

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
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6.3

Hospital Advisory Committee

It was resolved:
that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Hospital Advisory Committee held
on 26 April 2016 be received and the recommendations contained therein approved.
6.4

Matters Arising

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
6.5

Community & Public Health Advisory Committee

It was resolved:
that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Community & Public Health
Advisory Committee held on 26 April 2016 be received and the recommendations
contained therein approved.
6.6

Matters Arising

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
6.7

Enable New Zealand Governance Group

It was resolved:
that the unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Enable New Zealand Governance
Group held on 26 April 2016 be received and the recommendations contained therein
approved.
6.8

Matters Arising

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
7.

WORK PROGRAMME

The CEO advised that further work on the Master Health Service Plan was to get underway,
with a refresh of the previous indicative business case, particularly the service planning
elements.
Flowing on from work being done strategically, the new New Zealand Health Strategy and
planning across the broader region regarding IT programmes, MidCentral DHB will now be
developing a Strategic ICT Plan. From this plan would flow all strategic and ICT investments.
Work was currently being done to look at the governance structures necessary to support
Enable New Zealand’s sustainability and future business success.
It was resolved:
that the updated 2015/16 work programme be noted.
8.

STRATEGIC MATTERS

8.1

centralAlliance

The CEO advised that members of both MidCentral and Whanganui DHBs’ management team
were currently visiting Canterbury and West Coast DHBs to look at the alliance they had put in
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place and to see what could be learnt from their experience. The visit looked at the technical
and supporting infrastructure, as well as talking with clinicians.
It was noted that there were some distinct differences in terms of distance and service profiles
between the two alliances. It was agreed that there were also many similarities would be assist
us the centralAlliance to get traction and move forward.
The foundation document underpinning the centralAlliance was being reviewed, and it was
intended this be refocused on supporting the relationship between the two organisations, rather
than the current contractual focus. The new document would reflect new ways of working,
particularly within women’s health, to ensure strong clinical integration going forward.
It was recommended that management review the population data for the combined district as
latest data in respect of the Horowhenua district was markedly changed. Whereas previously
slow or stagnant growth had been forecast for this region, significant growth was now expected.
It was resolved:
that the report be received.
8.2

2016/17 Capital Plan

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services advised a conservative approach was being
taken to capital planning in the short term while an investment plan was being developed. He
advised that a draft capital plan for 2016/17 would be submitted to the Board at its next
meeting. Work on the investment plan would then get underway and a paper on this would be
presented to the Board in August, with a draft investment plan to be submitted in September.
The CEO and General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services provided confirmation that the
clinical part of the business was highly engaged in the capital planning process.
Mr Wanden confirmed that it was intended each year’s capital programme would be spent or
committed within the 12 month period.
It was resolved:
that the report be received.
9.

OPERATIONAL REPORTS

9.1

CEO’s Report

9.1.1

Visit of Minister of Health

The CEO advised that the Minister of Health’s visit to MidCentral DHB had been very
successful. He had visited three areas within Palmerston North Hospital - the women’s health
unit, regional cancer treatment service, and mental health services. The Minister had enjoyed
talking to staff and patients in these areas. The Minister had then visited the EASIE Living &
Demonstration Centre and was very interested in this initiative.
The Chair advised that in discussion with the CEO and himself, the Minister had expressed his
appreciation of all that MidCentral DHB was doing, notwithstanding the difficulties we faced.
The Minister regarded MDHB as a well performing DHB, particularly its non-financial target
performance. The Minister had acknowledged the DHB’s current financial difficulties were
being addressed.
9.1.2

Mental Health Hui

The CEO advised that a very successful hui had been held.
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Diane Anderson, Board Member entered the meeting.
Oriana Paewai advised that she had attended the hui in her capacity as Chair, Manawhenua
Hauora and felt it had been very inclusive and was an excellent space to address whole of
system care for those in mental health and addiction services – patients, whanau and family.
One group which appeared not to be included was pharmacy.
Adrian Broad advised he too had attended the hui and was disappointed at the lack of senior
local government representation. He encouraged management to ensure future invites were
targeted at the right people within territorial local authorities.
It was suggested that MDHB governance representation at these huis and other projects and
activities should be considered.
9.1.3

Engagement with Local Territorial Authorities and Members of Parliament

Mr Broad advised he had requested MDHB’s General Manager, Strategy, Planning &
Performance to meet monthly with his counterpart at the Palmerston North City Council.
9.1.4

Financial Position

The CEO advised that the DHB was currently challenged financially. This was not unexpected
as the DHB had embarked upon the 2015/16 year knowing achievement of its budget would be
challenging. Work continued to look within the business to see where efficiencies and
reductions in expenditure could be made. Looking ahead to 2016/17 there was modest growth
in budgeted revenue. Long term, the key was seen to be quality, with investment in this area
leading to both better services and improved financial performance.
9.1.5

Executive Leadership Team

The CEO advised that recruitment to the Executive Director, Nursing & Midwifery and Allied
Health roles was underway.
9.1.6

Information Systems

The regional clinical portal system went live at Whanganui DHB recently, and is the first
regional core IT system to go live in the region. This will be followed by the Regional Radiology
Information System which will go life in Whanganui. MidCentral DHB would be the next to
implement both these regional system.
WebPAS, a regional common solution for Whanganui, MidCentral and Wairarapa DHBs was
also being progressed, and would first go live in Whanganui.
A member suggested that a dummy’s guide to regional information systems be developed and
made available for staff and the public.
Regarding the financial cost of these systems, the CEO advised that there were two elements to
the regional programme. One related to the regional components and this had been
incorporated into the regional budget. Local elements had not been included in the budget.
Therefore, whether systems were core or common, the same costing approach applied.
Currently, MDHB was working with other organisations to minimise the costs involved. MDHB
had had money on its balance sheet as it needed to make provision for implementing its own
programmes, and this would move forward into next year’s budget.
9.1.7

Integrated Family Health Centres

The CEO advised that locality plans for each Integrated Family Health Centre were planned, as
well as local Maori health plans.
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The CEO confirmed that an IFHC was being considered for the West End of Palmerston North,
including Awapuni, Highbury and Takaro.
9.1.8

New Zealand Health Strategy

Copies of the new New Zealand Health Strategy had been provided to members.
9.1.1

Visit of Minister of Health continued

Diane Anderson reported that the Minister of Health had enjoyed his visit to the EASIE Living
& Demonstration Centre.
A visit by the Minister for ACC had been suggested and this would followed up.
It was resolved:
that the report be received.
9.2

Financial Report

The General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services advised that the result for March was a
deficit, and the DHB was running behind budget on a year-to-date basis. He believed dealing
with the mental health review, delivering acute services and the flow-on effects of this was
making it hard to get back on track. Accordingly, the outlook was for a year end deficit of
around $2.97m. Management wished to bring this back to $2m previously advised and this was
the current area of focus.
In respect of placements at MASH, the General Manager, Clinical Services & Transformation
advised currently the DHB had mental health consumers getting beds in the community that
should be cared for within aged residential care facilities. The issue related to one of service coordination.
It was noted that growth in acute services had increased in the current year. Management
advised this was a cyclical issue which occurred from time to time. Budgeting and planning for
2016/17 had been done on the basis of increased acute volumes.
It was agreed that a considered approach be taken to reducing expenditure, ie quality first.
The possibility of community funds was raised and the CEO advised that the possibility of a
Foundation was to be considered. It was noted that care was needed with community bequests
for capital projects as these had operational costs which the DHB had to be meet on an ongoing
basis. It was further noted that some work had been done on the establishment of a Foundation
previously and it would be beneficial for management to look at this.
Kathryn Cook left the meeting.
It was resolved:
that the report be received.
9.3

Contracts Update

It was resolved:
that the report be received.
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10.

GOVERNANCE MATTERS

10.1

2016 DHB Elections

It was noted that the trial of on-line voting would not occur.
The Chairman drew members’ attention to their obligations during the election period.
It was resolved:
that the report be received.
10.2

Enable NZ Limited – Annual Reporting Requirements

It was resolved:
that pursuant to section 211(3) of the Companies Act 1993, the annual report of Enable
New Zealand Limited for the year ended 30 June 2016 shall incorporate the financial
statements and auditor’s report thereon and exclude information specified in any of the
paragraphs (a) and (e) to (j) of subsection (1) of that section.
10.3

Trans Pacific Partnership Implications

It was resolved:
that the report be received.
11.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
12.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Tuesday, 28 June 2016 at MidCentral District Health Board Offices, Board Room, Gate 2,
Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North.
13.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC

It was resolved:
that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance with the Official
Information Act 1992, section 9 for the following items for the reasons stated:
Item
“In committee” minutes of the previous
meeting
“In committee” minutes of committee
meetings:
• Hospital Advisory Committee, 26
April 2016
• Community & Public Health Advisory
Committee, 26 April 2016

Reason
For the reasons set out in the order
paper of 23.2.16 meeting held with the
public present
For the reasons set out in the
Committees' order paper 26.4.16
meeting held with the public present
For the reasons set out in the
Committees' order paper 26.4.16
meeting held with the public present

Ref
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• Enable New Zealand Governance
Group, 26 April 2016: Ministry of
Health Hearing Aid Service Contract;
ACC national housing modification
service approach and contingency
plan; and quarter contracts report
• Remuneration Committee, 26 April
2016: CEO’s performance review and
measures
Strategic Matters
• 2016/17 annual planning update
Operational Matters
• CEO’s report: serious adverse event
Governance Matters
• Banked Revenue
• Insurance negotiation updates
• CEO/Board and Board Only time (no
decision)
• Board Only Discussion (no decision)
Confirmed this 28th day of June 2016.

......................................................
Chairman

Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)

To protect personal privacy

9(2)(a)

Subject of negotiation with Ministry of
Health

9(2)(j)

To protect personal privacy

9(2)(a)

Subject of negotiation
Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)
9(2)(j)
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MidCentral District Health Board
Finance, Risk & Audit Committee Meeting
Minutes of the Meeting of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee, held on
Tuesday, 17 May 2016 at 8.15am in the Boardroom, MidCentral DHB Board
Office, Heretaunga Street,
Palmerston North

PRESENT:
Ann Chapman (Chair)
Kate Joblin (Deputy Chair)
Lindsay Burnell
Karen Naylor
IN ATTENDANCE:
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
Mike Grant, General Manager, Clinical Services & Transformation
Muriel Hancock, Director, Patient Safety & Clinical Effectiveness
Brian Woolley, Manager, Knowledge & Information Management
Chris Channing, Financial Services Manager
Darren Horsley, Manager, Risk & Emergency Planning
Jared McGillicuddy, Central TAS (Auditor)
Johan Els, Contracts Manager, Corporate Services
Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture
Angie Guy, Committee Secretary
1.

APOLOGIES

Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive Officer; Phil Sunderland (ex officio); Barbara
Cameron, Committee Member.
2.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
3.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST/OR REGISTER OF INTERESTS UPDATE

3.1

Amendments to the Register of Interests

There were no amendments to the Register of Interests.
3.2

Declaration of Conflicts in Relations to Today’s Business

Ann Chapman advised that her Grandson, Dylan now works for Central TAS.
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4.

MINUTES

4.1

Minutes of Previous Meeting

It was recommended:
that the minutes of the previous meeting 5 April 2016 were confirmed as a true and
correct record.
4.2

Recommendation to Board

The FRAC Committee noted all recommendations contained in the previous
minutes had been approved by the Board.
4.3

Matters Arising from the Minutes

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
5.

GOVERNANCE

5.1

FRAC Work Programme

The General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation informed the
Committee that the approach to the risk framework was to be discussed at the
Committee Structures Workshop that afternoon and that the programme is
currently on track. The Chair welcomed Janine Hearn to the Committee as the
new General Manager, People and Culture.
It was recommended:
that the updated work programme for 2015/16 be noted.
6.

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRAMME

6.1

Internal Audit Programme Update

Mr McGillicuddy advised that good progress was being made with the Internal
Audit reviews. Four additional reviews will be with management within the next
five days, the Health and Safety report is due in early June and the Provider
Monitoring Systems Audit is yet to be signed off. He sought feedback from
FRAC about the priorities for the coming year. Kate Joblin identified that it was a
good time to look at what other DHBs are doing as well as looking at what we
have undertaken in the previous years. She requested that Mr McGillicuddy
produce advice outlining this and noted that we should be leveraging what other
DHBs do, eg IT Privacy - we looked at Whanganui and then moved onto the next
stage without looking at what other DHBs had done. She wonders if we are
getting enough visibility of what is happening in the rest of the region.
General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation made comment that we
had come through audits by referencing other DHBs but that was the extent of it.
It would be good to see what other DHBs are actually doing. General Manager,
Finance and Corporate Services commented that if there are learnings that others
have had we should pick them up.
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Kate Joblin added generic occurrences do happen and questioned whether we
leave it up to Mr McGillicuddy or have something built into our processes. It was
agreed that it needs to be built into the process for future proofing. It was
confirmed that there will be sufficient time to complete all audits for the year.
Mr McGillicuddy offered to circulate a draft paper before the next FRAC meeting.
Karen Naylor commented that there is value around discussion and management
opinion should be sought also. The chart does help inform that decision eg
Health and Inequality and there is good understanding on how we are addressing
it, as well as the paper on Staffing Levels that needs further discussion. Kate
Joblin noted that there is quite a body of work for the Provider Arm and therefore
more risk surrounds it, these pieces of work will help embed and hone the culture
change that is needed.
The General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation advised that the next
paper on “Internal and External Audit Reporting – Clinical” is sizable and
suggested that Mr McGillicuddy may want to include it.
It was recommended:
that this report be noted and the member’s feedback on the 2016/17 be taken into
account in developing the draft internal audit plan for further discussion and
agreement.
6.2

Internal & External Audit Reporting - Clinical

The Director, Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness outlined to the Committee
that the paper was based on all recommendations from internal and external audit
programmes identified. Corporate audits had been excluded in this template as
well as the external reporting on Mental Health and Maternity. There will be
regular reporting to increase the transparency as well as seeking feedback from
the committee so progress can be made. Two to three audits will be reported on
at each meeting in order to keep the cycle going. The Director, Patient Safety and
Clinical Effectiveness will provide clarity around the dates and corresponding
colours for the next report.
Kate Joblin queried that if we look at the risks and assess mitigation, why are the
recommendations from external reviews on Women’s Health and Mental Health
not included at the FRAC meetings. The GM Clinical Services and
Transformation advised that these two audits are reported on at HAC every six
weeks.
It was recommended:
that the internal and external audit reporting – clinical, proposal is endorsed.
7.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

7.1

Finance Report for MCDHB - March 2016

The General Manager, Finance and Corporate Services confirmed that January’s
result was now identifiable as a “blip” and although it would be nice to bring the
deficit back to $2m unfortunately it is more likely to be closer to $2.97m. Mental
Health and the locum staffing costs continue be problematic. Bed day usage
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results indicate that staffing levels are making good use of resources. The
Business Improvement Plan shows maturity of work being undertaken and
progress is about fifty per cent for most projects with some projects still requiring
more traction.
Kate Joblin commented that the deficit was not as bad as first thought and she
liked the way the BIP had been reported on and being able to take comfort that
work on projects is taking place and progressing.
Mr Burnell said that this is a fair result but does have concerns about Mental
Health and the impact of Maternity, Renal and Diabetes on the provider arm.
Mental Health is now showing improvement in its clinical outcomes and
financially ie reduced ward costs and locum usage. Women’s Health has taken a
significant hit to its budget this year but next year the additional costs will be
incorporated into the budget to cover staffing costs.
Renal and Diabetes will require additional investment over and above what has
initially been budgeted. All of the above areas were to be discussed that
afternoon at the workshop.
It was recommended:
that the report be received.
7.2

Change in Capital Finance Policy

The impending change in DHB balance sheet structures advised by the Ministry
of Health was provided for information.
Kate Joblin noted that as we have no control over the change in policy it did not
require further discussion.
It was recommended:
that the report be received.
8.

STRATEGIC MATTERS

8.1

2016/17 Annual Planning Update

The General Manager, Finance and Corporate Services advised that significant
work had been done and the budget result would be better than breakeven across
the DHB. Governance and Funded both have reasonably deliverable budgets and
are at a point where they can project delivering $400-500k surplus.
General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation said that the provider arm
may break even due to a number of factors including an increase in revenue, PP
share of $2m and just over $1m benefits from RCTS. Gains can be made on
expenditure, ie maintaining the summer plan that is in place and with more
robust budgeting processes that make sure areas of variance are fully budgeted
for, in and around staffing ie moving from locums to permanent staffing. This
budget will require considerable effort to achieve but looks like breakeven at this
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point and time. He advised that utilising theatres to their maximum cost
effectiveness is the only way we can improve the situation despite already having
100 per cent utilisation.
Kate Joblin approved of the paper showing a small surplus and the move to
employ more permanent staff in Mental Health. A currently unbudgeted $.5m for
Renal and Diabetes will be required. The General Manager, Finance and
Corporate Services said the budget is realistic in its context and reflects a
reasonable first cut at the budget in order to get a small surplus. Diane Anderson
enquired whether the revised budget, having allowed for money to be found for
Renal and Diabetes, pose any risks to the organisation over the coming year. The
General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation confirmed that yes there
could be a risk to the budget but certainly no clinical risk.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
9.

RISK ANALYSIS

9.1

Risk Update

Director, Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness outlined the current Riskscape
to include 292 risks of which 5 are overdue for review. In addition the annual
plan risk(s) are overdue for review but will be addressed as part of the ongoing
development of both the Risk Framework and the 2016/2017 Annual Plan.
It was recommended:
that the report be received.
9.2

Risk Framework - Provider Audits. Quarters 1 and 2

This report listed providers of routine audits which the General Manager,
Strategy, Planning and Performance’s team follow up. The Aged Residential Care
Audit had been completed with one provider having 17 actions against them,
eight of which were considered “moderate” risks. Kate Joblin stated that the
report should be standardised as some organisations are noted by name while
others remain anonymous. It was suggested that there is also a need for a map of
providers by categories and that it needed a rework. Karen Naylor commented
that it would be good to know who the provider is when there is a high level of
risk.
It was recommended:
that the report be received.
9.3

Health and Disability Commissioner Complaints Information Update

The Director, Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness outlined that the report was
a six month follow up and reported on the actions that were agreed to be
undertaken previously. There is work being undertaken at a senior level around
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proactive responses to people who raised their concerns. The Director, Patient
Safety and Clinical Effectiveness had been looking at other DHBs and what they
do. Complaints have increased from 21 to 33 in the last year. The Chair stated
was both good that people felt they could make a complaint, but bad that they
had to. The General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation said that we
are taking ownership and addressing complaints at a senior level now. Comment
was made that there is too much attention paid to numbers, and unfortunately
the bad publicity generated over Mental and Women’s Health will attract more
complaints along with the increased number of patients being seen in clinic.
It was recommended:
that the report be received and a further update will be provided in conjunction
with the next six monthly report in approximately September 2016.
10.

POST EVENT AUDIT REPORT

10.1

Ambulatory Care

The Operations Director Hospital Services outlined that the project was over
budget as previously reported. However, in the overall scheme of things the
project had been managed very well while maintaining services without
interruption. Feedback from staff and patients about the improved environment,
had been extremely positive. It was now hoped to have the entire project
finished by the end of June as delays occurred due to lighting and acoustics in a
few rooms needing to be reviewed. The General Manager, Clinical Services and
Transformation pointed out that at the time approval was granted comment was
made that it needed to be done properly right from the start and he felt that this
had been the case despite the overrun in budget and timeline.
It was recommended:
that a full and final report on the Ambulatory Care project be provided in June
2016.
11.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Tuesday, 28 June 2016
The meeting concluded at 9.40am
Confirmed this 28th day of June 2016

…………………………………………………
Chairperson
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MidCentral District Health Board
Minutes of the Hospital Advisory Committee meeting held on 7 June 2016
commencing at 8.45 am in the Boardroom, MidCentral District Health Board

PRESENT
Barbara Robson (Chair)
Lindsay Burnell
Kate Joblin
Karen Naylor

Phil Sunderland
Dennis Emery
Duncan Scott
Cynric Temple-Camp

In attendance
Kathryn Cook, CEO
Mike Grant, General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation
Carolyn Donaldson, Committee Secretary
Chris Nolan, Service Director, Mental Health & Addiction Service, (part meeting)
Chris Simpson, Service Manager, Surgical Sub Specialties (part meeting)
Cushla Lucas, Service Manager, RCTS and Breast Screen Coast to Coast (part meeting)
Darren Horsley, Manager Risk & Emergency Planning
Diane Hirst, Charge Midwife/ Clinical Lead, Maternity Services (part meeting)
Greig Russell, Medical Administration Trainee
Jan Dewar, Nurse Director (part meeting)
Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture
John Manderson, Manager, Manager, Data Quality & Health Information
Judy Boxall, Service Manager, Child & Adolescent Services (part meeting)
Lyn Horgan, Operations Director, Hospital Services
Maggie Oulaghan, Business Manager (part meeting)
Michele Coghlan, Acting Executive Director Nursing & Midwifery
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Support
Nicholas Glubb, Operations Director, Specialist Community & Regional Services
Sarah Donnelly, Service Manager, Adult Inpatient Services (part meeting)
Syed Ahmer, Clinical Director, Mental Health & Addiction Service, (part meeting)
Vivienne Ayres, Manager, DHB Planning and Accountability.
Communications (1)
Media
Public (4)
The Chairman welcomed Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture to the meeting.

1.

APOLOGIES

There were no apologies.
2.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
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3.

CONFLICT AND/OR REGISTER OF INTERESTS

3.1

Amendments to the register of interests

There were no amendments.
3.2

Declaration of conflicts in relation to today’s business

Karen Naylor declared a conflict in relation to item 7.2, Maternity Review update in terms of
her role in the women’s health service.
Barbara Robson declared a conflict in relation to the Maternity Clinical Information System
in item 7.2, Maternity Review update, in terms of her membership as a consumer
representative on the Maternity Information Systems Programme Steering Group.
4.

MINUTES

It was recommended
that the minutes of the meeting held on 26 April 2016 be confirmed as a true and
correct record, subject to amending the 3rd sentence of the 4th paragraph, 3rd page to
read: “Waitemata DHB (maternity services) did manage pregnant women with
gestational diabetes well. They do not manage women with pre-existing diabetes, and
MDHB had received an offer to meet with them in May.”
4.1

Recommendations to Board

It was noted that the Board approved all recommendations contained in the minutes.
5.

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
6.

WORK PROGRAMME

MDHB’s budgeting process was being finalised following advice and further information
received from the national Budget announcement relating to some additional funding.
Memorandum of Understand with Whanganui DHB re Maternity Services - It was noted
that members of both MidCentral and Whanganui DHBs’ management team had visited
Canterbury and West Coast DHBs to look at the alliance they had put in place and to see
what could be learnt from their experience.
It was recommended
that the updated work programme for 2015/16 be noted.
7.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

7.1

Secondary Care update – June 1016

The General Manager Clinical Services and Transformation and Operations Directors MCH,
spoke to this paper. Members congratulated staff on the paper saying it provided a lot of
information in an easy to read and understandable format.
Winter Warrants of Fitness letters
Management were asked given that there had been a noticeable reduction in presentations as
a result of reminding people to have pre-winter checks, did this directly relate to the patients
presenting to their GP for their Winter Warrant of Fitness. Management advised they would
have to get this information from primary health.
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Friends of ED
Management confirmed this group is still working, and was organised through the St John
ambulance organisation.
Ambulatory Care Project
Management confirmed feedback had been mainly positive, although some people found it
difficult navigating around the hospital, so there was some work underway to improve
signage.
Sleep Services
Management said they were not surprised at the large number of patients assessed in the
pilot who were referred to the secondary service for follow up.
Theatre Capacity
Management advised theatres had worked outside the usual Monday to Friday timeframe in
the past, but working outside the usual hours did depend on whether or not clinicians were
available and willing to do that. It was one of the options being considered in relation to
doing the additional elective volumes required for next year.
National Prioritisation Tool
These tools are being implemented as they are agreed across the country. They would be
reviewed by the appropriate Colleges. All data was collected nationally and scores and use of
data were audited. The Colleges would then make any changes as appropriate.
Bowel Screening Programme
MDHB was in the third cohort to implement this programme, around 2019. MDHB has to
complete a significant questionnaire and send it back to the Ministry around our readiness
for the programme.
Regional Telestroke Pilot
It was noted that the former telestroke initiative with Scotland had been very successful,
although it had involved only small numbers. In terms of the current regional telestroke
pilot, communication was not a problem. Clinicians carried a communication device that
used a secure service.
Diabetes Partnership Framework and Diabetes Model of Care
Management explained a lot of work had been done over the last 24/36 months on diabetes
relationships. A diabetes partnership framework had been developed which would support a
model of care being designed for the district. It was noted that MidCentral would be visiting
Hawke’s Bay DHB to learn about their model of care.
Work was also being done by MCH on what specialist diabetes services would look like. The
report outlining the results of the gap analysis, due at the Ministry in June, would be
provided to the committee in due course.
Care Capacity Demand Management
Management confirmed this programme was adequately resourced, advising an appointment
had recently been made to the coordinator position.
CT Replacement and Linear Accelerator Procurement Planning
It was noted that the Ministry was still evaluating the new intraoperative breast radiation
treatment, which was currently privately provided in Auckland. This information, once
available, along with other information around changes to practice and treatment modalities
would be factored into planning for the Linear Accelerator replacement. The level of
investment by MCH into cancer services was significant, and would need careful
environmental scanning.
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Communication with terminally ill patients and their families
Management were asked to ensure their staff were more considerate when informing
patients and their families of either an inoperable or terminal illness. Feedback received
recently indicated this news was sometimes delivered too quickly. Members were advised to
inform either the CEO or General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation of such
situations so they could follow up on them. Members were also reminded of the complaints
process.
Child & Adolescent Oral Health
Arrears – Management advised the base line for arrears had been around 3,000 for some
time. MCH’s arrears for April 2016 were 4,000, with some of this increase being due to large
school populations becoming due in the last two months (2077 arrears). The new Titanium
system (electronic oral health record system) should bring efficiencies and improvements in
the number of children seen, and help reduce the figures. Management agreed that revised
internal targets will be set in response to the Titanium implementation.
A member asked how many children were being referred to the hospital dental service, as
there was no visibility in reporting those figures, eg what were the trends like for treatment
under general anaesthetic. Management said they could provide this information.
Human Papillomavirus Immunisation (HPI) Programme
Management undertook to provide an update on Gardasil and vaccinations for boys.
Trends
The Board Chairman said this was an incredible report, showing how busy MCH was and the
magnitude of work being undertaken. However he wondered if there were any high level
trends that members should be thinking about as a result of all that work. The CEO and
General Manager Clinical Services and Transformation advised there were two dimensions
that would require more feasibility work. The first related to consumer feedback of services
like renal and maybe diabetes. The second one was around capital requirements going
forward. These aspects ran through the report but there was not a lot of information around
what to expect or any financial impact etc, so they were concerns members should be aware
of.
A member asked if two additions could be made to the glossary: Arohanui Hospice (AH) and
Manawhenua Hauora (MH).
It was recommended
that this report be received.
7.2

Maternity Review update

The conflicts of interest for Karen Naylor and Barbara Robson were noted. As agreed at
previous meetings, this did not need any action on the part of the committee.
The report was introduced by the General Manager Clinical Services and Transformation and
the Clinical Lead, Maternity Services.
Maternal Mental Health
Information on this service was contained in the Regional Service Plan report. The
Committee Chair felt it was important for members to keep an eye on these statistics for the
district, and wondered if the information could be provided to HAC from time to time.
Team Building
Two very successful days were spent on leadership team building, involving the Women’s
health senior medical staff, senior gynaecology nurses, charge and associate charge midwives
(ACMs).
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Maternity Clinical Information System
Management advised there was no alternative maternity clinical information system other
than a paper based system, which was too out dated, so the electronic system had to be made
to work.
LMCs
A member asked if management were confident there would be improved staff relationships
including the LMCs. The Clinical Lead, Maternity Services advised this was still a work in
progress, but she thought by the end of the process, every LMC would be involved. Changes
have been made to some processes, eg the associate charge nurse is now advised when
women come in, assisting the ACMs to support the LMC and be aware of the possibility for a
transfer of care. LMCs should be able to make it known if they were uncomfortable with
anything.
Opportunities for service improvement training for staff were discussed. The length of the
improvement advisor training, (9 month course), meant not many people would be able to
undertake it, but there would be other opportunities for staff to attend a shorter sharp
training on service improvement.
Quality and Risk Dashboard
Management advised at the appropriate time, the current work programme would be closed
by way of a workshop. At that point, members would be able to advise what continuing
reporting was required.
It was recommended
that this report be received.
7.3

Mental Health Report

The Service Director, Mental Health & Addiction Service (MHAS) spoke to this report,
outlining highlights to date.
Community Mental Health Teams
Management advised the initial focus had to be the inpatient unit. However a core part of the
strategic development was community development. There was also a strong focus on the
rural teams, and staff were working hard to ensure there was a sustainable model of care. A
lot of work was still required in terms of engaging with the community.
The Committee Chair said she would like to have a workshop around the day to day business
for the community health teams, so members better understood them. Members agreed with
this suggestion.
The Service Director MHAS advised the Ministry had reported on a significant increase in
people accessing mental health services. Creating a network of providers across the
community would be one of the challenges over the next twelve months, so as to ensure the
MHAS was no longer the default service.
Ombudsman Report
Apart from the facility recommendations which will require significant investment, all of the
recommendations on Ward 21 from the Ombudsman Report have been completed, and the
STAR1 recommendations will be completed within three months. The Service Director said
the structure of the report was designed to provide background information about the
demographic profile of a community and then to consider the resource level to describe an
intervention rate. It identified the background need, and then what was being done about it.
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Clinical and Financial Viability
The mental health traffic light report has an additional item which notes the service has
ongoing work to move the service to achieve clinical and financial viability. This item refers
to the mental health work plan to achieve transformational change to overall viability and is
not driven by the organisational financial position. A significant investment and resource has
been put into mental health services in relation to the review.
Erica Hume Review Recommendations
Memorandum of Understanding
It was noted these documents were reviewed annually.
- Auditing
Management advised that if audit non compliance continued in respect of audit actions, it
would lead to performance management. The service was creating a sustainable system that
was not dependent on an individual. Auditing would be a standard function.
- Collaborative Note Taking
This was not completed yet. There would be more involvement now that the consumer
advisor had been appointed. The Family Advisor and Consumer Advisor were to lead a
project around this issue and ensure improvements were made.
In the new assessment documents there was a separate section saying Discussion with
Family, so changes were happening. Progress now had to be made on family involvement.
It was recommended
that this report be received.
7.4

Renal Plan for MidCentral DHB

A member stated that transplantation rather than dialysis was the best outcome for renal
patients.
The General Manager, Clinical Services and Transformation advised members the current
renal plan report was written prior to a visit to MDHB by the national lead for
transplant/Nephrologist. His visit would be a feature of the next renal update.
Management advised clinicians were rethinking the current model of care for the service, as
it was in need of revising. Management clarified that for a considerable number of years,
there had only been one nephrologist at MCH supported by a locum from time to time. There
were now three nephrologists at MCH.
It was recommended
that this report be received.
7.5

Non-financial Monitoring Framework and Performance Measures –
Report for Quarter 3, 2015/16

Smoking in Pregnancy
It was noted that MDHB was below the target for this initiative.
Acute Stroke Service
This was a work in progress, and a priority area of focus at both regional and local levels.
Management explained for members that the target for the thrombolysis measure was set as
a realistic percentage to expect for the whole population. The impending telestroke service
would maximise the service for patients.
It was recommended
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that this report be received.
7.6

Regional Services Plan Implementation update – Quarter 3, 2015/16

It was recommended
that this report be received.
8.

OPERATIONAL REPORTS

8.1

Provider Division Operating Report - April 2016

2016/17 Budget
A member asked management if they were feeling confident about next year’s budget.
Management advised late advice had been received in relation to some additional funding for
next year, which would be factored into the budget process. Management would then move
on to the capital planning process. However, it was acknowledged that there would be
financial pressure next year. The member then suggested that when major reports were
presented to the committee, eg the women’s health report, that a part of the report addressed
financial considerations.
Kate Joblin and Phil Sunderland left the meeting.
Measles Outbreak
It was recommended that thanks be conveyed to the Board’s Medical Officer of Health in
relation to the work done during this outbreak.
Retirements
It was suggested letters of thanks also be sent to the retiring senior clinicians who had
worked at Palmerston North Hospital for many years.
Closed Circuit Television
The Committee Chair asked that when the MDHB security policy was finalised, it should
ensure that people had access, if required, to footage covering their issue, and that the tapes
were not over-written too quickly.
It was recommended
that this report be received.
9.

LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
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10.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

19 July 2016
11.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC

It was recommended
that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance with the Official
Information Act 1992, section 9 for the following items for the reasons stated:
Item

Reason

Reference

“In Committee” minutes of the previous
meeting
Operations Report:
: Potential Serious Adverse Events
and Complaints

For reasons stated in the previous
agenda
To protect personal privacy

9(2)(a)

Contracts update
Elective Services Funding and Price
Volume Schedule update

Subject of negotiation
Subject of negotiation

9(2)(j)
9(2)(j)
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MidCentral District Health Board
Community & Public Health Advisory Committee Meeting
Minutes of meeting held on Tuesday, 7 June 2016 at 1pm at MidCentral District Health
Board Offices, Board Room, Gate 2, Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North
PRESENT:
Diane Anderson (Chair)
Barbara Cameron (Deputy Chair)
Adrian Broad
Ann Chapman
Nadarajah Manoharan
Phil Sunderland (ex officio)
Donald Campbell
IN ATTENDANCE:
Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive
Craig Johnston, General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance
Megan Doran, Committee Secretary
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture
Barbara Bradnock, Senior Portfolio Manager Children, Youth & Intersectoral Partnerships
Jo Smith, Senior Portfolio Manager, Health of Older Persons
Claudine Nepia-Tule, Portfolio Manager, Mental Health & Addictions
Andrew Orange, Portfolio Manager, Clinical Services
Vivienne Ayres, DHB Planning & Accountability
Jordan Dempster, Communications Officer
Steve Tanner, Finance Manager, Funding & Planning
Wayne Blissett, Manager Maori Health & Strategy
OTHER:
Public: (1)
Media: (0)
1.

APOLOGIES

Phil Sunderland, Ann Chapman and Barbara Cameron for lateness
There was one apology from Andrew Ivory and Oriana Paewai
2.

NOTIFICATION OF LATE ITEMS

There were no late items.
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3.

CONFLICT AND/OR REGISTER OF INTERESTS UPDATE

3.1

Amendment to the Register of Interests

There were no amendments to the Register of Interests.
3.2

Declaration of Conflicts in Relation to Today’s Business

There were no declarations of conflict in relation to today’s business.
4.

MINUTES

4.1

Minutes

It was recommended:

that the minutes of the previous meeting held on 26 April 2016 be confirmed as a
true and correct record.
4.2

Recommendations to the Board

It was noted that all recommendations contained in the previous minutes were approved by
the Board.
4.3

Matters Arising from the Minutes

There were no matters arising from the previous minutes.
The Chair took the opportunity to congratulate Nadarajah Manoharan on his recent New
Zealand Order of Merit award.
Janine Hearn, General Manager, People & Culture and Steve Tanner, Finance Manager,
Funding & Planning were also welcomed to their first CPHAC meeting.
5.

GOVERNANCE

5.1

2015/16 Work Programme

The Chief Executive Officer introduced this paper. Key points to note were due to the current
measles outbreak the presentation that Public Health was to give at today’s meeting had to
be postponed until the next meeting.
The Laboratory contract with Medlab Central comes to the end of its term in October 2017.
Preliminary work is occurring in conjunction with our centralAlliance partners, Whanganui
DHB. An update will be provided in due course.
The price volume schedule is currently being worked on to incorporate new Electives
Initiatives funding received as part of Budget 2016.
It was recommended:
that the report from the Acting Chief Executive Officer for 2015/16 be noted.
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6.

STRATEGIC

6.1

Regional Services Plan Implementation Update – Quarter 3, 2015/16

Vivienne Ayres, Manager, DHB Planning & Accountability gave a brief update and summary
of progress against the Regional Services Plan.
The Faster Cancer Treatments target was noted as an area where DHBs have not been
achieving target. The number of patients counting towards the target is variable month by
month, and the variability and complexity of the care pathways for the small subset of
patients for this pathway make achieving the target difficult. Notwithstanding these issues,
this measure is a priority for the Minister of Health, and as of 1 July 2016 the target is going
to increase to 95%. A member queried whether there would be any financial penalty for nonachievement. To date there have been no indications that this would be the case.
Another area of under performance is cardiac surgery, with Capital & Coast DHB behind
schedule. The Ministry is currently assisting Capital & Coast which should have a positive
benefit for MidCentral DHB.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
6.2

2015/16 Annual Plan Implementation: Update 2

The General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance introduced this paper and noted
that some projects from the current annual plan had been delayed or are behind time, some
due to the financial situation and some due to the complexities in implementing
programmes.
It was noted that this year’s Annual Plan is very ambitious and it was set before the budget
was finalised and the financial position/restraints of the DHB were fully apparent.
A member queried whether those that had been deferred would be carried over to the next
Annual Plan. The General Manager advised that some had but some hadn’t due to them no
longer be relevant. Those that would be carried over have been budgeted for in the
2016/2017 Annual Plan.
A member sought clarification on the status on the sexual & reproductive health services
initiative, which is shown as being delayed. The General Manger advised that for 2016/17
year, the central element of this initiative has been the re-procurement of the early trimester
pregnancy termination service. This has been successfully completed and the new service is
expected to start early in the 2016/17 year. Other aspects of the sexual and reproductive
There is also working happening at the Ministry of Health and the DHB will be aligning their
work with the Ministry of Health.
In regards to Maternal Child Health, improving maternal health, pregnancy and parenting
experience, the DHB undertook a successful RFP process and Barnados was selected as the
new provider. The new service comes into effect on 1 July 2016.

Barnados is currently working with other community providers and general practice teams
to ensure that information is freely available to all women utilising the service. Going
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forward the hope is that Barnados will work alongside and with general practice teams, in
particular IFHC’s, including holding antenatal classes at IFHC’s.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
6.3

centralAlliance Update

The General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance, reported that recently staff from
MidCentral and Whanganui DHB’s had visited Canterbury and the West Coast. The purpose
was to observe the Transalpine Services, which is a very effective example of what a
partnership arrangement could look like. The relationship between these two DHBs is highly
functional at the clinical/service level, with strong leadership and resourcing as an enabler
across both organisations.
The Committee agreed that further development of the centralAlliance needed to be
clinically led and that Chief Medical Officers are well placed to work on this.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
6.4

Mental Health Update

The Chief Executive advised that a full comprehensive discussion of the Mental Health
Update report occurred at the Hospital Advisory Committee meeting, and that it was
presented to CPHAC for information.
It was noted that for there are some pleasing signs of improvement. For the first time the 28
day target was achieved. The Hume review was on track and the Erica Hume implementation
plan had been finalised and is now being implemented.
A member advised that the recent Mental Health Hui was excellent however there was no
significant representation from local territorial local authorities. It was clarified that the first
Hui was intended to be low key with a view to developing it further. There will be further
engagement opportunities later.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is currently being developed with Massey
University, this will follow on from the MoU already in place with the Pacific College and
Universal College of Learning (UCOL).
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
6.5

Non Financial Monitoring Framework & Performance Measures – Report
for Quarter 3, 2015/16

Vivienne Ayres, Manager, DHB Planning & Accountability, noted that this report to the
Ministry of Health is tabled for information and comment. It contains a lot of material
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reported in other ways to the Committee. For example, some of the contents of this report
have been taken from the Annual Plan update, which was discussed earlier in the meeting.
A member questioned the drop in Immunisation rates and the reasoning behind it. Barbara
Bradnock, Senior Portfolio Manager Children, Youth & Intersectoral Partnerships advised
that due to the onset of the Flu season and the loss of the Immunisation Coordinator at
Central PHO there has been a “blip in the road” however with the appointment of a new
Immunisation Coordinator at Central PHO there is confidence things will get back on track.
It was also noted that there is the possibility of lower numbers next quarter due to the
current Measles outbreak in the district.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
6.6

Renal Plan for MidCentral DHB

The General Manager, Strategy, Planning & Performance noted that the timeframes for this
report are tight. The DHB’s in-centre renal dialysis capacity is fully committed and the DHB
needs to look at what we can do immediately and what can be done in future.
A member noted that with the service under significant pressure and given the cost of
expanding in-centre capacity versus providing home-based services, investment in homebased services was the logical direction. The General Manager noted that home-based care is
not suitable for all patients, and the Renal Unit is currently working with a lot of high
complexity patients. As an example, Canterbury supports high complexity patients at home,
but these are patients who are at home already. Canterbury does not move complex patients
from in-centre dialysis to home-based services. Furthermore, not all homes would be suited
for home dialysis and individual needs remained the top priority.
All options are being looked into.
The Committee agreed that providing dialysis from Horowhenua Health Centre made sense
if it was possible because it reduced the burden of travel on patients.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
6.7

2015/16 Maori Health Plan Annual Progress Report

Wayne Blissett, Manager Maori Health & Strategy introduced this paper and passed on his
thanks to Vivienne Ayres, Manager, DHB Planning & Accountability, for her valued input
and oversight of this report and also the Portfolio Managers who provided data.
It was noted that although the immunisation rates for Maori are achieving targets, there was
still more work to be done to encourage Kaumatua to have their influenza vaccinations.
A member noted that the Whanau Tri was again a successful event, and that a positive
contribution was made by the stall holders who worked alongside Sport Manawatu.
It was also noted that there has been an increasing rate of Māori accessing smoking
cessation.
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A member also queried the reasoning behind the skin lesions initiative being behind
schedule. The General Manager responded delays in this initiative arose because of the
complexity. Amongst other things, ‘minor procedures’ contribute to the Electives Initiatives
and ESPI targets, so any redirection of activity towards primary providers would impact on
MidCentral Health. There are also issues associated with technology and concern about
affordability.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
7.

OPERATIONAL REPORTS

7.1

Strategy, Planning & Performance Operating Report (Results for March)

Item 4.1.1 Audit Results
The Committee wished to congratulate Lavender Blue on having a perfect audit with no
recommendations.
Item 4.4.1 Fit Whanau Triathlon Final Report
This is an excellent update that digs deeper into the data. Members were of the view that the
DHB gets good value from this initiative and that it should be continued. It would be good to
know about any changes in the well-being of participants between events – ie, from one year
to the next.
Item 4.4.2 Smoking Brief Advice & Cessation Support in Community Pharmacies
Andrew Orange, Portfolio Manager, Clinical Services advised that this was a world first and it
came together quickly with four keen providers.
Updated data was provided to the Committee. So far, conversations had occurred with 282
smokers across 27 pharmacies. Of these, 252 had been started on Nicotine Replacement
Therapy. There had been 242 referrals to the Te Ohu Auahi Mutunga (TOAM) service.
Interestingly, 11 did not know their GP or were not registered with a GP.
There is the possibility that Otago University may do some further research on this in the
future.
Item 4.5.2 Future of Social Sector Trial Horowhenua
A member asked if there is confidence that the activities of the Social Sector Trial will
continue once the programme is wound up. Barbara Bradnock, Senior Portfolio Manager
Children, Youth & Intersectoral Partnerships advised that it is partly dependent on the
ongoing level of funding from the Ministry. There have been discussions about this but we
are awaiting a decision.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
7.2

Finance Report – Result for April 2016

The YTD position for the Funder is positive and on track. By the year end the Funder is
projecting it will be $1.4 million better than budget. This has resulted from recent
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improvements across various items, particularly pharmaceutical expenditure and rebates.
The largest risk to the Funder’s end of year result is from Inter District Flows, which are
unpredictable and can involve large swings when they are washed up in July and August.
Steve Tanner, Finance Manager noted that Disability Services expenditure for the year is
forecasted to be very close to budget, which is a good result.
A member queried the construction work at Woodlands Feilding. Jo Smith, Senior Portfolio
Manager, Health of Older Persons advised that this development is largely hospital level
care. It does not involve any expansion of specialist dementia care beds for the district.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
8.
LATE ITEMS
There were no late items for this section of the meeting.
9.
DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Tuesday, 19 July 2016
11.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC

It was recommended:
that the public be excluded from Part 2 of this meeting in accordance with the
Official Information Act 1992, section 9 for the following items for the reason
stated:
Item

Reason

“In Committee” Minutes of the previous
meeting

For reasons stated in the
previous agenda

2016/17 Draft Annual Plan

Subject to negotiation

9(2)(j)

2016/17 Draft Maori Health Plan

Subject to negotiation

9(2)(j)

General Approach to Contract Review &
Renewal for 2016/17

Negotiation Strategy

9(2)(j)

Confirmed this 19th day of July 2016

…………………………………………
Chairperson

Reference

MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
Minutes of the Disability Support Advisory Committee held on Tuesday, 7 June 2016 at 3.30pm in the
Board Room, Board Office, Gate 2, Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North Hospital
PRESENT
Lindsay Burnell (Chair)
Adrian Broad (Deputy Chair)
Barbara Cameron
Nadarajah Manoharan
Phil Sunderland (ex officio)
Vicki Beagley
Tawhiti Kunaiti
IN ATTENDANCE
Kathryn Cook, Chief Executive Officer
Diane Anderson, Board Member
Raewyn Cameron, Manager Community Disability Support Services
Di Traynor, Committee Secretary
Janine Hearn, General Manager People and Culture
Jo Smith, Senior Portfolio Manager, Health of Older People & Palliative Care
Karen Upston, Project Co-ordinator Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness
Jeff Small, Group Manager, Commercial Support Services
Neil Wanden, General Manager, Finance & Corporate Support
Craig Johnson, Acting General Manager, Funding & Planning
Jill Matthews, Manager Administration and Communications
Lydia Kirker, Communications Officer
In opening the meeting, Chair congratulated Nadarajah Manoharan on behalf of the Committee for
his recognition in the Queen’s Birthday honours list.
1.

APOLOGY
Jonathan Godfrey
Scott Ambridge, General Manager, Enable New Zealand
Muriel Hancock, Director Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness

2.

LATE ITEMS
No late items.

3.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

3.1

Amendments to the Register of Interest
There were no Amendments to the Register of Interest.

3.2

Declaration of Conflicts in Relation to Today’s Business

4.

There were no declared conflicts in relation to today’s business.
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

4.1

Minutes

That the minutes of the previous meeting held on 15 March 2016 be confirmed as a true and
correct record.
4.2

Recommendations to Board
The Committee noted that all recommendations contained in the minutes had been approved
by the Board.

4.3

Matters Arising
The Chief Executive brought Committee members up to date regarding Enable New Zealand’s
contracts with the Ministry of Health and ACC.

5.

WORK PROGRAMME
The Committee’s updated Work Programme dated 30 May 2016, was taken as read.
The Chief Executive acknowledged the contribution of Enable New Zealand in the successful
completion of the 2015/16 Work Programme.
It was recommended:
that the updated work programme for 2015/16 be noted.

6.

STRATEGIC ISSUES

6.1

Disability Sector Update
On behalf of the General Manager, Enable New Zealand, the Chief Executive noted the
Disability Sector Update as read.
A highlight of the report had been the volume of visitors to the EASIE Living Centre since
opening. Raewyn Cameron, Manager Community Disability Support Services, noted that the
large number of presentations made to a wide range of community, disability and aged groups
had contributed to the success of the first quarter of operation. Presentations are ongoing,
and word of mouth about the Centre is spreading.
It was noted that the Central Regional CEO / Chair meeting is due to be held in Palmerston
North on 14 June and a visit to the EASIE Living Centre would feature as part of that visit,
providing an opportunity for Enable New Zealand to promote the Centre alongside the range
of other services Enable New Zealand is able to provide to District Health Boards.
The meeting acknowledged and congratulated the EASIE Living Centre for being awarded
‘Centre of the Year’ by the Federation of Disability Information Centres.
The Manager, Community Disability Support Services, brought the committee up to date on
the status of the DIAS / NASC review by the Ministry of Health.
Discussion ensued around a variety of topics including rural access to NASC (Needs
Assessment and Service Co-ordination) services, and NASC interaction with community
housing trusts.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.

6.2

Accessibility Self Audit Update

The Project Co-ordinator Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness, spoke to the report dated 7
June 2016 on behalf of the Director Patient Safety and Clinical Effectiveness.
Three self audits have been completed, with a fourth planned to be completed in June 2016.
The Committee discussed the key findings that indicated low staff awareness of health
passports and low take up by staff of customer service training, and also discussed the
question set. The Project Co-ordinator noted that once the fourth self-audit was complete, a
review of questions would be undertaken.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
7.

OPERATIONAL REPORTS

7.1
Annual Update – Stocktake of Employment Practices and Education &
Development
The General Manager People and Culture, Janine Hearn, introduced herself and spoke to the
report on behalf of the Manager, Human Resources and Organisational Development, dated
15 May 2016.
MidCentral District Health Board has achieved 100 per cent compliance in the Human Rights
Commission review and analysis of the good employer reporting obligations of Crown Entities
in their annual reports. The Committee acknowledged the benefits for MidCentral District
Health Board of having Enable New Zealand as part of its structure, given its reputation and
expertise in the disability sector.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
7.2

Annual Update – Disability Facility Stocktake
The Group Manager, Commercial Support Services, spoke to his report dated 27 May 2016
which provided a stocktake of work undertaken on Disability Facility buildings including
signage, maintenance and housekeeping requirements, physical building upgrades and new
building compliance.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.
Deputy Chair Adrian Broad left the meeting at 4.10 pm.

7.3

Annual Update – New Zealand Disability Strategy Contracts
The Senior Portfolio Manager, Health of Older People and Palliative Care, spoke to her report
dated 23 May 2016.
Discussion ensued on various aspects of the report including Individualised Funding support,
the ‘Accelerate 25’ innovation project, and dementia friendly environments.
Barbara Cameron asked about friendly environments for visual and hearing impaired people,
and noted the opportunity for MidCentral DHB to work with a range of organisations in this
space.

It was recommended:
that this report be received.
7.4

Annual Communications Update
The Manager, Administration and Communications, spoke to her report dated 26 May 2016.
The Chair noted and commended the range of initiatives undertaken in 2015/16 on
communications and accessibility of DHB information to people with a disability.
It was recommended:
that this report be received.

8.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Tuesday, 22 November 2016.
Venue: MidCentral DHB Offices, Board Room, Gate 2, Heretaunga Street, Palmerston North.

9.

EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC
Recommendation:

Information

that the public be excluded from this meeting in accordance with the Official
Act 1992, section 9, for the following items for the reasons stated:

Item

Reason

“In Committee” minutes of the previous
meeting

For reasons stated in the previous agenda

Ref
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TO
FROM
DATE
SUBJECT
1.

Board
Chief Executive Officer
22 June 2016
Board’s Work Programme 2015/16

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This report provides an update of progress against the Board’s 2015/16 work programme. It is
provided for the Board’s information and discussion. No decision is sought.
2.

SUMMARY

Reporting is occurring in accordance with the work programme with some exceptions.
•

Work on the Master Health Service Plan is about to re-commence. We intend to commission
an independent firm to refresh the indicative business place and this work will be overseen
by the newly established Strategic Capital Governance Group. The Board will be updated in
August.

•

Enable New Zealand was to give further consideration to its strategic direction and then
indicate a timeline for a joint workshop between the Enable New Zealand Governance
Group and Board to discuss this matter. Following a discussion at the ENZGG meeting last
month, a scope of work is being put together for the Committee’s consideration on 19 July.
This document will be released to selected independent consultants with a view to selecting
one to complete a thorough investigation and analysis of options for Enable New Zealand’s
future structure. A recommendation will then be put through for discussion with the Board.

•

The Delegations Policy was reviewed by the Board earlier this year and it was agreed that
the Schedule of Delegations needed review to reflect the new organisational structure. As
this structure is still being finalised, and it will take some time to work through as we look to
establish a cluster approach, the current Policy arrangements remain in place. It is expected
that we will have the revised schedule ready for the Board’s consideration at its November
meeting.

•

The Health Charter remains in draft and will be finalised with conjunction with the Strategic
Plan as the two are aligned.

•

The 2016/17 Reporting Framework will be the subject of a workshop next month so that this
can be developed with the new committee structure in mind.

Set out below is a summary of the reports provided to the Board. This includes reports
provided to the Board at its last meeting, its current meeting, and those scheduled for its next
meeting.
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Reporting Category
Annual Plan
Development

Monitoring
2015/16 Annual
(AP) & Regional
(RSP) Plan
Implementation
Sub-regional work
- centralAlliance
Operational
Matters

Quality Matters
Governance

Last meeting

Current Meeting

Next Meeting

• Update re Regional,
Annual and Maori
Health planning
• 2016/17 Capital
Planning update

• 2016/17 Regional Service
Plan – final
• 2016/17 MDHB Planning
Documents (final)
- Annual Plan
- Maori Health Plan
• Planning Update
• 2016/17 capital programme
• Upgrade boilers, Palmerston
North Hospital
• Strategic Plan update

• Long Term Investment Plan
– preliminary report

• Update re centralAlliance

• Update re centralAlliance

• Finance report and business
improvement update
(April/May results)
• CEO’s report
• ENZ Hearing Aid Services
Contract
• IS Update

• Finance report and
business improvement
update (June results)
• CEO’s report

• Update re
CentralAlliance
• Financial report and
business improvement
update (March results)
• CEO’s report
• Contract’s update
• Trans-Pacific
Partnership Implications
• DHB elections
• 2016/17 insurance
update
• Enable NZ Annual
Reporting Arrangements
• FRAC terms of reference

Iwi Partner

Reporting
Workshops

• Work programme
update
• Committee structure

• Insurance arrangements
2016/17
• DHB elections update
• External member
appointments
• Board committee structure
• NZ Health Partnerships
Limited’s accountability
documents
• Minutes, March & May 2016
• Proposed 2016/17 work
programme
Update re implementation of
2015/16 work programme
• Work programme update
• Enterprise Risk Management

• Master health service plan
– progress update
• Health Charter
• Draft Strategic Plan

• Clinical Leadership Council’s
annual report
• DHB elections update
• Reporting framework (see
workshops below)

• Minutes, June 2016
• Annual hui

• Work programme update
• 2016/17 reporting
framework

Board and committee commitments through until the end of August are set out overleaf and are
based on the new committee arrangements being agreed. Arrangements for the centralAlliance
sub-committee meetings are currently being discussed with the Chair and CEO at Whanganui
DHB and will be confirmed shortly.
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0800

Date

Time

0900

Jun 28th

1000

1100

1500

1600

1700

Enterprise Risk Management Workshop

HCAC

ENZGG

centralAlliance –
TBC (video conference)

Aug 9th

Board (inc Public Forum)

Aug 23rd

FRAC

Hui with Manawhenua
Hauora

centralAlliance –

Aug 29th

Aug 30th

1400

Q&EC

Jul 25th

3.

1300

Board

FRAC

Jul 19th

1200

TBC (video conference)

Combined meeting of
Q&EC & HCAC

Q&EC

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that the updated 2015/16 work programme be noted.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive Officer

2016/17 reporting
framework

ID

Task Name
1

BOARD, 2015/16 WORK PROGRAMME

May Jun

Jul

2016
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

STRATEGIC MATTERS
MDHB Strategic Plan Development
Strategic plan for MDHB: proposal, approach & timeline
Strategic plan for MDHB: proposal, approach & timeline
Regional Services Plan 2016/17
Final draft 2016/17 RSP
2016/17 Annual Plan Development

10

Planning assumptions

11

Planning workshop

12

Planning assumptions

13

Draft plan

14

Final plan

15

Planning updates

16

Update 1

17

Update 2

18

Update 3

19

Update 4

20

Update 5

21

Update 6, inc outcome of MDHB's response to request to
submit AP on 30.6.16
Update 7

22
23
24
25
26
27

Funding Arrangements
Final draft 2016/17 FA (approved via CPHAC)
Maori Health Plan
Final draft 2016/17 MHB
2015/16 Annual Plan Implementation

28

Health Charter: update 1

29

Health Charter - final draft for endorsement

30

Health Charter: update 2

31
32

Health Charter for approval, together with engagement
feedback
Master Health Service Plan: progress report NOW AUGUST 16

33

Capital Planning

34

Update re capital planning process

35

2016/17 Capital Programme

36

Draft 2016/17 Capital Programme

37

Capital investment plan - preliminary paper

2015/16 Board Work Programme, Wed 22‐06‐16, Page 1
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Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

ID

Task Name
38

Draft Capital investment plan

39

Pathway to Budget 2015/16

May Jun

40

Update 1 (dashboard)

41

Update 2 (dashboard) and updated financial recovery plan

42

Update 3 (dashboard)
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44

Update 4 (dashboard), inc outcome of application to uplift
revenue banked, and, ACC Revenue (WDHB experience)
Update 5 (dashboard)

45

Update 6 (dashboard)

46

Update 7 (dashboard)

47

Financial review

48
49

Capital expenditure planning (strategic perspective)
Business Cases

50

Master health service plan detailed business case

51

Local IT infrastructure (fibre, cabling, cabinets)

52
53

IT service desk business case (c/f 16/17)
centralAlliance

54

Update 1

55

Update 2

56

Update 3

57

Update 4

58

Update 5

59

Update 6

60

Update 7

61

Update 8

62

2014/15 Annual Report

63
64
65

Annual report
OPERATIONAL REPORTS
CEO's Report (inc ICT scorecard, HBL & IT updates)

66

Report 1 (results for June)

67

Report 2 (results for Jul/Aug)

68

Report 3 (results for Sep)

69

Report 4 (results for Oct)

70

Report 5 (results for Nov/Dec/Jan)

71

Report 6 (results for Feb)

72

Report 7 (results for March)

73

Report 8 (results for Apr/May)

74
75

Jul

2016
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Report 9 (results for June)
Staff Survey Results (with copy full results for DC)

2015/16 Board Work Programme, Wed 22‐06‐16, Page 2
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Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

ID

Task Name
76

Staff survey work programme

77

Regional RIP/CRISP solution

78

Mental health case update

79

Report back from TAS AMG

80
81

Timing of ENZ strategic planning workshop (NOW NOV 16)
Report 5 (results for Nov/Dec/Jan)

83

Report 6 (results for Feb)

84

Report 7 (results for March)

85

Report 8 (results for Apr/May)

86

Report 9 (results for June)

87

Contracts Updates (>$250k)

88

Update 1

89

Update 2

90

Update 3

92

Update 4
Quality

93

Clinical Leadership Council: six-monthly report

94

Clinical Leadership Council: six-monthly report

95
96

Quality accounts
GOVERNANCE MATTERS

97

CEO's priorities and performance measures 2015/16

98

HAC External Member Appointment

99

DSAC External Member Appointment

100

Policies

101

Board members' expense policy

102

Consultation policy

103

Consultation policy: definition of communication

104

Delegations policy

105

Delegations policy - final (NOW NOV 16)

106
107

Jul

Finance Reports

82

91

May Jun

2016
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Banked revenue
Associated Organisations

108

TAS: annual update

109

TAS: agm arrangements

110

Allied Laundry: annual update

111

Allied Laundry: agm arrangements

112

HBL new entity progress report

113

HBL new entity - annual update

114

HBL new entity agm arrangements (Sep 16)
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Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

ID
115
116

Task Name
May Jun

NZHPL accountability documents 2016/17
Governance Arrangements & Processes

117

2016/17 insurance arrangements

118

201617 insurance coverage - confirmation of arrangements

119

2016 meeting arrangements

120

2016/17 reporting framework

121

Governance finance/audit function

122

FRAC ToR

123

Committee Structure

124

Triennial DHB Elections

125

Update 1

126

Update 2

127

Update 3

128

Update 4

129

Update 5

130

Update 6

131

Update 7

132

Update 8

133

ENZ Ltd: annual reporting requirements

134

Iwi Partner

135

Annual get-together

136

Triennial re-signing of MoU

137

Proposed work programme for 2016/17

138

Arrangements for annual get-together

139
140

Maori community & consumer engagement plan & progress
to date
Whanau Ora: presentation re Te Tihi

141

2015/16 Work Programme

142
143
144

Jul

2016
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Update 1
Update 2
Minutes

145

Meeting 4 May 15

146

Meeting 15 June 15

147

Meeting 27 July 15

148

Meeting 31 August 15

149

Meeting 19 Oct 15

150

Meeting 20 Nov 15

151

Meeting Feb 16

152

Meeting March 16

153

Meeting May 16

2015/16 Board Work Programme, Wed 22‐06‐16, Page 4
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Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

ID
154
155

Task Name
Meeting June 16

Jul

WORKSHOPS

156

WORKSHOPS

157

Health Quality & Safety Commission

158

Annual hui with Manawhenua Hauora

159

Health & Safety

160

Committee Structure

161

Risk management

162

May Jun

2016
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Reporting framework

163

ITEMS FOR 16/17 WORK PROGRAMME

164

Banked revenue (Oct 16 and Feb 17)

2015/16 Board Work Programme, Wed 22‐06‐16, Page 5
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TO MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH
BOARD
FROM Craig Johnston, General Manager,
Strategy Planning and Performance
DATE 13 June 2016

Memorandum

SUBJECT MIDCENTRAL DHB
STRATEGIC PLAN
1.

PURPOSE

This report updates the Board on the development of the Strategic Framework and the
progress of the Strategic Imperative Plans for discussion.
2.

SUMMARY

As part of the on-going development of the Strategic Plan, Taskforce groups have been
developing plans for each of the four Strategic Imperatives. The Strategic Imperative
Plans prioritise areas of work and will drive the content of the next annual plan and
service plans, ensuing we are all working together is a unified way for common
outcomes.
The Task Force Groups utilised a variety of sources of information to help formulate
their plans including best practice models, research, staff meetings and district groups.
The staff survey and cafe forums were also a valuable source of input with over 500 staff
taking part.
The Strategic Imperative Plans will be presented to the Board by the Task Force Groups
during the Board meeting. Discussion and questions are welcomed.
The next step of strategic planning is the refinement of the Strategic Imperative Plans
ensuring they have a consistent look and feel. They will then be presented to the August
Board meeting in draft format having been the subject of further internal and external
engagement. The final Strategic Plan will be presented to the September Board meeting
for approval.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that this report be received
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4.

INTRODUCTION

The Strategic Framework including Vision, Purpose, Values and Strategic Imperatives
was formally endorsement at the last Board meeting.
Included within the Strategic Framework is a set of Strategic Imperatives. The Strategic
Imperative plans will be combined with the Strategic Framework to become the
‘strategic plan’ for the organisation.
5.

BACKGROUND

The following picture provides a graphical representation of the journey to date and
what is to come:

Development of the Strategic Imperative plans has been undertaken by a series of Task
Force Groups and each group has a nominated Team Leader. The groups include a mix
of clinical leaders and subject matter experts. A good number of people volunteered to
participate in the process, and each group has at least one volunteer with two groups
also having a consumer in attendance. The Executive Leadership Team has been
managing the process with support from the Strategy, Planning and Performance Team.
The following table documents membership:
Table: Composition of the Task Force Groups
Quality and
Excellence by
Design
Barry Keane
Ken Clark
Chiquita Hansen
Jo Smith
Mohammed
Mohammed
David Sapsford
Paula Spargo
Muriel Hancock
Consumer

Patient and
Whanau centred
Care
Jan Dewar
Craig Johnston
Joanne Henare
Sande Ramage
Claudine Nepia-Tule

Connect and
Transform
Services
Jeff Brown
Mike Grant
Oriana Paewai
Barb Bradnock
David Ayling

Jonathon Kok
Natalie de Vries
Syed Zaman
Consumer

Bruce Stewart
Debbie Davies
John Manderson

Equity of
Outcomes
Curtis Walker
Stephanie Turner
Wayne Blisset
Andrew Orange
Janine Stevens
Yvonne Stilwell
Greig Russell
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6.

PROGRESS TO DATE

Since the last update to the Board in March the Task Force Groups have been working to
a project plan. The groups highlighted the importance of staff engagement and the
communication plan was further developed to support more widespread engagement.
The twelve week timeframe was extended to sixteen weeks allowing for further
engagement across the hospital. A multi-media information, engagement and feedback
approach was taken including blogs, e-news updates and staff forums.
Groups ran a world cafe style forum involving focused discussion on the four Strategic
Imperatives, this engaged a small but diverse group of staff. A web based survey was
also developed and sent out to all staff, 425 staff took the opportunity to engage in the
survey. The groups commented that the feedback from the forum and the survey were
valuable sources of information and gave real insight into areas that staff see as
priorities.
The Strategic Imperatives were also presented at numerous internal meetings such as
the Clinical Leadership Council and Alliance Management Team as well as at wider
meetings such as District Groups. All feedback was compiled and common themes were
easily identified. Some of the feedback was focused at an operational level and it will be
important to ensure that this information is referred to during the development of the
service level plans.
Groups met weekly to develop their Strategic Imperative Plans based on a template
provided by Strategy, Planning and Performance. They used a combination of best
practice models, research, expert knowledge and staff feedback to create the draft plans.
Each group was working to the following headings in respect to their Strategic
Imperative:
• Purpose / why is this important
• What does success look like
• Objective – What we intend
• Approach – How we will do it
• Outcome
Each group has produced a draft plan in respect to their imperative. These plans still
need refinement such as consistency of language and the overall look of the plans. There
are also areas of duplication that need to be addressed. The four plans have been
summarised and placed onto one document, see Appendix 1, as a snapshot, again
further refinement needs to be undertaken on this document.
The groups are tracking well and have developed some great work; their drive,
enthusiasm and ability to work collaboratively towards common outcomes has created a
new way of working. The addition of a consumer on the groups added a new perspective
that was valuable and brought to light the need to speak in “Plain English”. These
groups have role modelled the culture and values we would like to see more of in the
future across the organisation.
Groups presented their draft plans to ELT who were impressed by their passion and the
quality of work. After these presentations ELT felt it was important for the Board to also
get the opportunity to hear directly from group representatives.
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7.

PRESENTATIONS TO THE BOARD

Today’s presentation will give the Board a feel for how well the groups have work
together to develop plans that will create better health outcomes and better healthcare
for all.
There have been suggestions that further engagement and feedback needs to be sought
going forward from the Senior Medical Officers, a new communications plan will be
developed for the next stage of the process accommodating a widespread engagement,
targeting more staff whom are time restricted due to clinics and procedures , the
timeframe has also been extended to allow for this.
8.

THE NEXT STEPS

After the presentations to the Board meeting in June, Strategy, Planning and
Performance will work with the groups to refine the draft plans. Further engagement
will be undertaken within the organisation and with broader stakeholders to gather
feedback during July, this will help inform and further refine the draft plans. The four
draft strategic imperative plans will be combined into one plan, which will then be
presented to the Board in August, still in draft format.
Once all input has been incorporated, the Strategic Imperative Plan will be combined
with the Strategic Framework into a single document which then be the MidCentral
DHB Strategic Plan. This will be presented to the Board for formal approval in
September.
In addition to the Strategic Plan, there are various other plans and strategies that are
being developed. The Organisation Development Plan is one of the more important
elements. Work on this has started, but is to some extend on the Strategic Plan. Service
Plans for specific service areas and locality plans are also important. These latter plans
will provide the operational detail and will be developed progressively, with a timeframe
extending through into the 2016/17 financial year.
9.

CONCLUSION

The implementation of Task Force Groups for this project has worked well, their drive,
enthusiasm and commitment to the sixteen week work plan is to be commended. The
assignment of a Team Leader added value, providing guidance and motivation. The set
timeframe allowed staff to plan ahead and understand their commitment to this piece of
work. The mix of clinical and non clinical staff, with the addition of a consumer and
project support created a good mix and balance, will be replicated for projects in the
future
The multi-media information, engagement and feedback approach worked well seeing,
proportionally to other projects, a high engagement overall from staff. This approach
will be refined and applied to future projects.
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Summary of Strategic Imperative Objectives:
VALUES: We will be Compassionate, Respectful, Courageous, Accountable
Strategic
Imperative:
Achieve quality
and excellence by
design

Partner with
people and
whānau to
support health
and wellbeing

Objectives
Continuous
quality
improvement

Culture of
excellence

Communication
and linking

The quality processes
are embedded and
systemised to achieve
excellence.

All resources are
focused to achieve a
culture of excellence.

Systems are designed
to enable effective
joined up care.

People taking
ownership of
their own health

People and
whānau centred
care

The ability of
people, families,
and whānau to
manage and take
ownership of their
own health
continually
improves.

Facilities, systems
and processes support
people and whānau
centred care in line
with the Health
Quality and Safety
Commission’s
(HQSC) framework
for consumer
engagement.

An organised
consumer voice
Consumers are
actively engaged at all
levels and in all
activities of the
organisation.

A workforce
skilled in people
and whānau
centred care
A health services
workforce that is
knowledgeable and
confident in the
principles of people,
family and whānau
engagement.
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Connect and
transform
primary,
community and
specialist care

Achieve equity of
outcomes across
communities

Making
meaningful
connections
“One team”
Connecting health
services, social
services, NGOs and
other agencies to
better meet the needs
of people, whānau,
and communities.

Accessible clinical
information
Consumers and
providers have the
ability to access the
right information, at
the right time,
anyway.
(Improved efficiency
through shared
information being
available at the right
time across the
MidCentral DHB
health system.)

Any door is the
right door
People and whānau are
connected to the
information and
services they need
through any access
point in the system –
an easy to navigate
health system.

Primary health
care is the health
home
Primary health
services have the
capability and
capacity to
coordinate and
provide health care
closer to home.
Health services are
increasingly available
in locations more
convenient for people
and their whānau.

Increase health
literacy
To have a consumer
population and
healthcare/wider
sector workforce that
is knowledgeable and
confident to access
relevant timely
information and to
make informed
decisions in regards to
their own health.

Leadership

Knowledge

Commitment

Commitment

Behaviour

MidCentral DHB will
have strong and
enduring health
equity leadership
across the whole
organisation at all
levels.

MidCentral DHB will
have a clear
understanding of
health equity across
our communities
and across our
health services.

All health services
provided by
MidCentral DHB will
be delivered equitably
across our
communities.

MidCentral DHB will
have a multidisciplinary health
workforce
development strategy
to build the capacity
of the Māori health
workforce and
increase the
capability of the nonMāori workforce to
reduce inequities
across our
communities.

MidCentral DHB will
partner with external
organisations and our
communities to
actively challenge
inequity of outcomes
across the district.
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TO
FROM

Neil Wanden
General Manager, Finance & Corporate
Services

DATE

16 June 2016

SUBJECT

1.

Board

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLAN
2016/17

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

To update the Board on the attached proposed CAPEX plan and seek approval for it.
2.

SUMMARY

This updates from the previous interim paper provided to the Board May 2016.
That paper proposed a constraint of restricting new CAPEX allocations to depreciation
levels this year until such time as the Long Term Investment Plan is developed and
approved, at which time the Board would be more fully informed of the wider
implications and affordability of any alternate investment level then proposed.
Restraining the allocation to that level is proving challenging given the substantial range
of issues to be addressed. This has been dealt with by rescheduling the remedial property
works, both explicitly and by incorporating in a small “Defer” factor to recognise that this
is the area with most opportunity to reschedule as the year progresses.
The proposed plan has been developed with information drawn from the Asset
Management Plan which has been reviewed and supplemented with input from the major
areas of Clinical, ICT and Property management. Significant assets will be subject to
formal evaluation and approval with appropriately detailed business case support and
subsequent implementation monitoring.
At the close of each financial year there is a proportion of capital expenditure which has
been on the plan and not yet spent. This occurs for a range of reasons, including deferral
of projects, superseded and cancellation of potential projects. Over recent years between
$19m and $22m (about 70 per cent of Annual Plan CAPEX) has been carried over each
year, some of which is later cancelled. We anticipate that at 30 June 2016 there will be
$12-$14m carried forward with a similar value at the end of 2016/17.
Although we have funds capacity to undertake substantially more investment, that is a
factor for consideration in developing the Long Term Investment Plan, which will then
supersede this shorter-term CAPEX Plan.
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3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that the draft Capital Expenditure Plan for 2016/17 be approved.

Neil Wanden
General Manager, Finance & Corporate Services
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Assets over $250k
ICT
e-Pharmacy
ICNet Infection Prevention
SQL farm
Fibre, Cabling, Cabinets & UPS
Service Desk Upgrade
National Oracle Solution (NOS)
Medication Mgt (e-Prescribing and e-Administration)
Hospital Operations Centre
RHIP Internal Assets (MDHB Own Costs)
Commercial Support
Vinyl and carpet replacement
Fire systems upgrade
Fire penetration
Lift upgrades
Seismic work
Electrical infrastructure
Motor control upgrades
Emergency lighting
Energy efficient projects
Potential to defer timing
Lighting Upgrade
11KVA System Upgrade
Substations 1, 2 & 3 - Phase 2
Trane Chiller Replacement
Linac Plant Room 1&3
Portable Water Supply
Grey Water Upgrade
400v cabling
Clinical equipment
CAOH Project Assets
Med -Dispense (Balance Hospital wide)
Radiotheraphy Planning System (Monaco)
LA1 Replacement
LA4 Replacement
LA5 Replacement
Planning Workstation Equipment
Ward 28 and ICU Monitoring System
Bed Replacement Programme
Orthopaedic Drill ReplacementsMobile X-Ray Replacements
Image Intensifier Replacement
Ultrasound
X-Ray Rm 3 Replacement

Jan to
Jun

275
300
280
1,062

518
555

1,880

150
240
243
350
600
400
20
300
309

90
85
450

-1,153

2,612

3,210

1,200

550
300

275
300
280
1,062
0
0
0
518
0
2,435

Budget Budget Budget
2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

240
325
693
350
1,100
2,800
558
600
309
-1,153
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5,822

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0
0
1,200
0
0
0
0
0
0
550
0
300
0
0
2,050

X

1,633
310
500
463
222
969
4,097

1,500
464
344
2,308

0

500

500

1,400
2,800

1,000
2,800

150
550
200
1,400
2,800
150
800
1,153
570
250
2,500

100

100
250
2,500
700

2,500
650

250
250
100
11,123

250
250
100
8,850

7,450

180
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

800
3,200
3,200
3,200
328

328
578
300

300

300
350
4,858

5,206

3,500

300
200

550

1,500

0

360
360

360 X
360

640
640

0

0

200
500

300
1,300

1,000

tbc

tbc

100
800

400
2,000

500 X
1,800 X
0
500 X
2,800

Vehicle Replacements
School Dental Service

Investment Plan
PN Hospital Reconfiguration
Emergency Department
Lanscape Project (Cath Lab DSA Machine )
Mental Health Redevelopment (Ward 21)

500
2,400
538
300

Budget
2016/17

New Investment

Jul to
Dec

Replacement

MidCentral District Health Board
Four Year Capital Expenditure Approval in Principle Programme 2017-2020

X

1,500
2,000
3,000

0

1,500
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Enable
Other Capital

Capital Investment Outside MDHB
Investment In RHIP (Intangible Assets)

0

605
605

605
605

962
962

962
962

1,924
1,924

Assets under $250k
Total CAPEX
Funding Sources
Depreciation funding
EECA Loans or Grants
Operating Surplus/Cash Reserves Used
Total Funding

5,479

10,517

500
500

500
500

500
500

918
918

0

0

1,500

1,500

2,000

2,000

17,496

26,636

18,864

14,950

17,237
259
0
17,496

18,100

18,500

18,900

8,536
26,636

364
18,864

-3,950
14,950

X
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TO Board
FROM General Manager, Strategy, Planning
& Performance
DATE 17 June 2016
SUBJECT CENTRALALLIANCE UPDATE

1.

Memorandum

PURPOSE

This report provides an update on centralAlliance activities. It is for information only.
SUMMARY

2.

Three pieces of work are currently underway:
•

Review of the Foundation Agreement and its reconstruction as a Memorandum of
Understanding.

•

Finalisation of the centralAlliance Strategic Framework 2015-2025 prior to its
submission to the two Boards.

•

Implementation planning for how to convert the high level Strategic Framework
and the service-by-service issues together in a programmatic approach.

Since the Board meeting the respective Chief Medical Officers have been leading the
implementation planning and the Foundation Agreement. Tracey Schiebli, GM
Whanganui DHB, is managing the amendments to the Strategic Framework.
The other development since the Board meeting is that a very successful visit was made
to Canterbury and West Coast DHBs by a group of MidCentral and Whanganui
personnel. The value of the trip was to observe the Transalpine Services, a very effective
example of a partnership arrangement.
The Subcommittee will meet again to sign off the Strategic Framework and to consider a
suggested approach to the development of the implementation plan. These will then be
presented to the two Boards at their consideration.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that this report be received
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4.

INTRODUCTION

At a meeting of the centralAlliance Subcommittee on 3 May there was a real desire to
see the centralAlliance move forward. Three areas of work were agreed:
4.1 Foundation Agreement
The centralAlliance Foundation Agreement was reviewed and it was concluded that it is
now time for a different type of document. What is required is an agreement focused
more on how the DHBs will work together and less on legalistic terms and conditions.
This would be along the lines of a Memorandum of Understanding with more emphasis
on the principles and the terms of engagement. There are some ‘terms and conditions’
within the Foundation Agreement that are still useful (eg, the dispute provisions) but
these could appropriately be located in an appendix. It was agreed that the principles in
the Foundation Agreement need to be refreshed, which includes checking them against
some of the other frameworks that are available, for example, In Good Hands, 2009.
Since the meeting, clinical leaders have been working on this under the leadership of the
CMOs, Dr Rawlinson and Dr Clark. The MidCentral Contracts team are now working the
resulting document up into the format of a Memorandum of Understanding.
4.2 Strategic Framework
The Subcommittee considered a revised draft of the centralAlliance Strategic
Framework 2015-2025. The revised draft incorporates input from the board to board
workshop in late 2015. The only component still outstanding is the Foreword which
needs to contain key messages.
It was agreed that subject to a few final amendments, this document is now complete. It
provides a good rationale for the centralAlliance and also provides a focus for what
needs to be done. In particular it emphasises MidCentral and Whanganui DHBs using
their combined strength to achieve health gain and improve clinical viability. In the case
of health gain, the Framework identifies areas where our combined population has poor
outcomes compared to the national situation – particularly cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, respiratory illness, mental health and cancer.
Since the Subcommittee meeting, Tracey Scheibli, GM Whanganui DHB, has been
responsible for making final amendments to the Strategic Framework. This is in
progress.
4.3 Implementation Plan
The Subcommittee agreed that having dealt with the ‘why’ and the ‘what’ through the
Strategic Framework, attention now needs to turn to the ‘how’. This needs to be
addressed in an implementation plan that brings the high level strategy and the service
by service issues together in a programmatic approach. The implementation plan
requires significant input from clinicians and service managers. The process needs to be
led by the Chief Medical Officers, with support from planners and management. While
the Subcommittee was keen to see speedy progress on the implementation plan, they
recognised that having the right process and engagement now was a key factor in terms
of its ultimate effectiveness. The Subcommittee is looking for an approach that drives a
systematic approach to the development of services.
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It was agreed that an approach to implementation planning will be prepared in time for
the next Subcommittee meeting. Since the Subcommittee meeting, the respective Chief
Medical Officers have been meeting with their colleagues and together to scope out the
implementation plan. This is expected to take some time.
5.

CHRISTCHURCH AND WEST COAST

On 16 and 17 May a group including Whanganui and MidCentral DHB personnel visited
Christchurch and Greymouth to gain an appreciation of how Canterbury and West Coast
DHBs work together. MidCentral was represented by Kath Cook, Chief Executive (day
1), Craig Johnston, GM, Strategy, Planning and Support, and Michelle Coghlan, Director
Nursing and Midwifery. Canterbury and West Coast DHBs have a reputation for having
a functional working relationship which benefits both DHBs and their communities.
The effectiveness of the relationship and its value to the West Coast community was
confirmed by the visit. They have a well structured relationship which functions under
the brand of ‘Transalpine Services’. The two DHBs have a single Chief Exec and share
some of their Exec Team, but otherwise function as two separate DHBs. There has been
good leadership and a reasonable level of resourcing for Transalpine Services – for
example through technology. The two DHBs have worked hard to remove obstacles to
the relationship (eg, the Inter District Flow framework) and have been fully committed
to it.
The real strength of Transalpine Services is at the service level where it is highly
functional, underpinned by strong clinical relationships and service connections. This
was evident across a range of service and specialty areas. At the West Coast end
Transalpine Services are resourced through Clinical Nurse Specialist roles. The
individuals filling these roles are the key; they are involved in patient care but they also
make the relationships and systems work.
The Transalpine Service arrangement is an example of a well functioning supportive
relationship and there is a lot we can learn from it. It has not been plain sailing, and
some service areas still have room for improvement. This visit will no doubt be
discussed extensively at the next Subcommittee meeting.
6.

LABORATORY SERVICES

Laboratory services has been on the centralAlliance agenda for some time. MidCentral
and Whanganui DHBs each have a separate contract with Medlab Central as their sole
provider. The contracts have synchronised end points (October2017) to enable the two
DHBs to move to a combined service and a combined contract. There are various
potential service options and procurement approaches, some of which might include
other DHBs (eg, Hawkes Bay). Initial discussions have occurred at Chief Executive leve
with Whanganui and Hawkes Bay DHB.
7.

NEXT STEPS

The Subcommittee will consider the draft Strategic Framework and a suggested
approach to implementation planning. Note this is the approach to developing an
implementation plan, not the plan itself. These will then be presented to the two Boards
for approval.
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TO
FROM
DATE
SUBJECT

1.

Board
Chief Executive Officer
22 June 2016
Report for April/May 2016

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE OF REPORT

This report is for the Board’s information and discussion. It provides the DHB’s result
for the year on a consolidated basis, and discusses organisational, governance and
corporate issues of note.
No decision is sought.
2.

SUMMARY

The end of the 2015/16 year is fast approaching. We have achieved a lot over the past 12
months. We have also faced some challenges. New approaches are being put into place
and membership of the Executive Leadership Team is nearly finalised. We have a new
strategic framework and from a financial perspective, we expect to deliver to the revised
year end forecast.
Our new strategic plan is beginning to take shape and I look forward to presenting the
work done to date to the Board on the 28th June, together with details of the next steps.
Nationally, budget announcements for 2016/17 have been made, including investment
in health. The additional funding is welcome.
The Government is also seeking to develop a national health research policy and a
national strategy for organ donation.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that the report be received.
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4.

ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS

4.1

Strategic Planning

I am delighted that the development of our Strategic Plan is progressing and the
taskforce groups for the Strategic Imperatives are now ready to present their work to
the Board. They have presented to the Executive Leadership Team and we were all
thrilled with the work they have done and the synergies between each strategic
imperative.
Following the Board presentation, wider engagement will occur within the organisation
with a view that a draft Strategic Plan be presented to the Board in August ahead of a
community engagement process.
A separate report is provided on this matter.
4.2

Financial Performance

The financial position remains challenging, however we believe our year end forecast of
$2.97m deficit is still achieveable.
A separate report on our financial position is provided.
4.3

Organisational Structure

Recruitment of Executive Directors, Nursing & Midwifery and Allied Health continues
and I expect appointments to be made within the next month.
The job description for the Chief Medical Officer role has been finalised and Dr Ken
Clark will now be putting this into action.
The Executive Leadership Team is currently giving further consideration to the
proposed cluster model, with a view to providing more clarity around how this could
look and operate. A presentation will be provided for the Board in due course.
4.4

Visit of the Minister of Health

The Hon Dr Jonathan Coleman, Minister of Health, visited MidCentral DHB on 17 May.
The Minister met with the Chair and I, before doing a tour of Palmerston North
Hospital. We then took him to see the EASIE Living and Demonstration Centre.
The Minister expressed his appreciation of all that MidCentral DHB was doing. The
Minister regarded MDHB as a well performing DHB, particularly its non-financial
target performance. The financial difficulties we currently face and are addressing were
acknowledged by the Minister.
At Palmerston North Hospital, the Minister visited the women’s health unit and Ward
21 (mental health inpatient unit) – two areas which have been the subject of recent
reviews. He also visited patients and staff in the medical oncology day ward.
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He said: “There were a couple of high profile reviews undertaken here and it is clear
that the DHB is very committed to moving forward. It was good to hear about the
Mental Health Hui that was held earlier this month, which is around phase two of
implementing the recommendations of the review, and is about looking outwards to the
community.
“On the maternity side, they [MDHB] have taken those recommendations on board and
it is very clear they are concentrating on building great links across the service, and very
importantly between all of the providers, midwives, obstetricians, LMCs, that provide
services to women and families across the region.”
The Minister was impressed with the EASIE Living and Demonstration Centre – the
first of its kind in New Zealand. He enjoyed the opportunity to see what was on offer
and how people could visit the Centre to try out different equipment and tools to see if
they would suit them.
At the Minister’s suggestion, we have invited the Minister for Disability Issues to visit
the Centre.
Following the Minister’ s visit, several members of the Labour Party’s Health and
Wellbeing Caucus Team visited both Enable New Zealand and the EASIE Living &
Demonstration Centre.
4.5

Queen’s Birthday Honours

Congratulations to Board Member Dr Nadarajah Manoharan on being appointed a
Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit in the June 2016 Queen’s Birthday
honours. Mano’s award was in recognition of his services to health, especially in the
area of ear, nose and throat services.
The Deputy Chair of Manawhenua Hauora, Danielle Harris was also recognised, being
appointed an Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit for her services to Maori and
health.
The Chair and I have written to both Mano and Danielle congratulating them on behalf
of the DHB.
4.6

Iwi Relationship Board

The Chair and I met with the Deputy Chair, Manawhenua Hauora last month to discuss
matters of mutual interest, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growing the Manawhenua Hauora | MidCentral DHB relationship
Update against the 2015/16 work programme
Priorities for the 2016/17 work programme
Arrangements for the annual hui
Memorandum of Understanding with Massey University (update)
Director, Maori Health and Disability (title change)
Disestablishment of Te Kete Hauora
Maori/Iwi representation on the Maternity Services Steering Group
Regional Maori issues
Sub-regional representation
Board Treaty of Waitangi instruction post election
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Unfortunately, Manawhenua Hauora’s Chair was unable to attend on the day and so we
will pick up these discussions at a future date.

5.

REGIONAL MATTERS

5.1

Regional Health Systems Plan

As reported last month, the development of a Regional Health Systems Plan for the
region was raised with the Central Region’s Technical Advisory Services (TAS) by the
CEOs as a priority item for the region. The CEOs have given further consideration to
this and believe a different approach is required; one which focuses on clinical services.
It is proposed that we look at the sustainability of clinical services across the region on a
“service by service” basis and then plan those services in a regional context. There is
further work to do and I will keep you informed.
5.2

Central Region’s Technical Advisory Service (TAS) – Board
Membership

Membership of the Board of TAS is on a rotational basis. Mr Murray Georgel’s term
ended on 30 June 3016 and I have been appointed to the Board, representing the
region’s CEOs. I take up the appointment on 1 July 2016
This role fits well with the regional and national IT portfolios I hold, and I am confident
that I can carry out this new responsibility without detriment to my local
responsibilities.
5.3

centralAlliance

The Chair and I were to meet with our counterparts at Whanganui DHB to discuss
future centralAlliance sub-committee arrangements and the work programme for
2016/17. However, on the day other commitments meant the meeting had to be
postponed. This will be rescheduled and I will advise the Board of the outcome in due
course.
A separate report is provided on the centralAlliance.
5.4

Regional Governance Group

The regular meetings of the Regional Governance Group, Regional Chairs and Regional
CEOs were held in Palmerston North on 13 and 14 June. As part of the meetings, a very
successful tour was undertaken of the regional laundry service and the EASIE Living &
Demonstration Centre. Presentations were provided on the role of Enable Zealand in
the DHB sector, and MidCentral DHB’s integrated family health centre strategy.
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6.

SECTOR MATTERS

6.1

Health Budget

The Government’s budget announcements of 26 May held an additional $568m for
health in 2016/17, and $2.2b over four years. The extra funding over four years
includes:
•

$124 million for Pharmac to provide more access to new medicines.

•

$96 million to provide more elective surgery, a key Government priority.

•

$39.3 million to start the roll-out of a bowel screening programme.

•

$42 million for vulnerable groups:
o $18 million to expand the Healthy Homes Initiative which aims to reduce
preventable diseases in young children.
o $12 million to increase support for primary care and social services to enable
people to access mental health help earlier.
o $12 million to expand a successful programme that provides intensive alcohol
and drug support for pregnant women.

More about the budget is provided in the annual planning update.
6.2

Pharmac

Pharmac has announced its approval of the first package of new treatments. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

an advanced melanoma treatment, Opdivo
Temozolomide for brain tumours
Oestradiol patches for menopausal women
Rituximab for nephrotic syndrome, a kidney disorder, in children.
two new hepatitis C treatments, Harvoni and Viekira Pak

More information on Pharmac’s decision and the impact for our communities will be
reported via the Community & Public Health Advisory Committee.
6.3

DHB Shared Services

DHB Shared Services has issued its proposed work plan for 2016/17. This is a largely
business as usual extension from the 2015/16 plan. Costs have been reduced on the
current year’s budget. The work programme is focused on the five national work areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Community pharmacy services
Health of older people
Planning and collaboration
Strategic workforce services
InterRAI*

*TAS also provides interRAI services on a national scale which is funded by the Ministry
of Health.
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6.4

Organ Donation

The Minister of Health recently launched a consultation document on organ donation.
This sets out the Ministry of Health’s initial proposals to increase deceased organ
donation and transplantation in New Zealand.
The Ministry of wanting to make sure everyone can have their say on organ donation.
Feedback from the consultation process will help inform a national strategy to increase
deceased organ donation and transplantation in New Zealand.
The consultation document is available from the Ministry’s website –
www.health.govt.nz – and submissions close on 5pm, Friday 29 July 2016.
MidCentral DHB will be making a submission and this work is being co-ordinated by
Mike Grant, General Manager, Clinical Services & Innovation.
6.5

New Zealand Health Research Strategy

The Ministries of Health and Business, Innovation and Employment, in consultation
with the Health Research Council, are consulting on the first New Zealand Health
Research Strategy. This strategy will set the priorities for health research for the next
ten years. A joint public consultation process will run from mid-June through to the
end of July.
In launching the strategy, the Ministry of Health provided the following statement:
The development of New Zealand’s first health research strategy is the
opportunity to decide how to get the best value out of New Zealand’s investment
in health research. The strategy will set a vision for health research over the next
10 years and set out the priorities and actions to achieve this.
The health research strategy will seek to build a more cohesive and connected
health research and innovation system. It will enhance the uptake of health
research results to improve health outcomes and maximise the economic and
scientific benefits from our internationally recognised strengths in health
research. This will also improve our ability to attract and retain health
researchers, including clinicians with an interest in health research.
You can contribute to the development of the strategy by commenting on the
public discussion document or attending a regional consultation meeting.
Health research is an important component of both New Zealand’s science
system and health system.
The Government has committed to growing investment in research and
development (R&D) to 0.8% of GDP. The National Statement of Science
Investment recognises New Zealand’s significant strengths in health research
and seeks to increase funding to the sector over time.
The vision of the New Zealand Health Strategy: Future Direction is the “All New
Zealanders live well, stay well, get well”. Health research can make important
contributions to delivering on the five strategic themes of the Health Strategy:
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people - powered, closer to home, value and high performance, one team and
smart system.
To provide the framework for health research for the next ten years we seek your
help in developing the strategy, which is being led by the Ministry of Health and
the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.
Views are being sought from those in the research field, universities, health care
organisations, including DHBs, health sector agencies, community groups and nonprofit organisations, professional associations, Iwi, funding agencies, and the general
public.
MidCentral DHB will be making a submission and this is being organised by Dr Ken
Clark, Chief Medical Officer.
7.

OUTLOOK

Year end reporting will get underway, including the development of the DHB’s annual
report and accounts.
The 2016/17 annual plan will be finalised over coming weeks and put into operation.
Final appointments to the Executive Leadership Team will be made and I look forward
to introducing the successful appointees to you in due course.
Management will support the Board to implement its new committee structure in line
with its decision of 28 June.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive Officer
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TO
FROM

General Manager
Finance and Corporate Services

DATE

14 June 2016

SUBJECT

1.

Finance, Risk and Audit Committee
Board

Finance Report for MidCentral
DHB – May 2016

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This report is provided for information and consideration. No decision is required.
2.

SUMMARY

The May month result for MidCentral DHB was an operating deficit of $828k. This was
$303k behind budget for the month and brings the year-to-date results to a deficit of
$5,301k, being $6,708k unfavourable to budget. April’s result showed a $746k
unfavourable variance to budget. Focus continues on achieving our reforecast $2.5$3m deficit.
MidCentral Health provider arm reported a deficit of $238k for May, $721k
unfavourable to budget. This was partly offset by a $578k favourable variance in the
Funder arm. April’s result showed a similar trend with an unfavourable variance of
$723k to budget.
Activity to improve the provider area result is focused on operational activity and
process improvement.
The May year-to-date result includes the benefit of a calculated $3,668k related to the
Business Improvement Programme. While current benefits are accruing we are
continuing work on future opportunities and benefits and this month has identified an
additional $580k of benefits.
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3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that this report be received.

Neil Wanden
General Manager – Finance & Corporate Services
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4.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

4.1

Result for the month of May 2016 and year-to-date

[Amounts are in $’000 and adverse numbers are in brackets]

May-16
$000

April
Actual Variance

Funding Division
MidCentral Health
Enable NZ
Governance
Total DHB

946
(1,038)
(6)
(130)
(228)

Month
Actual Variance

59
(723)
(16)
(65)
(746)

(343)
(238)
27
(273)
(828)

578
(721)
50
(210)
(303)

Y ear to date
Actual Variance
2,178
(7,136)
264
(607)
(5,301)

1,156
(7,930)
174
(108)
(6,708)

Last year

Annual
Budget

3,437
(5,812)
247
492
(1,637)

2,012
588
102
(590)
2,112

The DHB result for the month is a deficit of $828k which is unfavourable to budget for
the month by $303k. This brings the year to date result to $5,301k deficit which is
$6,708k unfavourable to budget. The MidCentral Health and Governance Divisions are
unfavourable to budget year to date, while the Funding and Enable Divisions are
favourable to budget.
April’s result was a deficit of $228k, unfavourable to budget by $746k. MidCentral
Health accounted for $723k of the variance, which is similar to their May result.
The detailed statement of financial performance is shown in Appendices A and B.
The performance against budget for the DHB as a whole is shown in the chart below:
MidCentral DHB Financial Result to Budget
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
-1,000
-2,000
-3,000
-4,000
-5,000
-6,000
Jul

Aug
Actual pm

Sep
Budget pm

Oct

Nov
Actual ytd

Dec
Budget ytd

Jan

Feb
Last year ytd

Mar

Apr
De c Forecast

May
Mar Outlook

Jun
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4.2

MidCentral Health Provider Division

The MidCentral Health Provider’s result for the month is a $238k deficit, unfavourable
to budget by $721k.
This is now $7,930k unfavourable to budget year to date.
The performance of MidCentral Health in the year to date and comparatives are shown
in the following graph:

MidCentral Health – Financial Performance
$000
Actual

March
Budget Variance

27,513

27,317

196

15,802
448
16,250

15,462
64
15,527

(340)
(384)
(724)

Other Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Total Expenditure

1,848
4,527
4,676
27,301

1,526
4,287
5,044
26,384

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

212

933

(721)

(2,183)

5,747

(7,930)

(859)

450

450

0

4,953

4,953

(0)

4,953

(238)

483

(721)

(7,136)

794

(7,930)

(5,812)

Revenue
Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-Total Personnel

Corporate Services
Surplus/(Deficit)

%
0.7 %

(4.7 %)

(322) (21 .1 %)
(240) (5.6%)
368
7 .3%
(917) (3.5%)

Y ear to date
Actual
Budget Variance

%

Last year

1 .2%

282,942

(3.4%)

162,340
3,482
165,822

18,934
15,616
(3,318) (21 .2%)
48,462
44,583
(3,879) (8.7 %)
52,501
54,079
1,578
2.9%
293,275 281,886 (11,389) (4.0%)

16,942
48,029
53,007
283,801

291,092 287,633

169,048
4,330
173,377

166,906
702
167,608

3,459

(2,142)
(3,628)
(5,770)

The level of activity and utilisation remains high and is driving the financial result.
Emergency department attendances for the month of March at 3,880 were an increase
of 220 from April with a 30 per cent admission rate. The continuing level of activity and
acuity was reflected in a 15 per cent increase in one-on-one hours. These factors,
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combined with the Mental Health and Women’s Service improvement reviews and
associated Mental Health locum costs, have resulted in sustained cost pressures
including Medical staffing costs $250k unfavourable for the month and Nursing costs
$140k unfavourable. Extra packages of care through other providers was $108k
unfavourable. Surgical elective volumes were 55 ahead of target with associated
increased implant costs (hip/knees $100k unfavourable), while clinical costs were also
under pressure with infections $66k unfavourable, infliximab $45k unfavourable and
nutrition $66k unfavourable.

Overall Bed Utilisation rose from 90 per cent in April to 92 per cent in May. Additional
beds were opened as we resource up towards winter demand.
The impact of major cost drivers on March financial performance can be demonstrated
as follows:
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4.3

Enable New Zealand

The Enable New Zealand result was $27k surplus for the month which was $50k
favourable to plan and primarily reflects margin on additional revenues less flowthrough costs. This brings the year-to-date result to $264k surplus, being $174k
favourable.
4.4

Funding Division

The Funder’s result for the month to 31st May 2016 is a $343k deficit, which is
favourable in variance against budget by $578k. This brings the Funder YTD result to a
$1,156k favourable variance against budget. A component attributable to the positive
variance is an increase in provision for rebates receivable.
The IDF inflows and outflows are close to budget with Inflow being 108 per cent and
outflow being 101 per cent. Tracking of current trends indicate that this is consistent
with budgeted levels for Elective Initiative Monitoring. The elective income has been
accrued as per the budget.
The forecast for the year is consistent with the revised annual plan adjusted for key
factors to forecast a surplus to budget of $1,411k for the Division. The key factors here
are increased accruals for rebates receivable, release of expenditure provisions no
longer required or realised, with some offset against increased expenditure provisions
for national ring-fenced funding commitments that have annual financial wash-up
processes applied.
The year to date financial performance of the funding division by areas is as follows:
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Income and Expenditure
Actual
$000
Personal Health Income
Personal Health Expenditure
Personal Health Surplus/(Deficit)

373,503
371,399
2,104

YTD
Budget
$000
366,030
364,960
1,070

Annual
Budget Variance
$000
$000

Variance
$000

Forecast
$000

7 ,47 3
6,439
1 ,034

404,433
401,032
3,401

400,317
398,305
2,012

4,1 1 6
2,7 27
1 ,389

Mental Health Income
Mental Health Expenditure
Mental Health Surplus/(Deficit)

37,399
37,735
-336

36,956
36,967
-10

443
7 68
-326

40,842
40,520
322

40,316
40,316
0

526
204
322

Disability Support Income
Disability Support Expenditure
Disability Support Surplus/(Deficit)

75,063
74,881
183

74,567
74,605
-38

496
27 6
221

81,550
82,200
-650

81,346
81,346
0

204
854
-650

Maori Health Income
Maori Health Expenditure
Maori Health Surplus/(Deficit)

1,840
1,413
427

1,840
1,840
0

0
-427
427

2,007
1,457
550

2,007
2,007
0

0
-550
550

Governance Income
Governance Expenditure
Governance Surplus/(Deficit)

2,251
2,451
-200

2,251
2,251
0

0
200
-200

2,456
2,656
-200

2,456
2,456
0

0
200
-200

Total Funder Surplus/(Deficit)

2,178

1,022

1 ,1 56

3,423

2,012

1 ,41 1

4.5

Governance

The Governance result for the month is a $273 deficit, which is unfavourable to budget
by $210k. The negative impacts of the low interest rates on revenue and the increase in
staff structure cost has been partially offset by cost savings in other areas. The impact of
the low interest rate is expected to continue for remainder of the year with a small offset
from reduced capital change arising from reduced equity levels.
4.6

Forecast Outturn

The May result indicates an operating deficit in the MCH Provider of $400k adverse to
forecast expectation and reflecting the unprecedented demand and operational
challenges experienced. That can be absorbed within the upside expected with year-end
adjustments to achieve our year-end outlook of $2.97m deficit which remains our best
estimate despite challenging demand.
4.7

Business Improvement Programme

Of the targeted benefits for 2015/16 we calculate the realised savings YTD to May as
$3,668k. There will be further savings realised in June to contribute to this year’s
outcome, some of the targeted benefits exceeded expectation while some for the year
have not been less achievable or deferred. The programme if forward focussed and it is
important that we are pre-emptively addressing the cost pressures of 2016/17 and
beyond. The Business Improvement Programme updated as at June is detailed in the
schedule at Appendix E. This June report includes an additional $580k of benefits
from the last update. Of these $80k derives from further refinement of the rosters
incorporated in the Hospital Seasonal Plan, and $500 is expected to be achieved from
the continued progress of Home Base Support reviews. Activity update comments are
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shown in bold. For transparency we have included in the schedule identification of
which of the projects are included in the MOH Savings Plan for 2016/17. Of the $6.5m
on the Savings Plan $4m have been factored into budgets for the year with the others
helping to mitigate the cost pressures which may arise.
Further Business Improvement opportunities will need to be identified to further
mitigate the 2016/17 risks and to set us on an improved footing for subsequent years. A
target of additional annual savings of $5.8m is appropriate.
New project ideas will come onto future schedules in a “queue” list so that they are not
lost sight of, but can proceed tactically without overloading staff.

Business Improvement Plan-Programme
Average
Total
Life
Projects Cycle
Stage

Category

Benefits first
realised ($000)
2015/16

HOSPITAL SERVICES
SC&RS
MENTAL HEALTH
COMMERCIAL
SUPPORT
PROCUREMENT
FUNDING & PRIMARY
INVESTMENT CASES
ENABLE NZ
OTHER
COMPLETE
Total

2016/17

8
6
2

2.9
2.5
3.0

630
1,020
105

750
1,148
750

1

4.0

225

863

7
5
2
1
1
3

3.7
1.0
2.5
4.0
5.0
5.0

1,009
300
0
200
0
150

1,699
630
70
448
0
215

3.0

3,639

6,573

36

Total Benefits Reported

Jun-16
1,380
2,168
855

Further
Change
80
(0)
0

May-16
1,299
2,168
855

1,088
2,708
930
70
648
0
365
10,212

0
0
500
0
0
0
0
580

1,088
2,708
430
70
648
0
365
9,632

Business Improvement Plan-Overview (Stage)
Project Stage
Unscoped
Scoped
Planned
Quantified
Implementation
Complete
Total (Average)

Stage
0
1
2
3
4
5
3.0

Total
Projects
4
7
3
1
13
8
36

Benefits first realised
($000)
2015/16
0
30
255
0
2,574
780
3,639

Total Benefits

2016/17
0
1,104
846
250
3,950
423
6,573

0
1,134
1,101
250
6,524
1,203
10,212
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5.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

5.1

Financial Position

MidCentral District Health Board
Statem ent of Financial Position (sum m ary )
Jun 2014
$000
Assets Em ploy ed
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Fix ed Assets and Inv estments
Funds Em ploy ed
Equity
Term Loans
Long Term Liabilities

5.2

Jun 2015
$000

May 2016
$000

Change
$000

88,037
(83,692)
1 90,024

81 ,7 21
(7 1 ,1 34)
1 95,857

62,223
(7 4,221 )
21 3,7 26

(1 9,498)
(3,087 )
1 7 ,869

194,369

206,444

201,7 28

(4,7 16)

1 45,431
44,928
4,01 0

1 44,87 8
57 ,449
4,1 1 7

1 39,7 06
57 ,7 07
4,31 5

(5,1 7 2)
258
1 98

194,369

206,444

201,7 28

(4,7 16)

Debt and Investment

5.2.1 Debt
As at the end of the month the debt profile for the hospital’s long term debt was as
follows:
Lender

Maturity

Ministry of Health Facility
Dec-1 7
Dec-1 7
Mar-1 9
Mar-1 9
May -21
Apr-23
Apr-24
Apr-25

Unused Facility
Total MOH Facility
EECA

Quarterly pay ments

$'000

Rate

Ty pe

2,500
1 0,000
1 3,000
2,000
1 2,500
4,1 00
7 ,000
5,600
56,7 00

5.05%
6.63%
5.01 %
3.92%
3.37 %
4.7 4%
3.37 %
3.40%
4.52%

Fix ed
Fix ed
Fix ed
Fix ed
Fix ed
Fix ed
Fix ed
Fix ed
Av erage

0.00%

Fix ed

56,7 00
1 ,007

% of Loans maturing per y ear
Y ear
% loan/y r

201 7 /1 8

22%

201 8/1 9
2020/21
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

26%
22%
7%
1 2%
1 0%
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5.2.2 Debt Position

MidCentral District Health Board
Term Loan Facility
Term Loan Facility Drawn Down
Debt Facility Av ailable

Jun-14
$m

Jun-15
$m

May -16
$m

56.7

56.7

56.7

(56.7 )

(56.7 )

(56.7 )

-

-

-

The 2015/16 Operational Policy Framework allows for working capital financing of up
to one month’s total provider arm planned Crown revenue to manage short term
fluctuations. Prior approval of the Ministers of Finance and Health is required.
5.2.3 Cash and Investments
Cash and investments at month end were:
May-1 6

NZHP Sweep Balance
Cash in Hand and at Bank
Trust Accounts
Enable New Zealand
Cash Balances
Term Inv estments
36 months to Jul 1 8
24 months to Sep 1 7
Total Cash Balance

Rate

V alue
$000

2.97 %

29,1 69
3
2,944
1 ,803
33,91 9

4.55%
3.94%

8,250
8,250
50,41 9

Enable New Zealand funds are held at the Bank of New Zealand where the related
transaction facilities are operated. The Trust & Special Funds are held in a separate
Westpac account, as required of Trust accounts. These fall outside of the Shared
Banking Arrangement at Westpac which NZ Health Partnerships Limited sweeps daily.
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5.2.4 Cash Position
MidCentral DHB - Cash Balances
120
100
80

$m 60
40
20

Cash

Apr16

Mar16

Feb16

Jan16

Dec15

Nov15

Oct15

Sep15

Aug15

Jul15

Jun15

May15

Apr15

Mar15

Feb15

Jan15

Dec14

Nov14

Oct14

Sep14

Aug14

Jul14

0

Cash & Deposits

The DHB’s cash balance, excluding investment and Trust Accounts, is shown in the
chart above.
The movement from cash balances to deposits in August and September reflects the
investment placements as a result of the amendment to the banking agreement. The big
increase in the cash balance at both December month ends were due to the MOH
January funding being paid in advance in December.
Y ear to date

$000

Variance
prior month

Cash at June 201 5
Surplus / (Deficit) to date
Depreciation
Sale of fix ed assets
Capital ex penditure
Term inv estment
Working capital mov ement
Loan repay ment
Trusts mov ement
Equity repay ment
Cash at month end

55,630

-

(5,301 )

(828)

1 3,37 4
117
(1 4,7 33)
(1 6,500)

1 ,243
9
(1 ,1 21 )
-

869
258
1 98
-

1 ,1 35
(53)
1 37
-

33,91 2

522
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5.2.5 Treasury Policy and Ratios
Performance and compliance with Treasury Policy parameters was as set out below.
Actual

Policy /
target

$1 6.5m

$1 6.5m

None

None

Fix ed

Fix ed

26%

< 30%

Capital ex penditure hedged

None

Conditional

Operational ex penditure hedged ov er $50k pm

None

Conditional

None

< $1 0.0m

$9.2m

< $56.7 m

Equity

$1 39.7 m

>$30m

Debt & Equity

$1 48.9m

May-16

Policy compliance requirements

Liquidity risks
Term deposits
Short term borrowings
Interest rate risk
Rate
Rate re-setting any 1 y ear
Foreign ex change risk

Counterparty credit risk ex posure

His torical covenant ratios

Net debt - Loans less bank balances (ex Trusts)

Debt Ratio

6.2%

< 55.0%

Y TD Interest Cov er

5.29

> 3.00
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5.3

Capital Expenditure

Capital expenditure in the year to date is summarised in the table below:
Capital Expenditure 2015/16-May 2016 Update
2015/16 Plan
Earlier Y ears Plans Cfwd
Total
Funded By:
Depreciation 2015/16
EECA Loans
Surplus & Cash Reserves
Total
Total Spend to be Managed within Annual Plan
Total to be Spent
Less Spent
Balance to Be Spent

Spend YTD 31 May 2016
Seismic Work
Bed Replacement Programme
Master Health Services Plan
Ambulatory Care Refurbishment
Orthopaedic Upgrade
Enable
Echo Machines & Workstation
Anaesthetic Machines
Medical Imaging Equipment
Northside Redevelopment
Infrastructure Upgrades (IT)
Fibre & Cabinet Upgrade
Telephony Upgrade
JDE Approval Plus
Commercial Support Infrastructure Projects
Storage Area Network
CRISP Internal Mgt of Change
Other (inc items under $250k)
Total Before CRISP
CRISP (TAS Ltd)
Total Capital Expenditure Spend 2015/16
Spend
CAPEX Plan 2015/16 & Donations
CAPEX Approved Prior Y ears
Total

$000's
21,160
19,513
40,673
16,459
250
4,451
21,160
21,160
21,160
14,733
6,427

$000's
363
454
166
750
227
495
584
530
691
52
263
1,257
114
81
2,215
48
674
3,441
12,405
2,328
14,733
6,801
7,932
14,733

The following are additions of items over $250k and their substitutions to the Capital
Expenditure Programme for the year. There is no overall change in the capital
expenditure spend for the year
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Capital investment continues to progress carefully to meet pre-committed and priority
needs.
CAPEX Changes 2015/16:
Fibre & Cabinets
Core Fibre
Other IT Transfers
IT Building Upgrade
Net Change
Original Approved 2015/16
Cfwd CAPEX
Cfwd Capex earlier periods

Neil Wanden
General Manager
Finance & Corporate Services

Appendices:
A.
Consolidated Statement of Financial Performance
B.
Financial Performance by Division
C.
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
D.
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

$'000's
1,167
500
-1,167
-500
0
21,160
19,513
19,513
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Appendix A
MidCentral District Health Board
Consolidated Statement of Financial Performance
Apr-1 6
Monthly Result

Actual
$000

Budget
$000

Variance
$000

%

Rev enue
Gov t. & Crown Agency
Patient/Consumer Sourced
Other Income
Total Rev enue

50,638
54
929
51,621

48,389
68
1 ,1 38
49,595

2,248
(1 3)
(21 0)
2,026

5%
(20%)
(1 8%)
4%

Expenditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-total Personnel

1 6,901
387
1 7 ,288

1 6,47 2
110
1 6,581

(429)
(27 8)
(7 07 )

(3%)
(253%)
(4%)

Other Outsourced Serv ices
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Prov ider Pay ments
Total Ex penditure

1 ,684
4,37 6
7 ,57 8
20,922
51,848

1 ,435
3,930
6,831
20,300
49,07 7

(249)
(446)
(7 47 )
(622)
(2,7 7 1)

(1 7 %)
(1 1 %)
(1 1 %)
(3%)
(6%)

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

(228)

518

(7 46)

(1 44%)

May-1 6
Monthly Result

Actual
$000

Budget
$000

Variance
$000

%

Rev enue
Gov t. & Crown Agency
Patient/Consumer Sourced
Other Income
Total Rev enue

49,041
30
1 ,1 1 5
50,185

48,51 7
68
1 ,07 2
49,657

524
(38)
42
528

1%
(56%)
4%
1%

Ex penditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-total Personnel

1 7 ,397
504
1 7 ,901

1 6,91 8
110
1 7 ,029

(47 8)
(394)
(87 3)

(3%)
(358%)
(5%)

1 ,91 7
4,533
7 ,333
1 9,329
51,013

1 ,57 7
4,290
6,987
20,300
50,182

(340)
(243)
(346)
97 1
(831)

(22%)
(6%)
(5%)
5%
(2%)

(828)

(525)

(304)

58%

Other Outsourced Serv ices
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Prov ider Pay ments
Total Ex penditure
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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Actual
$000

Budget
$000

Variance
$000

%

Rev enue
Gov t. & Crown Agency
Patient/Consumer Sourced
Other Income
Total Rev enue

544,7 24
51 7
1 1 ,7 7 1
557 ,012

532,085
7 44
1 2,1 60
544,989

1 2,639
(227 )
(389)
12,023

2%
(31 %)
(3%)
2%

Ex penditure
Personnel
Outsourced Personnel
Sub-total Personnel

1 84,999
5,024
1 90,022

1 82,932
1 ,209
1 84,1 41

(2,067 )
(3,81 5)
(5,881 )

(1 %)
(31 5%)
(3%)

1 9,51 4
48,550
7 7 ,557
226,669
562,313

1 6,1 7 4
44,623
7 5,347
223,297
543,582

(3,340)
(3,926)
(2,21 1 )
(3,37 3)
(18,7 30)

(21 %)
(9%)
(3%)
(2%)
(3%)

(5,301)

1,407

(6,7 08)

(47 7 %)

May-1 6
Y ear to Date

Other Outsourced Serv ices
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & Non-Clinical
Prov ider Pay ments
Total Ex penditure
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
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Appendix B
MidCentral District Health Board
Financial Performance by Division
Apr 16
$000
REVENUE
Government & Crown Agency
Patient / Consumer Sourced
Other Income
TOTAL REVENUE

Actual

Provider
Budget

Variance

25,605
54
468
26,127

25,086
68
498
25,652

519
(13)
(31)
475

EXPENDITURE
Staff
Medical Staff
Nursing Staff
Allied Health Staff
Support Staff
Management & Admin Staff
Outsourced Staff
Total Staff

5,366
6,520
2,256
105
1,403
333
15,983

5,102
6,433
2,269
107
1,373
74
15,357

1,635
4,369
4,727

1,386
3,927
4,846

(249)
(442)
119

Internal Providers

-

-

External Providers
Personal Health
Mental Health
Public Health
DSS
Maori Health
Total External Providers

-

Actual

Enable
Budget

2.1%
(19.6%)
(6.1%)
1.9%

2,958
191
3,149

1,905
207
2,112

(265)
(5.2%)
(87)
(1.4%)
13
0.6%
2
1.5%
(30)
(2.1%)
(259) (348.1%)
(626)
(4.1%)

155
51
343
15
564

179
46
352
2
579

4
2,537

3
1,471

(1)
(1,066)

-

-

-

-

-

-

450

450

0

0.0%

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

27,165

25,967

(1,199)

(4.6%)

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

(1,038)

(315)

(723)

Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & non-clinicical expenses

Recharges

(17.9%)
(11.3%)
2.4%

Variance

Actual

Governance
Budget
Variance

Actual

Funder
Budget

(37.6%)
(26.0%)

44,367
44,367

43,786
43,786

581
581

-

-

DHB
Budget

50,638
54
929
51,621

48,389
68
1,138
49,595

2,248
(13)
(210)
2,026

4.6%
(19.6%)
(18.4%)
4.1%

5,379
6,528
2,417
156
2,420
387
17,288

5,102
6,433
2,448
152
2,337
110
16,581

(278)
(95)
30
(4)
(83)
(278)
(707)

(5.4%)
(1.5%)
1.2%
(2.6%)
(3.6%)
(253.1%)
(4.3%)
(17.4%)
(11.3%)
(10.9%)

Variance

(8.0%)
49.1%

211
433
643

(5)
(162)
(167)

24
13.6%
(6) (12.1%)
9
2.4%
(13) (554.2%)
15
2.6%

13
8
6
674
39
741

612
33
645

(13)
(8)
(6)
(62)
(6)
(96)

(10.1%)
(18.1%)
(14.8%)

-

49
3
314

49
0
515

(0)
(3)
201

(0.7%)
(1251.1%)
39.0%

205
-

205
-

0
-

0.0%

1,684
4,376
7,578

1,435
3,930
6,831

(249)
(446)
(747)

-

-

-

-

22,294

22,394

100

0.4%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,431
1,178
197
6,034
82
20,922

13,162
1,004
209
5,758
167
20,300

(269)
(174)
12
(276)
85
(622)

(2.0%)
(17.3%)
5.5%
(4.8%)
50.9%
(3.1%)

13,431
1,178
197
6,034
82
20,922

13,162
1,004
209
5,758
167
20,300

(269)
(174)
12
(276)
85
(622)

50

50

-

0.0%

(500)

(500)

-

0.0%

-

-

-

-

0

0

3,155

2,102

(1,052)

(50.1%)

606

708

102

14.4%

43,421

42,898

(523)

51,848

49,077

(2,771)

(6)

10

(16)

(130)

(65)

(65)

946

888

59

(228)

518

(746)

55.3%

(21.6%)
(72.5%)

1.3%

Actual

206
270
476

1,053
(17)
1,036

(2.2%)

Variance

1.3%

(1.2%)

(2.0%)
(17.3%)
5.5%
(4.8%)
50.9%
(3.1%)

(5.6%)
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May 16
$000
REVENUE
Government & Crown Agency
Patient / Consumer Sourced
Other Income
TOTAL REVENUE

Actual

Provider
Budget

Variance

27,210
30
542
27,782

27,023
68
502
27,593

187
(38)
40
188

EXPENDITURE
Staff
Medical Staff
Nursing Staff
Allied Health Staff
Support Staff
Management & Admin Staff
Outsourced Staff
Total Staff

5,595
6,564
2,301
114
1,446
449
16,469

5,346
6,439
2,353
111
1,443
75
15,767

1,868
4,527
4,705

1,528
4,287
5,078

(340)
(240)
372

Internal Providers

-

-

External Providers
Personal Health
Mental Health
Public Health
DSS
Maori Health
Total External Providers

-

Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & non-clinicical expenses

Recharges
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

Actual

Enable
Budget

0.7%
(56.1%)
7.9%
0.7%

2,639
274
2,913

1,905
207
2,112

734
66
801

(249)
(4.7%)
(125)
(1.9%)
52
2.2%
(3)
(2.3%)
(4)
(0.3%)
(374) (498.7%)
(702)
(4.5%)

187
52
346
4
589

189
48
368
2
607

4
2,244

-

-

-

450

450

-

28,020

27,110

(910)

(238)

483

(721)

Variance

Actual

Actual

Funder
Budget

(17.6%)
(11.9%)

44,785
44,785

43,786
43,786

1,000
1,000

-

-

(2.2%)

Variance
2.3%

Actual

DHB
Budget

49,041
30
1,115
50,185

48,517
68
1,072
49,657

524
(38)
42
528

1.1%
(56.1%)
3.9%
1.1%

5,605
6,572
2,498
166
2,556
504
17,901

5,346
6,439
2,542
159
2,432
110
17,029

(259)
(133)
44
(6)
(124)
(394)
(873)

(4.8%)
(2.1%)
1.7%
(3.9%)
(5.1%)
(357.7%)
(5.1%)
(21.6%)
(5.7%)
(5.0%)

Variance

32.0%
37.9%

206
299
505

211
363
573

(5)
(64)
(68)

2
(4)
22
(2)
18

1.2%
(7.4%)
5.9%
(84.8%)
3.0%

9
8
10
764
52
843

622
33
655

(9)
(8)
(10)
(142)
(19)
(189)

(22.9%)
(56.5%)
(28.8%)

-

3
1,475

(1)
(768)

49
3
384

49
0
433

(0)
(3)
50

(0.7%)
(1203.7%)
11.5%

205
-

205
-

0
-

0.0%

(21.6%)
(52.1%)

1,917
4,533
7,333

1,577
4,290
6,987

(340)
(243)
(346)

-

-

-

-

-

-

25,596

24,203

(1,393)

(5.8%)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12,167
1,299
229
5,249
385
19,329

13,162
1,004
209
5,758
167
20,300

995
7.6%
(295) (29.4%)
(20)
(9.7%)
509
8.8%
(218) (130.1%)
971
4.8%

12,167
1,299
229
5,249
385
19,329

13,162
1,004
209
5,758
167
20,300

995
(295)
(20)
509
(218)
971

0.0%

50

50

-

0.0%

(500)

(500)

-

0.0%

-

-

-

0

0

-

(3.4%)

2,886

2,136

(751)

(35.1%)

779

637

(142)

(22.3%)

45,129

44,707

(422)

51,013

50,182

(831)

27

(23)

50

(273)

(63)

(210)

(343)

(922)

578

(828)

(525)

(303)

(22.2%)
(5.6%)
7.3%

38.5%

Governance
Budget
Variance

2.3%

(0.9%)

7.6%
(29.4%)
(9.7%)
8.8%
(130.1%)
4.8%

(1.7%)
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May 16
$000
Year to Date
REVENUE
Government & Crown Agency
Patient / Consumer Sourced
Other Income
TOTAL REVENUE

288,243
517
5,259
294,018

284,487
744
5,459
290,690

EXPENDITURE
Staff
Medical Staff
Nursing Staff
Allied Health Staff
Support Staff
Management & Admin Staff
Outsourced Staff
Total Staff

57,506
72,068
25,064
1,241
15,524
4,509
175,913

56,728
71,017
25,163
1,193
15,348
821
170,270

18,993
48,464
52,830

15,639
44,584
54,450

(3,354)
(3,880)
1,620

Internal Providers

-

-

External Providers
Personal Health
Mental Health
Public Health
DSS
Maori Health
Total External Providers

4,953

Outsourced Services
Clinical Supplies
Infrastructure & non-clinicical expenses

Recharges

Actual

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

301,154

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

(7,136)

Provider
Budget

Actual

Enable
Budget

1.3%
(30.5%)
(3.7%)
1.1%

25,363
2,130
27,493

20,956
2,279
23,235

(778)
(1.4%)
(1,051)
(1.5%)
98
0.4%
(48)
(4.0%)
(176)
(1.1%)
(3,688) (449.2%)
(5,643)
(3.3%)

1,990
571
3,869
67
6,497

2,047
523
3,999
25
6,594

49
20,134

37
15,964

(12)
(4,170)

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,953

(0)

(0.0%)

289,896 (11,257)

(3.9%)

794

Variance
3,755
(227)
(201)
3,327

(7,930)

(21.4%)
(8.7%)
3.0%

Variance
4,407
(149)
4,258

Actual

21.0%

Governance
Budget
Variance

(6.6%)
18.3%

2,272
4,382
6,654

2,324
4,421
6,745

(52)
(39)
(91)

57
2.8%
(48)
(9.3%)
131
3.3%
(42) (166.2%)
97
1.5%

22
30
46
7,067
448
7,613

6,914
363
7,278

521
37
4,593

-

-

-

550

550

-

27,229

23,145

(4,084)

264

90

174

Actual

Variance

(0.9%)
(1.4%)

490,057
490,057

481,644
481,644

8,413
8,413

(22)
(30)
(46)
(152)
(85)
(335)

(2.2%)
(23.3%)
(4.6%)

-

-

-

535
3
4,932

14
(35)
339

2.6%
(1353.6%)
6.9%

2,451
-

2,251
-

(200)
-

-

-

-

258,758

255,074

-

-

-

147,992
11,506
2,123
63,634
1,413
226,669

0.0%

(5,503)

(5,503)

(0)

0.0%

(17.6%)

7,261

7,244

(16)

(0.2%)

(607)

(499)

(108)

(31.9%)
(26.1%)

(2.2%)

Funder
Budget

Actual
1.7%

DHB
Budget

Variance

544,724
517
11,771
557,012

532,085
744
12,160
544,989

12,639
(227)
(389)
12,023

2.4%
(30.5%)
(3.2%)
2.2%

57,529
72,098
27,100
1,812
26,459
5,024
190,022

56,728
71,017
27,209
1,716
26,261
1,209
184,141

(800)
(1,081)
109
(96)
(198)
(3,815)
(5,881)

(1.4%)
(1.5%)
0.4%
(5.6%)
(0.8%)
(315.5%)
(3.2%)

(8.9%)

19,514
48,550
77,557

16,174
44,623
75,347

(3,340)
(3,926)
(2,211)

(20.6%)
(8.8%)
(2.9%)

(3,684)

(1.4%)

-

-

-

144,782
11,044
2,298
63,334
1,840
223,297

(3,211)
(462)
174
(301)
427
(3,373)

(2.2%)
(4.2%)
7.6%
(0.5%)
23.2%
(1.5%)

147,992
11,506
2,123
63,634
1,413
226,669

144,782
11,044
2,298
63,334
1,840
223,297

(3,211)
(462)
174
(301)
427
(3,373)

-

-

-

0

(0)

(0)

487,879

480,622

(7,257)

2,178

1,022

1,156

1.7%

(1.5%)

562,313
(5,301)

543,582 (18,730)
1,407

(6,708)

(2.2%)
(4.2%)
7.6%
(0.5%)
23.2%
(1.5%)

(3.4%)
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Appendix C
MidCentral District Health Board
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
Jun-14
$000

Jun-15
$000

May -16
$000

Change
$000

88,037

81,7 21

62,223

(19,498)

61 ,834
1 ,1 00
7 86
2,000
22,31 7

51 ,563
1 ,320
7 46
2,000
26,092

29,425
1 ,550
944
2,000
28,304

(22,1 38)
230
1 98
0
2,21 2

(83,692)

(7 1,134)

(7 4,221)

(3,087 )

0
(27 ,1 32)
(2,390)
(54,1 7 0)

0
(24,867 )
(1 ,845)
(44,422)

(4,67 2)
(25,439)
(2,57 3)
(41 ,537 )

(4,67 2)
(57 2)
(7 28)
2,885

190,024

195,857

213,7 26

17 ,869

1 89,005
0
1 ,01 9

1 94,838
0
1 ,01 9

1 96,07 8
1 6,500
1 ,1 48

1 ,240
1 6,500
1 29

Net Assets Employ ed

194,369

206,444

201,7 28

(4,7 16)

FUNDS EMPLOY ED
Equity
Share Capital
Rev aluation Reserv e
Trust and Special Funds
Retained Earnings

145,431
65,321
86,892
0
(6,7 82)

144,87 8
63,448
88,220
0
(6,7 90)

139,7 06
63,448
88,220
0
(1 1 ,962)

(5,17 2)
0
0
0
(5,1 7 2)

48,938
44,928
4,01 0

61,566
57 ,449
4,1 1 7

62,022
57 ,7 07
4,31 5

456
258
1 98

194,369

206,444

201,7 28

(4,7 16)

8,7 00
1 34,926
35,841
9,538

9,055
1 33,1 92
42,244
1 0,347

9,055
1 28,654
43,686
1 4,683

0
(4,538)
1 ,442
4,336

189,005

194,838

196,07 8

1,240

ASSET S EMPLOY ED
Current Assets
Bank/Cash (DHB)
Inv estments < 3 months (Enable)
Inv estments < 3 months (Trusts)
Inv estments > 3 months (Trusts)
Other Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Capital Charge
Employ ee Benefits
GST
Other Current Liabilities
Fix ed Assets & Inv estm ents
Total Fix ed Assets (refer to note)
Term Inv estments
Inv estments

Non Current Liabilities
Term Loans
Long Term Liabilities
Total Funds Employ ed
Note:
Land
Buildings (including fitout)
Plant & Equipment
Work in Progress
T otal
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Appendix D
MidCentral District Health Board
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
Qtr 1
Actual
6,745

Qtr 2
Actual
43,790

Qtr 3
Actual
(45,777)

Qtr 4
Forecast
8,988

Year
Forecast
13,746

Cash from Investing

(19,979)

(4,267)

(2,701)

(5,640)

(32,587)

Cash from Financing

(705)

(478)

(431)

(1,411)

(3,025)

(13,939)
55,630
41,691

39,045
41,691
80,736

(48,909)
80,736
31,827

1,937
31,827
33,764

(21,866)
55,630
33,764

May-16
($'000's)
Cash From Operating

Increase (Decrease) in Cash Held
Add Opening Cash Balance
Closing Cash Balance

The $16.5m placed on term deposit is included in the Cash from Investing line above
and therefore excluded in the Closing Cash Balance. The large operating inflow for
quarter 2 and outflow for quarter 3 is due to the MOH January funding being paid in
advance in December.
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Appendix E

Business Improvement Plan - Status Summary
Overall
Status

Title

HOSPITAL SERVICES

Scoped
Planned
Quantified
Implementation
Complete
Not Scoped

Estimated Benefits realised in

Jun-16

May-16

2

5

2015/16

2016/17

Total
Benefits

Change

Total
Benefits

MoH 16/17
Savings Plan

Comments / Next Action to Report

0

Experiences and issues arising are being assimilated and used to inform the terms of reference for BIP-27 Short Stay Surgical Model of Care.

Further refinement of seasonal rosters incorporated in the 16/17 budget.

Hospital Services Seasonal Plan

5

630

80

710

80

630

Yes

Workforce Improvement Plan

2

0

216

216

0

216

Yes

Medical Imaging (MRI) Strategy & Negotiation

1

0

326

326

326

0

Hospital Services Seasonal Plan-Short Stay Surgical
Model of Care

5

0

128

128

0

128

Yes

Ambulatory Care Practices

4

0

0

*

0

No

Terms of reference finalised and work underway.

0

No

Falls under national contract.

326

Yes

Work underway into work allocation and production and forecast planning. Guidance will be available from the National Community Referred
Access crietria and "Choosing Wisely" (College of Radiologists partnered initiative).

Report June 2016. Clinician workforce data reports for MCH have been created. Awaiting benchmarking data from target DHB's. Testing data
and qualitative commentary being gathered to ensure accuracy and engagement. Any benefits expected to be in the latter part of

16/17.
Working group established to explore service delivery options. Benefits post 17/18.

Review of orthopaedic prosthetics usage

5

0

0

*

Use of Medical Imaging

1

0

0

0

St John/ED improvement plan

0

0

0

*

630

750

1,380

80

1,299

(326)

Womens surgical unit has now closed. Ward 27 now the designated ward for up to 48 HR SSS patients. The SSSU will now
remain open until Saturday midday to accommodate Friday's SSS patients for discharge.

Letter to St Johns seeking collaboration drafted but on hold until spring 2016.

SC&RS

0

SC&RS – Summer Roster

4

90

200

290

0

290

Yes

SC&RS – Staff Alignment

1

30

116

146

(0)

146

Yes

Use of Blood Products

1

0

233

233

0

233

Yes

Use of Lab Products

1

0

0

0

0

0

No

Increased leave taken over December/January in Children's Ward, Child Development and Community Paediatrics. Further review required

of rosters for 16/17.
Public Health has been able to sustain a vacancy for half a year although other initiatives have not be able to progress.
A desktop review process has been piloted and will be extended across MCH.
A capacity contract with oversight by Laboratory Clinical Council. Feedback in relation to utilisation (of both MedLab and Sendaway test should
improve visibility.

Systematic review of medical imprest’s and pharmacy stock holdings is underway resulting in reductions to ward imprest’s,
reductions in some inventory lines in the bulk pharmacy store, reductions in usage in some lines e.g. restricted antibiotics, as
well as opportunities for example patients receiving treatments in home DHB’s. E-Pharmacy (early 2017) will allow more
effective monitoring of pharmaceutical use and align usage with national contracts. Estimate of potential savings 1% of
pharmaceutical purchases.

Pharmacology usage - Hospital

4

0

139

139

(0)

140

Yes

Additional RCTS Clinics

4

900

460

1,360

0

1,360

Yes

Able to maximise IDF revenue by offering additonal appointments. Focus continues on reducing outsourced services and development of new
pathways for centralised tumour services.

930

948

1,878

(0)

1,878
Further investigation of: 1. Community based teams and FTE employed 2. Implementation of a clinical timetable to increase SMO productivity.
3. Analysis and benchmarking of roster in Ward 21 (validation and balancing via Trendcare/CCDM).

MENTAL HEALTH
Mental Health – realigning Staffing and reducing
reliance on Locums

4

50

380

430

0

430

Yes

Mental Health – Alternative Plan for High Cost
Patient and use of community agencies

2

55

370

425

0

425

Yes

105

750

855

225

863

1,088

0

1,088

225

863

1,088

0

1,088

COMMERCIAL SUPPORT
Facilities/Commercial Support Costs

4

PROCUREMENT

1. Reduction in number of placements with MASH 2. Alternative arrangements for High Cost Patients

855

Yes

2016/17 services adjustments/savings and budgets reduced including: laundry (expanded plant/volumes,dividends), car parking,

cleaning frequencies,HHC food services delivery.

2016/17 budget a reduction on 2015/16 by $633k to achieve this saving will require more rigid approval processes and improved visibility.

Consultants (review legal, consultant and
contractors agreements)

4

250

389

639

0

639

Yes

Outsourced Services (Clinical Maintenance)

4

259

350

609

0

609

Yes

Strong procurement processes and negotiation with a focus on service levels and service priority will characterise contract renegotiations.
Requests for reviews have been initiated with Siemens, Phillips, Electra and Zeiss.

Pharmaceuticals Purchase

4

152

230

382

0

382

Yes

Base savings in line with National Pharmac Contracts. Additional 1% savings from cost containment and usage review which will be significantly
assisted with introduction of E-Pharmacy.(continuous improvement). Ability to achieve budget savings (and delivery improvement) will be
enhanced by innovative proposal and a paper is under development for changes in supply arrangements. Comprehensive price
analysis is being undertaken.

Other Hospital Consumables

4

148

220

368

0

368

Yes

Review of consignment stock arrangements

5

0

0

0

0

0

No

Minor Asset Purchases

3

0

250

250

0

250

Yes

Procurement not Captured in Other Scopes

2

200

260

460

0

460

No

1,009

1,699

2,708

0

2,708

FUNDING & PRIMARY

Base savings from Health Alliance agreements ($240k offset by $450k cost). Additional savings from cost containment and usage review
(continuous improvement). Engagement engendered sensitisation of staff on usage and cost differences. Imprest levels optimised but subject to
continual review.
Consignment stock-no financial benefit future benefits reliant on PHARMAC-DHB liaison
Starting focus on theatre cost containment. Explore oversight/control assisted by introduction of ApprovalPlus.
IT upgrade projects being closely monitored to increase likelihood of core projects coming under budget.

June 2016 scope, co-design and pilot a proposed model for integration of district nursing with interested IFHC partners. Four individual
MOU's under development with interested IFHC's. March 2018 broaden, evaluate and extend model of integration to remaining

Integration of Community & PHC Nursing Teams
within IFHCs

0

0

0

0

0

0

No

Pharmacology Usage - DHB

1

0

430

430

0

430

Yes

Home and Community Support Services retendering

0

0

0

0

0

0

No

Lab contract negotiations

0

0

0

0

0

0

No

Scoping documents required

Home Based Support

4

300

200

500

500

0

No

Proceeding progressively - 25% of reassessments completed yielding a $258k saving (now included in 15/16 benefits) however
diminishing returns are expected from remaining reassessments neccessitating a reduction in expectation for the 16/17 year.

300

630

930

500

430

INVESTMENT CASES

communities.

Scoping initiated with PHO and Pharmacy participation. Estimate of potential savings at 1% of relevant cost.
Commissioning paper being prepared as a basis for retendering in 16/17 with effect 17/18.

Project group established to re-develop the business case for PCI capable cardiac catheterization laboratory. Terms of Reference being finalised.

Cath Lab Business Case

1

0

0

0

0

0

No

Dental Health efficiencies & Titanium Business Case

4

0

70

70

0

70

Yes

0

70

70

0

70

200

448

648

0

648

200

448

648

0

648

5

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

ACC Revenue

5

150

181

331

IDF and Service Billing Systematic Assurance

5

0

0

Non-Resident Revenue Process

5

0
150
3,639

ENABLE NZ
Enable NZ margin improvement

OTHER
Revenue Banking

4

COMPLETE

TOTAL PROGRAMME
* = quantification still being
estimated

Business case approved. Delays in implementation defer benefits which will be only in first year before additional operational costs kick in.

Yes

May 2016 YTD we have achieved a $17k improvement over 14/15 YTD and are on track to achieve a $225k surplus which will
deliver savings in excess of the $200k BIP forecast.

0
0

No

Low probability.

0

331

Yes

0

0

0

No

Workplan completed -No evidence of foregone revenue/Risks around single point of failure with only 1-2 people fully understanding overall
process

34

34

0

34

Yes

Completed and reported 29/01/2016. Process improvement and charge increases have been implemented. Monitor to ensure process
compliance and charges review 1 July 2016. 15/16 Extrapolated revenue $412k 16/17 budget $196k.

215
6,573

365
10,212

0
580

365
9,632

Completed and reported 29.01.16. Processes streamlined and reporting being validated. Monitoring process improvements to ensure
compliance. Opportunity for additional contracts, eg Sensitive Claims, Pain Management. Work with relevant services
continues.
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TO
FROM
DATE
SUBJECT

1.

Board
Manager, Knowledge & Information Systems
21 June 2016
Information Systems Update

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This report provides an update on the major information systems projects underway,
including both regional and local systems. It is provided for the Board’s information
and no decision is required.
2.

SUMMARY

Implementation of regional systems is progressing and the Regional Clinical Portal
went live at Whanganui DHB on 8 June. Implementation at MidCentral DHB will now
get underway and it is anticipated the system will be in place by the end of 2016.
Revised implementation planning for WebPAS is underway with Whanganui DHB
planned to go live in the first quarter of 2017, MidCentral in the second quarter, and
Wairarapa DHB following in substitution for Hawke’s Bay who will not now be part of
this phase.
Planning work is underway to implement ePharmacy at MidCentral. This work is being
done in conjunction with Whanganui DHB. It is anticipated that additional costs of up
to $325,000 will be incurred and this will be the subject of a separate report to the
Board when it next meets.
Locally, work continues to strengthen our IT infrastructure. Planning for the
implementation of the child, adolescent and oral health information management
system (Titanium) is underway. It is expected this system will be operation by the end
of 2016.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the report be received.
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4.

PROGRESS AS AT EARLY JUNE 2016

Work continues to both implement regional systems and to strengthen our IT
infrastructure. An update against key projects is set out below.
a.

Regional System

Patient
Administration
System (WebPAS)

The current contract between Computer Sciences Corporation
(CSC) and the DHBs requires review because it is for the
implementation of webPAS at Hawke’s Bay, MidCentral and
Whanganui DHBs, and milestones are indexed to progress
payments. Hawke’s Bay, who currently runs WebPAS, will now
participate at a later date.
Management is working with CSC with a view to “substituting”
Hawke’s Bay DHB with Wairarapa DHB who runs an aging
system called Galen.
The recent recalibration of WebPAS from a “core” system (i.e.,
one product, one version, one instance of the software running in
the Central Region) to a “common” system (i.e., one product, one
version but multiple instances running in the region) means that
the completion of certain activities becomes the responsibility
the DHBs and not the TAS programme team. MidCentral is
presently working through the time, cost and scope aspects of
this.
MidCentral and Whanganui DHBs have agreed to:
•

Share one instance of the webPAS software (Wairarapa will
also come onto this instance).
• Run webPAS on regional infrastructure located at the Revera
data centre in Trentham, Wellington.
• Contract TAS to help complete the implementation of
webPAS and supporting systems, e.g. interfaces, clinical
coding, health care practitioner application, specialised
printing software, access and authentication and reporting.
If the webPAS functional build is completed by September and
supporting systems and local change activities are ready,
Whanganui DHB could look to go live in the first quarter of 2017.
On that basis, MidCentral DHB would be a position to go live in
the second quarter of 2017. Local change management activities
are running to schedule but, with the extended timeline, some
additional cost will be incurred. We are, however, working hard
to keep this to a minimum.
All this will be confirmed through planning activities currently
underway.
Importantly, the DHBs, TAS and CSC must work together
effectively to take this project to a successful conclusion.
Regional Clinical
Portal

Whanganui DHB went fully live on Wednesday 8 June after
three weeks of parallel processing.
MidCentral will now look to go live by the end of 2016 subject to
an updated implementation plan and a regional post go live
review of the Whanganui implementation to be conducted by
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July 31.
Our project manager has commenced the refresh of the MDHB
implementation plan incorporating the local change
management elements of business process and workflow,
configuration, integration, data migration, training and
communications.
Regional Radiology
Information System

The vendor (Carestream) and the TAS project team are presently
working to clear software errors. It is an iterative process taking
some time because project resources have been dedicated to
supporting the Clinical Portal go live at Whanganui DHB.
It is expected that the new application to be available by August
2016 with Whanganui DHB completing local change activities
and going live by December 2016.
On that basis, MidCentral DHB would be a position to go live in
the second quarter of 2017, following Clinical Portal.
There will be some business process changes required to work
with the new software. The service is aware of this and is
planning accordingly.

ePharmacy

ePharmacy will be implemented as a “common” application, (i.e.,
one product, one version, multiple instances running in the
Central Region). Over time, these may converge onto a single
instance and become a “core” regional system. MidCentral and
Whanganui DHBs will share a single instance.
Project managers have been appointed at both DHBs and they
will be supported by a TAS project coordinator who will broker
activities between the project teams and the vendors.
The MidCentral project manager is presently revising the project
implementation plan together with associated costs.
Unfortunately, due to a number of factors, the cost for the
ePharmacy project will increase. MidCentral DHB had originally
completed work to support local implementation but this was
then put on hold as the Central Region commenced work on a
core system approach.
As a result of a recalibration exercise for the wider CRISP
programme of work, ePharmacy was changed from a core to a
“common” system. In addition, during this time, a new version
of the ePharmacy product was issued by the vendor.
Together, this means MidCentral DHB will need to redo some of
the work previously completed, such as systems set-up and
configuration. It also means that project management hours will
need to increase as this resource will be required for the
extended project time period.
Based on the re-planning work completed to date, it is estimated
that the increase will be around $300k to $325k.
This will be fully explained by way of a separate paper to the
Board seeking approval.
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Wide Area Network
(WAN)

MidCentral continues to progress the implementation of two
diverse high speed WAN circuits to access information systems
based in Wellington. The planned “go live” date is July 31.

Service Management The TAS team continues to progress the implementation of a
for Regional Systems service management framework for regional systems.
b.

Local Systems

Network, Wireless and
Five projects make up the network, wireless and telephony
Telephony Infrastructure infrastructure programme.
1. Communications cabinets - Phase 1 (clinical services
blocks)
2. Core fibre upgrade
3. Local area network equipment rollout
4. Wireless network rollout
5. Telephony
1. Communications cabinets - Phase 1 (clinical
services blocks)
This project builds/refurbishes 15 communications cabinets
in the two clinical services blocks and Hospital Operations
Centre to accommodate the new network infrastructure and
completes the cabling of computer, medical, telephony and
wireless equipment to the new network switches.
Two cabinets in Theatre and Radiology have been completed
with Theatre being fully operational and cabling currently
being completed in Radiology.
The next five cabinets to come online are:
1. Radiology due in July
2. Radiotherapy due in August
3. Ward 30 due in August
4. Ward 28 due in September
5. Orthopaedics, Transitory Care, Hospital Operations
Centre due in October
2. Core fibre upgrade
Completed in February 2016, the core fibre upgrade
project replaces lower speed old technology fibre optic
cables across the campus and introduces diverse routes
to eliminate single points of failure.
3. Local area network equipment rollout
The implementation of network equipment (e.g., racks
and switches) occurs progressively as communications
cabinets are upgraded.
4. Wireless equipment rollout
The installation of 420 wireless access points was
completed in 2014.
Wireless is operational in Ambulatory Care, ED, Sterile
Services, Orthopaedics, Library, Lecture Theatre, Central
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Patient Administration, Gastro, Orderlies, Women’s
Health and Theatre.
5. Telephony
The first rollout of the new telephony equipment will be
at “Health on Main”. It is dependent upon a vendor
(Spark) engineering change to the current telephony
system which will occur in June 2016.
National Dental
Information System
(Titanium)

A business case for the implementation of the national
dental information system (Titanium) was approved by the
Executive Leadership Team in April 27.
A project manager has commenced and implementation
planning tasks are due for completion in June.
Current planning estimates have this project completing this
year.

Event Level Costing
System

The current completion date is July 2016 and the project is
presently on schedule.

Brian Woolley
Manager
Knowledge & Information Systems
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TO
FROM

Chief Executive Officer

DATE

13 June 2016

SUBJECT
1.

Board

Enable New Zealand Contract

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This paper seeks authority from the Board for the CEO to sign the hearing aids subsidy
service contract between Enable New Zealand and the Ministry of Health.
2.

SUMMARY

Enable New Zealand tendered for the Ministry of Health’s hearing aids subsidy service
contract and was successful. It will take responsibility for this service on 1 July 2016.
The approach taken by Enable New Zealand was discussed with the Enable New
Zealand Governance Group and supported.
Negotiations have been completed with the Ministry of Health and the contract
document received. It is a standard contract arrangement.
In line with MidCentral DHB’s delegations, Board authority for the contract to be
signed by the Chief Executive Officer is sought. This is a new contract and has a value
over the term of the contract (three years) of $53m. This includes a small management
fee for Enable New Zealand.
The contract has been reviewed by MidCentral DHB’s contracts department and Enable
New Zealand’s management team.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Board authorise the Chief Executive Officer to sign the
contract documentation between the Ministry of Health and Enable New Zealand for
the provision of the hearing aids subsidy service for the period 1 July 2016 to 30 June
2019 at a total price of $53 million.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive Officer
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TO
FROM
DATE
SUBJECT

1.

Board
Manager, Administration & Communications
13 June 2016
2016 DHB Elections

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This report provides an update regarding the 2016 DHB election process. It is for the Board’s
information. No decision is required.
2.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A memorandum of understanding is being put in place with each of the five territorial local
authorities in our district, setting the responsibilities of all parties involved in running the
election.
A candidate information book is being developed and will be available by the end of the month.
The election period formally commences next month on 8th July, followed by the opening of
nominations on Friday, 15th July.

3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that the report be received
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4.

BACKGROUND

The New Zealand Health & Disability (NZHD) Act 2000 sets out the membership of the board
of each DHB, namely that it consists of:
•

seven members elected in accordance with Schedule 2 of the NZHD Act; and,

•

up to four members appointed by the Minister of Health under section 28(1)(a) of the
Crown Entities Act 2004.

The election of seven members is undertaken in conjunction with local authority elections, with
elections held every three years on the second Saturday in October (polling day). The elections
are conducted under the provisions of the Local Electoral Act 2001, the Local Electoral
Regulations 2001 and the NZPHD Act 2000. Local territorial authorities conduct the DHB
elections on DHBs’ behalf under the leadership of a DHB Electoral Officer.
Elected members take office 58 days after polling day.
DHB elections are conducted on an “at large” constituency basis and the Single Transferable
Voting (STV) system is used. Postal voting has been used to date.
MidCentral DHB has appointed a DHB Electoral Officer in accordance with legislation to
manage the elections on its behalf. Dr John Annabell, Legal Counsel and Electoral Officer,
Palmerston North City Council holds this position.
The five territorial local authorities in the district conduct all elections in their area, including
DHB elections. The DHB electoral officer co-ordinates all votes from all territorial authorities
for DHBs.
One territorial authority in the district (Kapiti Coast) conducts all aspects of the election process
in-house. Palmerston North City Council has contracted Election Services to do this work and
all other territorial authorities in the district have contracted electionz.com. There is a strong
working relationship between all territorial local authorities locally and their respective
contractors.
5.

2016 DHB ELECTIONS

5.1

Ballot Paper

At its last meeting, the Board determined that candidate names will be listed in random order
on the ballot paper (voting paper).
For members’ interest, the listing order determined by other DHBs is listed below.
Northland
Waitemata
Auckland
Counties Manukau
Waikato
Lakes
Bay of Plenty
Tairawhiti
Taranaki
Hawke’s Bay
Whanganui
MidCentral

Alphabetical
Random
Random
Randon
Random
Random
To be advised
Random
To be advised
Alphabetical
Alphabetical
Random
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Hutt Valley
Random
Capital & Coast
To be advised
Wairarapa
Pseudo-random
Nelson-Marlborough
To be advised
West Coast
Random
Canterbury
Random
South Canterbury
Random
Southern
Not applicable*
*Southern DHB is currently operating with a Commissioner and will continue to do so until
the 2019 local body elections.
5.2

Memorandum of Understanding

A memorandum of Understanding has been prepared for each of the five territorial local
authorities (TLA) in our district. The Electoral Officers at each TLA manage the DHB elections
for us, alongside their own elections for District/City Councillors, Mayors, etc. The TLAs are:
•
•
•
•
•

Horowhenua District Council
Kapiti Coast District Council
Manawatu District Council
Palmerston North City Council
Tararua District Council

The Memorandum of Understanding sets out the responsibilities of the DHB, its DHB Electoral
Officer, the District/City Council and its Electoral Officer. The DHB’s responsibilities are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the appointment of a DHB Electoral Officer,
determining the order of candidates’ names on voting documents,
paying the cost of the DHB election (in accordance with agreed formula),
providing information to the public about the DHB,
responding to inquiries from the public about the role and responsibilities of the DHB in
relation to the DHB election, and that process; and,
liaising with the DHB Electoral Officer, territorial local authorities, electoral officers and the
Ministry of Health re election matters.

As noted earlier in this paper, the DHB has appointed Dr John Annabell as its electoral officer
and has determined the order of candidates’ names on voting documents.
Arrangements are in place to ensure all other responsibilities are met.
The Memoranda of Understanding have been signed by the DHB and its Electoral Officer and
send to the local Councils for their consideration. A national template is used for the
Memoranda, and this is developed by the Electoral Working Party of Society for Local
Government Management (SOLGM) and is very similar to the template that was used for the
2013 elections.
5.3

Public and Candidate Information

General information about the elections is available from MDHB’s website.
An information booklet for candidates is being developed based on a national template
(prepared by SOLGM). This will be available by the end of the month.
Nationally, an awareness campaign has been running encouraging people to ensure they are on
the electoral role and that their information is up to date so that they can participate in the 2016
local authority/DHB elections.
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People will be encouraged to stand for the elections and this publicity will take place closer to
the opening of nominations, being Friday, 15th July. A national and regional campaign will be
undertaken. The local authorities involved in the elections locally are running a joint
advertisement and MidCentral DHB is participating in this. MidCentral DHB will also publicise
the elections via its social media and web pages, and will also issue media releases.
As in the past, MidCentral DHB has removed from its website the profiles of its board members.
The list of members’ names remains. The profiles will be put back up following the
announcement of the final election results.
5.5

Timeline

The timeline is as follows and MidCentral DHB remains on track.
Election period commences
Nominations open
Nominations close
Delivery of voting documents
Appointment of scrutineers
Close of voting,
Preliminary results available
Official declaration of results
DHB members take office
6.

Friday, 8 July 2016
Friday, 15 July 2016
Friday, 12 August 2016 at 12 noon
Friday, 16 September to Wednesday 21 September
Friday, 7 October at noon
Saturday, 8 October 2016 at noon
As soon as practicable after close of voting on Saturday, 8
October 2016
Approximately Tuesday, 18 October 2016
Monday, 5 December 2016

NEXT STEPS

Work on developing information packs for candidates will continue and all arrangements will
be in place in readiness for the opening of nominations on 15 July 2016.

Jill Matthews
Manager
Administration & Communication
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TO
FROM

Chief Executive Officer

DATE

21 June 2016

SUBJECT

1.

Board

NZ Health Partnerships Limited

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This report seeks the Board’s endorsement of the Shared Services Health Agreement
between District Health Boards (DHBs) and New Zealand Health Partnerships Limited
(NZHPL).
It also seeks endorsement of NZHPL’s combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and
Statement of Performance Expectations 2016/17.
2.

SUMMARY

NZ Health Partnerships Limited has developed its Statement of Intent and Statement of
Performance Expectations for 2016/17 financial year.
The organisation’s future direction focuses on a continuation of their current work,
particularly around the development and implementation of shared programme, and
identifying new shared service opportunities.
The performance expectations are clear and explicit.
The endorsement of Shareholding DHBs is sought for this accountability document. It
has been considered by the National DHB Chairs and CEOs who have given their
support.
NZHPL is also seeking the support of Shareholding DHBs to the Shared Services Head
Agreement which was put in place as part of the Finance, Procurement and Supply
Chain (FPSC) programme. With the transfer of HBL to NZ Health Partnerships, this
agreement is no longer fit for purpose. In addition, the original FPSC programme has
changed markedly in approach, with the focus now on completing a national Finance
solution and implementing the recently finalised DHB Procurement Strategy.
Again, the National DHB Chairs and CEOs have considered the document and proposed
changes, and support the amended Heads of Agreement.
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The Statement of Intent/Statement of Service Expectation and the amended Heads of
Agreement are attached for members’ consideration, together with an information
paper on each as provided by NZHPL.
A number of supporting documents have been provided by NZHPL and these are
available to members on request.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
that New Zealand Health Partnerships Limited’s draft combined Statement of
Intent 2016/20 and Statement of Performance Expectations 2016/17 be
endorsed; and,
that MidCentral DHB endorse the proposed amendments to the Head
Agreement between New Zealand Health Partnerships Limited and all District
Health Boards; and,
that the Board’s Chairman and CEO be authorised to sign these documents on
behalf of MidCentral DHB and agree any non-material changes requested by
other DHBs as part of the approval process.

Kathryn Cook
Chief Executive Officer
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INFORMATION PAPER
Draft Combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and Statement of Performance Expectations
2016/17 – invitation for DHBs to review draft and provide feedback
From:

Megan Main, Chief Executive, NZ Health Partnerships

To:

DHB Chairs & Chief Executives

Date:

15 June 2016

Dear Colleagues,
Background
1. In May, I forwarded NZ Health Partnership’s draft Annual Plan for your review and comment,
and indicated our draft Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) would be forwarded in
early June for your review and comment. I am pleased to forward for your review and comment
our draft “Combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and Statement of Performance Expectations
2016/17”.
2. In accordance with our Shareholders Agreement, NZ Health Partnerships is required to prepare
a Statement of Intentions (SOI) and a Statement of Performance Expectations. During our
internal review we decided to amalgamate our draft SPE and SOI into one document.
Combining the two documents provides readers with a complete understanding of NZ Health
Partnerships strategic intentions along with the measures to assess our progress.
3. The attached draft “Combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and Statement of Performance
Expectations 2016/17” is forwarded for your comment in order to present a final version to
shareholders for approval by 30 June 2016.

Purpose
4. The purpose of the “Combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and Statement of Performance
Expectations 2016/17” is to communicate to our shareholders, our people and other interested
parties NZ Health Partnerships strategic intentions for the next 4 financial years. The document
also includes NZ Health Partnerships performance measures and targets for the 2016/17
financial year.

Feedback requested from DHBs
5. Please forward your feedback on the draft document to Geoff Goodwin, GM Corporate Services
(Geoff.Goodwin@nzhealthpartnerships.co.nz). NZ Health Partnerships will follow up with you
regarding any feedback, questions and concerns.

Next Steps
6. The following table shows the steps required to achieve shareholder approval by late June, in
order that our shareholders and our people have a clear direction for 2016/17.
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1
2

3
5
6
7

Actions
NZ Health Partnerships circulates draft Combined SOI 2016/20 and
SPE 2016/17 to DHBs for feedback.
DHBs provide feedback on the draft Combined SOI 2016-20 and SPE
2016/17 to NZ Health Partnerships via Geoff Goodwin (GM Corporate
Services).
NZ Health Partnerships contacts each DHB CE to discuss their
feedback, questions and concerns via teleconference.
NZ Health Partnerships Board considers final draft of the Combined
SOI 2016/20 and SPE 2016/17.
NZ Health Partnerships circulates final Combined SOI 2016/20 and SPE
2016/17 to shareholders for approval
DHB CEs forward written approval (or otherwise) of NZ Health
Partnerships combined SOI 2016-20 and SPE 2016/17

By when
Wednesday 15 June
Wednesday 22 June

Friday 24 June
Wednesday 29 June
Early July
By mid July

Thank you
7. I thank you in advance for reviewing the draft “Combined Statement of Intent 2016/20 and
Statement of Performance Expectations 2016/17” (attached) to be discussed at the Chair and CE
forum on Thursday 16 June.

Attachment
•

Draft NZ Health Partnerships Combined Statement of Intent for the 2016/20 and Statement of
Performance Expectations for the 2016/17 for shareholder comment.

END
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Combined

Statement of Intent
1 July 2016 to 30 June 2020

Statement of Performance
Expectations
1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017

Confidential
The information contained within this document is proprietary and confidential. It may not be used, reproduced or disclosed to any other person without the express
written authority of the NZ Health Partnerships Limited CEO. Every recipient by retaining and using this document agrees to the above restrictions and shall protect
the document and information contained in it from loss, theft and misuse.
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Crown copyright © 2016

This copyright work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivatives 4.0 International licence. In essence, you are free to copy and distribute the work
(including in other media and formats) for non-commercial purposes, as long as you attribute the
work to NZ Health Partnerships, do not adapt the work and abide by the other licence terms. To
view a copy of this licence, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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PART ONE

STATEMENT OF
INTENT

102

Chairs’ foreword

103

Statement of
responsibility

The Statement of Intent (SOI) has been prepared by the Board of NZ Health
Partnerships in accordance with Part 4 of the Crown Entities Act 2004.
The Statement of Intent sets out our strategic intentions of NZ Health Partnerships
for the four year period from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2020.
In signing this information, we acknowledge that we are responsible for the
information on strategic intentions for NZ Health Partnerships.

Signed on behalf of the Board

Peter Anderson
Chair

Terry McLaughlin

Chair of Finance, Risk, Audit and
Compliance Committee

Countersigned

Megan Main
Chief Executive

Geoff Goodwin

General Manager Corporate Services
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SECTION ONE

OUR OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT

105

Who we are

With an aging population, increasing
cost of new clinical equipment, and
rising public demand, our initiatives
are focused on creating financial
efficiencies for DHBs.

NZ Health Partnerships is
part of the New Zealand
Health and Disability Sector.

Our Purpose

By thinking, acting and investing
collaboratively DHBs are able to
achieve greater benefits than they
would by operating independently.

NZ Health Partnerships is a multiparent Crown-entity subsidiary that is
supported and owned by New
Zealand’s 20 District Health Boards
(DHBs).

However, what we do is about more
than cost reduction. While the
company’s primary focus is on
administrative, support and
procurement activities, most of our
work has direct or indirect clinical
implications.

Established and operated as a cooperative undertaking, NZ Health
Partnerships’ purpose is to enable
DHBs to collectively maximise shared
services opportunities for the national
good.

We are key contributors to the
government’s goals of having an
effective, integrated and innovative
Health and Disability Sector that
enables New Zealanders to live well,
stay well and get well. Ultimately,
patient outcomes are at the heart of
the company and our operations.

What we do

We collaborate with DHBs as our
shareholders, co-creators and
customers. In partnership we identify,
develop and implement initiatives for
the sector’s mutual benefit and
ultimately to help improve health
outcomes for all New Zealanders.

We contribute to the wider health sector strategies
Figure 1: NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes

NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
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Our operating
environment
Working with DHBs to
improve shared services

stronger strategic relationships with
our stakeholders. These include:

We work collaboratively with DHBs
and other participants in the NZ
Health Sector to develop and deliver
the innovative and effective share
services the DHBs require.

healthAlliance NZ Ltd
healthAlliance and NZ Health
Partnerships will work together on
the implementation of the National
Infrastructure Platform for the four
Northern Region DHBs.

The DHBs will interact with NZ
Health Partnerships in a number of
different ways, including as:
Shareholders: DHBs will be the
shareholders of the NZ Health
Partnerships and own and govern
the entity by way of an Independent
Board.
Co-creators: DHBs will work with NZ
Health Partnerships to identify,
prioritise and develop shared
services opportunities.
Customers: DHBs will receive
services provided by NZ Health
Partnerships under separate
business case implementation
agreements.

Strategic Partnerships
NZ Health Partnerships operate in a
multi-tiered relationship
environment that requires active
stakeholder management to foster

healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd
healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd is the
provider of the National
Procurement Service and it manages
the DHB DataHub which are key
enablers for the National Oracle
Solution programme.
Existing DHB Shared Services
Agencies NZ Health Partnerships will
work with DHB shared service
organisations such as Central TAS,
DHB Shared Services, HealthShare
and the South Island Alliance to
leverage existing knowledge and
expertise on working with the DHBs.
This will allow greater alignment
across the sector.
Ministry of Health
The Ministry will monitor and
support the DHBs to deliver against
the Minister of Health’s Letter of
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Expectations, health policy and
strategy. Through the DHBs, the
Ministry will enable NZ Health
Partnerships to implement regional
and national shared services.
National Health IT Board
The National Health IT Board plays
an advisory role to the programmes
and services of NZ Health
Partnerships, in particular those with
a large technology component such
as the National Infrastructure
Platform.
PHARMAC
NZ Health Partnerships,
healthAlliance and DHBs will work
with PHARMAC to help manage its
transition to medical device
management, including the
assessment, prioritisation and
procurement of medical devices.
Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment (MBIE)
NZ Health Partnerships,
healthAlliance and DHBs will
continue to support All-ofGovernment procurement initiatives
to ensure the health sector
maximises the benefits from these
contracts. NZ Health Partnerships
will also assist MBIE in identifying
any shortfalls in uptake of national
contracts and work with
the National Procurement Service
and DHBs to address them.
Commercial Organisations
Support from commercial partners is
integral to the delivery of shared
services for all our programmes and
on-going services. These contractual

relationships will be managed and
monitored by NZ Health
Partnerships on behalf of the sector.

Reduce our administration
costs

Operating within our baseline will be
a challenge as our costs increase
each year. We are reducing our
administration costs through better
management practices and targeted
improvement initiatives. At the same
time, we are improving our services
and developing innovative solutions
for DHBs shared services. We need
to do this while managing risks
associated with carrying out our
core business, while maintaining the
trust and confidence of the DHBs
and wider NZ Health Sector.

Respond to the challenges
of an increasing digital
world

We need to keep pace with rapid
technology changes, the
expectations of our customers, their
increasing digital needs.

Statutory and Compliance
Requirements

As a Crown Entity subsidiary, NZ
Health Partnerships is required to
comply with a variety of legislation
including the:
• Companies Act 1993
• New Zealand Public Health and
Disability
• Act 2000
• Crown Entities Act 2004
• Public Finance Act 1989
• Official Information Act 1982
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SECTION TWO

OUR STRATEGIC
INTENTIONS
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Our first year
NZ Health Partnerships became
operational on 1 July 2015, taking over
key areas of work from Health Benefits
Limited which was disestablished on
the same day.
On 1 July 2015 NZ Health Partnerships
was managing on behalf of the DHBs 4
programmes and 3 services.
Programmes:
• National Oracle Solution
• National Infrastructure Platform
Services:
• National Procurement Service
• Shared Banking
• Collective Insurance
In our first year of operation NZ Health
Partnerships focused on three
strategic themes:
• Theme One: Develop and deliver
shared services initiatives to our
shareholders
• Theme Two: Planning and portfolio
optimisation
• Theme Three: Building joint
capability in the sector.
Theme One: Develop and deliver
shared services initiatives to our
shareholders
To ensure we developed and delivered
shared services to our shareholders
we aimed to complete four objectives:
1. continue to develop and
implement our current
programmes

2. implement best practice
programme methodology
3. support DHBs for local
implementation
4. manage the services and contracts
for the business cases we have
implemented.
Continue to develop and implement
our current programmes
At 1 July 2015 NZ Health Partnerships
had two programmes under
development; the National Oracle
Solution and the National
Infrastructure Platform.
The National Oracle Solution
programme is tracking within budget
and project timelines. It successfully
met all criteria applied at its
November 2015 Stage Gate and the
report has been presented to its
governance groups and other key
stakeholders including all 20 DHB
Chief Financial Officers.
The programme is completing the
build of the core solution, finalising
the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
contract with Datacom, and preparing
to conduct Solution Acceptance
Testing from July 2016.
The National Infrastructure Platform
programme has experienced a series
of significant delivery delays. During
the second half of the year the
programme has been subject to
commercial and technical reviews in
order to determine the best way
forward for DHBs given those delays.
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Implement best practice programme
methodology
We recognise that project
management is a strategic capability
we must have to successfully develop,
build and transition programmes into
services for our shareholders. To
strengthen our programme
governance we have implemented and
embedded Prince2, a best practice
programme management
methodology.
Support DHBs for local
implementation
Supporting DHBs with change and
implementation is another strategic
capability we offer. We have worked
alongside Compass Group and the
Auckland, Waitemata, Counties
Manukau, Hauora Tairawhiti and
Southern DHBs to successfully
implement the Food Services
Agreement. We are currently
supporting implementation with
Nelson Marlborough DHB.
Manage the services and contracts
for the business cases we have
implemented
Contract negotiation and vendor
management are key strategic
capabilities. We have invested in this
area to ensure DHBs realise maximum
benefits. We have established a
Commercial Services team responsible
for providing these services for
Procurement, Food, Banking and
Insurance.
Theme Two: Planning and portfolio
optimisation
To ensure we developed and delivered
shared services that meet our

shareholders’ needs we set two
objectives:
1. refocus our current programmes
and services to align with our
operating model and shareholders’
expectations
2. develop a centralised approach to
managing vendor performance
and a detailed services catalogue.
Refocus our current programmes and
services to align with our operating
model and shareholders’
expectations.
In its first 90 days NZ Health
Partnerships worked with its DHB
Shareholders to review all
Programmes and Services and
establish priorities for the 2015/16
financial year. It was agreed that
greater flexibility should be applied to
Programmes to maximise benefits by
optimising DHB participation. This shift
in focus recognises that many
differences exist between DHBs and
that one-size-fits-all is not necessarily
the best approach for individual DHBs
or the collective.
An example of this is the Linen and
Laundry programme. Through ongoing
collaboration it became clear that
achieving buy-in from all 20 DHBs on
the initial proposal would prove
difficult as some DHBs have existing
arrangements they would rather
leverage and similar savings could be
achieved through regional initiatives.
Develop a centralised approach to
managing vendor performance and a
detailed services catalogue
NZ Health Partnerships has
established a Commercial Services
team with a dedicated manager for
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each service we manage on behalf of
team is responsible for managing the
vendor’s performance (including
healthAlliance (FPSC)).

the DHBs. The Commercial Services
possible we second DHB experts into
NZ Health Partnerships to work with
us on specific projects.

A service catalogue has been
developed and is currently being
tested with key stakeholders.

In addition to our shareholders, NZ
Health Partnerships works
collaboratively with a number of
public and sector organisations to
ensure the successful delivery of
programmes and services. These
include healthAlliance NZ Ltd,
healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd, PHARMAC,
Ministry of Health, The Treasury,
Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment (MBIE), Department of
Internal Affairs, National Health IT
Board, Central TAS and HealthShare.

Theme Three: Building joint
capability in the sector
NZ Health Partnerships is committed
to working collaboratively with DHBs
to utilise their expertise and
experience to develop and deliver
shared services. Our people benefit
from working side-by-side with DHB
subject matter experts, clinicians and
management across the portfolio.
There is strong DHB representation on
our programme and service advisory
and governance groups and where
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Our future
direction

NZ Health Partnerships’ long-term strategies are designed to respond to our
challenges and guide us towards the organisation our shareholders need us to be.
NZ Health Partnerships will focus on three main themes:
• continue to develop and implement our current programmes
• deliver and improve our services, including enhancing our customer centric
approach to developing and delivering our services
• contribute to identifying future shared services opportunities with our
shareholders

We will work in these three linked areas concurrently, balancing our need to deliver
today and innovate for tomorrow.

NZ Health Partnerships programmes and services are aligned
to helping DHBs achieve the shared future direction outlined
by the Ministry of Health.
In April 2016, the Ministry of Health released the ‘New Zealand Health Strategy —
Future direction’ which outlines its refreshed 10-year vision for the health system to
address the pressures and significant demands on its services and on the health
budget.
The Ministry’s shared future direction for health, to deliver a fit for the future
system, has five strategic themes; being:
Figure 2: NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes

NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System
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Currently Health makes up 22 percent of Government spending. The Treasury
estimates that, if nothing were to change in the way services are funded and
delivered, Government health spending would increase from about 7 percent of GDP
now, to about 11 percent of GDP in 2060 1. The challenge for the sector is to continue
to improve clinical outcomes while ensuring it is financially sustainable.

NZ Health Partnerships helps the DHBs achieve the shared future
direction of health services by providing cost effective shared services.
Our current programmes and services align to one or more of the five
strategic themes.
Table 1: NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
“All New Zealanders live well, stay well, get well”
1

2

People Powered

Closer to Home

• making New Zealanders

‘health smart’; that is, they
can get and understand the
information they need to
manage their care

• enabling individuals to make
choices about the care or
support they receive

• understanding people’s needs
and preferences and
partnering with them to
design services to meet these

• communicating well and

supporting people’s
navigation of the system,
including through the use of
accessible technology such as
mobile phones and the
internet.

• providing care closer to

where people live, learn,
work and play, especially for
managing long-term
conditions

• integrating health services

and making better
connections with wider public
services

• promoting wellness and

preventing long-term
conditions through both
population-based and
targeted initiatives

• investing in health and

wellbeing early in life and
focusing on children, young
people, families and whānau.

3
Value & High
Performance
• delivering better outcomes

relating to people’s
experience of care, health
status and best-value use of
resources

• striving for equitable health

outcomes for all New Zealand
population groups

• measuring performance well

and using information openly
to drive learning and
decision-making that will lead
to better performance

• building a culture of

performance and quality
improvement that values the
different contributions the
public and health workforce
can make to improving
services and systems

• having an integrated

4

5

One Team

Smart System

• operating as a team in a high- • discovering, developing and
trust system that works
together with the person and
their family and whānau at
the centre of care

• using our health and disability
workforce in the most
effective and most flexible
way

• developing leadership, talent
and workforce skills
throughout the system

• strengthening the roles of

people, families, whānau and
communities as carers

• the Ministry of Health leading
the system effectively

• collaborating with
researchers.

sharing effective innovations
across the system

• taking advantage of

opportunities offered by new
and emerging technologies

• having data and smart

information systems that
improve evidence-based
decisions, management
reporting and clinical audit

• having reliable, accurate

information that is available
at the point of care

• providing individual online

health records that people are
able to access and contribute
to

• using standardised technology
that allows us to make
changes easily and efficiently.

operating model that makes
responsibilities clear across
the system

• using investment approaches
to address complex health
and social issues.

NZ Health Partnerships Programmes and Services

National Infrastructure
Platform
1
1

3

4

5

National Oracle
Solution
1

3

4

5

Food Services
1

3

4

5

Procurement
3

4

5

Ministry of Health. 2016. New Zealand Health Strategy — Future direction. Wellington: Ministry of Health.
Underpinned and supported by NZ Health Partnerships core services

Shared Banking &
Insurance
3

4
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Examples of how our programmes and services are helping
DHBs achieve the shared future direction today are outlined
below.
People-powered
“In the future it is important people
are provided with the information
they need to fully understand issues to
do with health and wellness, are able
to access health services and manage
their own health care”. Source: ‘New
Zealand Health Strategy — Future
direction’.
The National Infrastructure Platform
will rationalise the number of data
centres, infrastructure systems, and
increase security, reliability, service
levels and reduce waste.
The National Oracle Solution will
assist DHBs to analyse in greater detail
the processes and associated cost of
providing services. This information
will enable DHBs in the future to work
alongside people and communities to
design services to meet their needs
and preferences.
As our population is becoming more
ethnically diverse our needs and
expectations are changing. The Food
Service provides patients with greater
selection and choice, reflecting the
changing nature of New Zealand’s
population.

Closer to home
Good health begins at home and in
communities, so it makes sense to
support people’s health through
services located close to these places
where possible. Source: ‘New Zealand
Health Strategy — Future direction’.
By working collaboratively in
procurement we can use the sector’s
purchasing data to more effectively
understand and respond to the needs
of individuals and communities.
Value and high performance
It is important to get the best value we
can from services, so that New
Zealanders receive high-quality
services that are affordable and
sustainable. Source: ‘New Zealand
Health Strategy — Future direction’.
The National Infrastructure
Programme will rationalise the
number of data centres, and
infrastructure systems, reducing
duplication and waste.
The National Oracle Solution will
enable procurement to deliver better
purchasing outcomes, improving the
system, enable procurement
performance to be better measured to
drive better performance.
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Food Services provide patient meals,
meals-on-wheels, and cafeteria
services, ward supplies and optional
services for vendor machines and
catering. The introduction of common
food guidelines will improve food
quality and consistency of food service
across the sector.
Having a collective agreement for
Shared Banking and Insurance
services enables the DHBs to obtain
terms and conditions more favourable
than they would achieve if they
negotiated independently.
One team
“To reach the goal of a highperforming system we need to reduce
the fragmentation of services and care
in our health system”. Source: ‘New
Zealand Health Strategy — Future
direction’.
We are working collectively with the
DHBs to deliver national solutions,
such as the National Infrastructure
Platform, National Oracle Solution,
Procurement, Shared Banking,
Insurance and Food Services. By
working collaboratively we have
assisted the DHBs to improve the
quality of service, improve timeliness
of access and reduce duplication of
resources by standardising data,
rationalising support services and
infrastructure.

Smart System
“Our system needs to become a
learning system, by seeking
improvements and innovations,
monitoring and evaluating what we
are doing, and sharing and
standardising better ways of doing
things when appropriate. Key tools to
help make this shift are data and
technology”. Source: ‘New Zealand
Health Strategy — Future direction’.
As previously stated the National
Infrastructure Platform will provide
capability to enable future national IT
development and standardise the data
centres and underlying ICT
infrastructure of our DHBs.
The National Oracle Solution will
assist DHBs to analyse in greater detail
the processes and cost of providing
services. The National Oracle Solution
will enable procurement performance
to be better measured, driving better
performance to deliver better
purchasing outcomes.
Food Services will provide patient
meals, and meals-on-wheels based on
common food guidelines and people
individual dietary requirements. Data
will be used to improve the efficiency,
quality and satisfaction of the service.
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Delivering our
programmes

The DHBs, as our shareholders, invest in the programmes we
develop. Our programme teams work with the DHBs as
shareholders, co-creators and customers to develop and
build shared services.

When Health Benefits Limited was disestablished on 1 July 2015, 3 programmes
were transferred to NZ Health Partnerships:
• National Oracle Solution
• National Infrastructure Platform
• Food Services

NATIONAL ORACLE SOLUTION
In late 2012, DHBs agreed to take a
national approach to this purchasing
through a programme now known as
National Oracle Solution.
Every year, DHBs spend about $1.3
billion buying goods and services,
including everything from cotton wool
buds through to hospital beds.
Traditionally the purchasing of these
goods and services by DHBs –
including how they get ordered,
stored, delivered and paid for – has
been done in a variety of ways across
the 20 DHBs, with no single register or
process for handling the transactions.

Benefits of a co-operative approach
include improved service levels,
increased visibility and transparency of
information, elimination of
inefficiencies, better management of
medical stock levels and less wastage,
improved distribution of medical stock
between DHBs, and emergency stock
will be better managed. There will also
be significant financial savings and a
wide range of direct and indirect
clinical benefits
During 2016/17 NOS will transition
from a programme to a service. This is
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an exciting and challenging new phase
for the programme.
The implementation plan is phased
with multiple waves; with Bay of
Plenty, Canterbury, Waikato and West
Coast being the first DHBs to
implement. The DHBs will lead the
implementation. While some DHBs
may be in a position to manage their
own change and support the change
of others, NZ Health Partnerships will
provide support where requested.
A change programme of this
magnitude is challenging. NZ Health

Partnerships will capture lessons
learned and incorporate into the
implementation plans of future waves.
The second wave of DHB
implementation is scheduled for July
2017.
To support the programme transition
from a project to an operational
service the NOS Transition and
Support Team will be established
within NZ Health Partnerships to
manage and govern the Oracle
environment.

NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM
The National Infrastructure Platform
programme aims to achieve
qualitative, clinical and financial
benefits for DHBs through a national
approach to IS infrastructure
consumption.
During the second half of the 2015/16
financial year the programme has
been subject to commercial, technical,
and delivery reviews in order to
determine the best way forward for
DHBs.

During 2016/17 the National
Infrastructure Platform programme
will implement series of activities to
enable the programme original
business case objectives to be
realised. The recommendations from
the commercial, technical, and
delivery reviews during the second
half of 2015/16 will heavily inform the
detail of the 2016/17 work program in
consultation with the sector.
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Providing our
services

Once a shared service programme is built, it transitions to
our Commercial Services team for delivery to our DHB
customers.

When Health Benefits Limited was disestablished on 1 July 2015, 3 services were
transferred to NZ Health Partnerships:
• Shared Banking
• Collective Insurance
• DHB Procurement
During the 2015/16 financial year, Food Services transitioned from a programme to a
service.

SHARED BANKING and INSURANCE
Shared Banking
Banking and Treasury Services was
one of the first areas identified where
collective savings could be delivered
to DHBs through a national
arrangement. Since 2011, Westpac
Bank has provided banking and
treasury services for all DHBs,
HealthShare, healthAlliance and
healthAlliance (FPSC). On any given
day NZ Health Partnerships manages
on behalf of the sector a cash balance
of between $300 million to $1.4 billion
through the Shared Banking and
Treasury Services (“The Sweep”)
functions.

Unlike the other services where we act
as a vendor manager, NZ Health
Partnerships delivers the service. The
objective of the Shared Banking is for
NZ Health Partnerships to invest funds
held in a restricted range of low risk
investments to optimise the return on
funds, while ensuring sufficient cash is
available to meet all DHB needs.
Our intentions are to improve the
effectiveness of the service by working
with the DHBs to improve cash
forecasting capabilities within the
sector.
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Collective Insurance
Collectively DHBs have assets valued
around $15 billion. Since 2010 the
insurance needs of the sector has
been managed under the Collective
Insurance programme. The service is
responsible for managing the
insurance requirements for all 20
DHBs, and various joint ventures and
subsidiaries that have elected to join
the Collective Insurance Service. For
the 2016/17 financial year the
expected realised benefit from the
Collective Insurance programme is $5
million.
The objective of the service is to
obtain insurance for the 20 DHBs and
other participants that represents
value for money, taking into account
the terms and conditions, market
dynamics and the strategic intentions
of the DHBs.

The Collective Insurance programme
has been able to realise benefits by
working closely with DHBs and the
insurance brokers to determine the
appropriate insurance cover and the
assets included in that cover.
NZ Health Partnerships will continue
to work alongside DHBs to provide
appropriate information for the
insurance broker to market the sectors
insurance needs to insurers in New
Zealand and internationally.
The sector continually needs to review
its insurance coverage to ensure it
remains fit for purpose and responds
to emerging insurance risks. NZ
Health Partnerships will work
alongside DHBs to review the sectors
insurance needs for emerging
insurance risks such as Professional
Indemnity, Environmental, Cyber and
Extortion.

DHB PROCUREMENT SERVICE
DHB Procurement includes both the
DHB Procurement Strategy
implementation work as well as the
oversight of the National Procurement
Service provided by healthAlliance
(FPSC) Ltd.

between DHBs, NZ Health
Partnerships, PHARMAC and MBIE.
The strategy was endorsed by all 20
DHB CEOs on 14 April 2016, followed
by NZ Health Partnerships Board
approval on 28 April 2016.

In 2015 NZ Health Partnerships and
DHB Shareholders identified a clear
need for a nationally agreed DHB wide
Procurement Strategy to ensure the
best value for money. The DHB
Procurement Strategy, published in
May 2016, is the result of a
collaborative development process

The strategy is based on eight core
principles that guide how DHBs work
together, both collaboratively with
each other and alongside PHARMAC
and MBIE. It also determines that
healthAlliance (FPSC) will transition
out of medical device procurement as
PHARMAC scales up. A collaborative
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approach to planning, engagement
and a focus on both the enablers for
good procurement and making the
most of PHARMAC and MBIE
opportunities are strategic priorities
for 2016/17 onwards.

Our focus in 2016/17 will be the
implementation of the DHB
Procurement Strategy against the
agreed transition plan and ongoing
contract management of the National
Procurement Service delivered by
healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd.

FOOD SERVICES
The Food Services Agreement was
signed in 2014. Under the agreement
Compass Group is contracted to
provide patient meals, meals-onwheels, and cafeteria services, ward
supplies and optional services for
vendor machines and catering.
The first DHBs to join the agreement
were Auckland, Waitemata and
Counties Manukau. Since then
Southern, Hauora Tairawhiti, and
Nelson Marlborough have joined.
The objective of Food Services is to
implement a comprehensive food
solution to DHBs. The solution will
deliver common nutritional guidelines;
a centralised electronic menu
management system and improved

visibility of food services spend across
the sector.
The focus Food Services in 2016/17
onwards is to expand the number of
DHBs participating in the agreement
to ensure the long term benefits of the
service is delivered to the sector, while
strengthening the governance of the
service.
At present Compass Group provides
around 60 percent of all patient meals
served in New Zealand, as well as
other services such as Meals on
Wheels.
NZ Health Partnerships will provide
the contract and vendor management
of the Food Services Agreement on
behalf of the participating DHBs.
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Future
opportunities

New Zealand Health Partnerships manages a portfolio of
work on behalf of the DHBs.

The 20 DHBs are responsible for
providing health services that
improve, promote and protect the
health of people and communities.
To meet their responsibilities each
DHB seeks the optimum
arrangement for the most effective
and efficient delivery of health
services in order to meet local,
regional, and national needs.

New Zealand’s aging population;
increasing clinical costs and a rise in
demand for healthcare are putting
pressure on our health system. To
address these issues we believe there
are other national, regional or
individual DHB led initiatives that can
provide additional benefits to our
shareholders. The challenge is how, as
a collective, we identify and codevelop opportunities to obtain the
greatest benefits and enable DHBs to
maximise the health dollar.

NZ Health Partnerships engage with
the sector in an inclusive and
collaborative manner, to identify and
discuss and prioritise areas of
opportunity for investigation.
The ideation and qualification of
opportunities could lead to new
programmes being approved for build
and implementation to support a
number of shared services.
Figure 3: NZ Health Partnerships portfolio life
cycle
Opportunities requiring qualification,
design and prioritisation

Programmes to build and deliver
new shared services ranging from
simple to transformational

Services catalogue requiring contract
management and performance
monitoring (and delivery)
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SECTION THREE

ORGANISATIONAL
HEALTH
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Managing our
functions and
operations

To meet our strategic intentions we manage our functions and operations through the
following teams:
• Programmes—develop and build our programmes.
• Commercial Services—provides contract, vendor and customer management services for
Procurement, Food, Banking and Insurance.
• Communications and Engagement — manages corporate and customer information,
internal and external communication, and change management.
• Corporate Services —provides corporate support and service functions, including
governance, legal, risk, assurance, procurement, human resources services, financial and
planning services and manages our facilities.
To achieve our strategic intentions NZ Health Partnerships’ has three strategic capabilities:
• Project management
Figure 4: NZ Health Partnerships operating model
• Contract, Vendor and
Customer
management
• Implementation and
change management
These are embedded into
our functions and
activities illustrated in
our Operating Model.
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Our strategic capability in project
management is provided by our Programme
Teams and is responsible for the Shared
Services Opportunities function. Our
Commercial Services Team provides our
strategic capability in Contract, Vendor and
Customer management, and is responsible
for our Shared Services Provision function.
The remaining function - Partnerships
Governance, Strategy, Planning and
Performance – consists of two teams:
•
•

Communications and Engagement
Corporate Services.

Our Values

Our values underpin how we work
together and engage with our
stakeholders. They are central to our
collective culture and as individuals we
strive to live these values everyday in
the decisions we make, our planning
and processes and our behaviours.
• Accountability
• Commitment
• Respect
• Transparency

Governance, Strategy, Planning and Performance
NZ Health Partnerships Governance, Strategy, Planning and Performance is our
internal function responsible for change management, strategy, finance, stakeholder
communication and engagement, and our people.

Communication and Engagement
Our Communication and Engagement team is responsible for delivering our third
strategic capability of change management, as well as provides stakeholder
communication and engagement services.
Change management
We employ a joint delivery model for the implementation of services with DHBs
taking the lead and NZ Health Partnerships playing a supporting change
management role if requested. The range or services we could offer include:
•
detailed role based impact assessments
•
training needs assessment
•
development of training collateral
•
online training delivery
•
business readiness assessments.
In 2016/17 NZ Health Partnerships will establish common change standards and a
framework to support programmes throughout their life cycle from business case
development through to service establishment, continuous improvement,
measurement and reporting.
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Our primary change management focus will be supporting the DHBs implementation
of the National Oracle Solutions and DHB Procurement Strategy.
Stakeholder communication and engagement
Ensuring our stakeholders are well informed and actively engaged at both strategic
and operational levels is critical to NZ Health Partnerships’ collaborative operating
model. We will continue to enhance our transparency and introduce stakeholder
engagement and customer focus plans internally.

Corporate Services
Corporate Services provides finance, accounting and legal services to NZ Health
Partnerships. Two of its core activities are benefits reporting and contract
negotiation and management.
Benefits Reporting
NZ Health Partnerships coordinates the reporting of all benefits generated across the
sector. This includes reporting benefits achieved by NZ Health Partnerships’
initiatives, All of Government, and local and collaborative DHB procurement. In
2016/17 NZ Health Partnerships will improve the current process and will proactively
assist DHBs to resolve issues with benefits reporting, re-establish benefits reporting
to the Board and shareholders, establish a Benefits Community as a forum share
expertise across the sector, and embed the National Procurement Strategy.
Contract Negotiation and Management
NZ Health Partnerships, subject to DHB approval, will enter into negotiations with
Preferred Respondents to negotiate commercially astute programme and service
Agreements. Agreements are drafted for DHB consideration and approval. Once
Agreements have been signed, we manage contracts, performance and relationship
of the vendors and suppliers on behalf of the DHBs. During 2016/17 we will renegotiate NZ Health Partnerships lease of our Central Park premises.
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Organisational
health and
capability
Our People

Critical to the success of any organisation are the people it employs. NZ Health
Partnerships must continue to retain, attract and develop skilled and experienced
people to ensure successful programme and service delivery for its customers.
We aim to be a workplace where staff are treated fairly and with respect, are
supported, have strong personal development opportunities, and are well managed.
Having confident, motivated and capable people will empower the organisation to
perform at its best, continually lifting organisational health to meet the expectations
of the DHBs.
Building our people capability
To develop our workforce and to ensure we have the
right people, the focus of NZ Health Partnerships will be:
• optimising workforce capacity to deliver results
• ensuring our people are customer focused and are
working on what matters most to the DHBs
• identifying and developing capable leaders who will
provide a strong force for promoting internal
organisational change
• integrating our shareholders’ workforce more
effectively and efficiently, encouraging
understanding about a ‘common toolkit’ of skills, and
improving the sector’s ability to shift staff into
national, regional and local levels of strategic
implementation.

Good Employer
To ensure the company meets its
Good Employer obligations
prescribed in the Crown Entities
Act Part 3 section 118, NZ Health
Partnerships provides equal
employment opportunities to:
• enhance the abilities of
individual employees
• recognise the aims,
aspirations and employment
for women, and the cultural
differences of ethnic or
minority groups
• recognise the employment
requirements of people with
disabilities..
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Governance and
Accountability
NZ Health Partnerships works in a
commercial manner within a public
sector environment. The company
operates under a Board, programme
and service governance structures
with strong DHB representation. The
Board comprises four regional DHB
Chairs and three independent
Directors. The Board is chaired by an
independent Director.
New Zealand Health Partnerships
Board:
• Peter Anderson (Chair)
• Murray Cleverley
• Jo Hogan
• Dr. Lee Mathias
• Terry McLaughlin
• Deryck Shaw
• Phil Sunderland
Programme and service governance
groups are chaired by a DHB Chief
Executive Sponsor. The Sponsors drive
the vision of the overall programme
through strong stakeholder
management, engagement with DHB
leaders and specialist stakeholders.

IT Strategy
Policies and procedures for NZ Health
Partnerships have been developed in
relation to our Information

Technology. The provision of financial,
IT and payroll services have been
contracted externally to healthAlliance
NZ, who support NZ Health
Partnerships. The performance of
Output Class 1: Programmes is
dependent on the effective
performance of software assets,
namely the National Oracle Solution
and National Infrastructure Platform.

Dividend policy
NZ Health Partnerships’ dividend
policy is to retain any surplus for
reinvestment in initiatives that are
consistent with the purpose of NZ
Health Partnerships and likely to
generate benefits or efficiencies for
DHBs or the wider sector

Process in relation to
acquisitions
In the event that NZ Health
Partnerships was to enter into a
process to acquire shares or interest in
companies, trusts and partnerships,
excluding Crown entity subsidiaries, it
will seek a resolution in writing from
its Class A shareholders. NZ Health
Partnerships will comply with relevant
sections of the Crown Entities Act if it
were to consider the acquisition of
shares or interest in a Crown entity or
a subsidiary of a Crown entity.
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Risk
management

NZ Health Partnerships recognises that risk and issue management is essential for
the delivery of its programmes and services. NZ Health Partnerships is committed to
working closely with its stakeholders to ensure we maintain an effective system able
to define and determine acceptable levels of risk within each programme and
service.
The aims of our risk and issues management processes are to improve the quality of
decision making to minimise and manage adverse impacts.
NZ Health Partnerships’ strategic risks include:
Table 2: NZ Health Partnerships strategic risks

NZ Health Partnerships: Strategic Risks
1

2

3

4

Scale and complexity of
activities

Multiple delivery
partners

Resource pressure

Shareholder constraints

Our programmes and
services are being, and
have been,
implemented nationally.

Our programmes and
services have many
delivery partners
spanning both the
public and private
sector.

NZ Health Partnerships
will effectively engage
with the sector to build
collaborative
programme teams,
including seconding and
embedding DHB subject
matter experts in our
work.

The DHBs are facing
many challenges such as
an aging New Zealand
population, rising cost
of technology and
growing demand for
health services, all of
which lead to tightening
fiscal constraints.

This enables NZ Health
Partnerships to avoid
the risk of not delivering
the programmes within
agreed budgets and
quality criteria.

DHBs are also managing
a large number of
complex change
programmes at any one
time. Aligning and
integrating our resource
planning cycle with
DHBs will help alleviate
resource pressures and
improve financial
forecasting.

These national
programmes are
services touch all parts
of the NZ health system.
NZ Health Partnerships
will work closely with
the DHBs, their
subsidiaries and the
service providers to put
in place proactive and
detailed changed plans
to mitigate risks during
design and
implementation.

Best practice
methodology and the
development of
centralised vendor
performance
management
framework will ensure
alignment and effective
integration.

This approach also helps
build capability in the
sector.
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Statement of
responsibility

The Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) has been prepared by the Board
of NZ Health Partnerships in accordance with Part 4 of the Crown Entities Act 2004.
The Statement of Performance Expectations sets out our performance measures and
targets of NZ Health Partnerships for the period from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017.
In signing this information, we acknowledge our responsible for the information
contained in the Statement of Performance Expectations, and confirm the
appropriateness of the assumptions underlying the prospective operations and
financial statements of NZ Health Partnerships.

Signed on behalf of the Board
Peter Anderson
Chair

Terry McLaughlin

Chair of Finance, Risk, Audit and
Compliance Committee

Countersigned
Megan Main
Chief Executive

Geoff Goodwin

General Manager Corporate Services
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OUR PERFORMANCE
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Measuring our
performance

The success of NZ Health Partnerships will be measured by its
ability to deliver fit for purpose programmes and services
that meet our shareholders’ expectations and enable them to
realise benefits.

NZ Health Partnerships’ achieves
its purpose of enabling DHBs to
collectively maximise shared
services opportunities for the
national good by managing on
behalf of the DHBs a portfolio of
work through 2 output classes:
• Output Class 1: Programmes
• Output Class 2: Services

Figure 5: NZ Health Partnerships performance framework

SHAREHOLDERS’ OBJECTIVES
Seeking the optimum arrangement for the most effective and efficient
delivery of non-clinical health services in order to meet local, regional and
national needs

NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS’ PURPOSE
Enabling DHBs to collectively maximise shared services opportunities for
the National Good

NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS’ OUTCOMES
Deliver programmes and services to DHBs that will enable the realisation of
qualitative and quantitative benefits, effective and efficient provision of
services

NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS’ ACTIVITIES
OUTPUT CLASS 1: PROGRAMMES

OUTPUT CLASS 2: SERVICES

NZ Health Partnerships’ programmes are
well managed, coordinated and
implemented

NZ Health Partnerships’ services are high
performing shared services that deliver
benefits to our shareholders

Portfolio
planning and
optimisation

Negotiation of
commercially
astute
programme and
service
arrangements

Managing and
monitoring
service provider
performance

Building joint
capability in the
sector

Continuous
Improvement

Enablers
Our People

Our Partners

Our Systems
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Output Class 1
programmes

The DHBs, as our shareholders, invest in the programmes we develop. Our
programme teams work with the DHBs as shareholders, co-creators and customers
to develop and build shared services. Once a shared service is built, it transitions to
our Commercial Services team for delivery to our DHB customers.

NATIONAL ORACLE SOLUTION

Objective
The National Oracle Solution will design and build a single financial management
information system ready for DHB implementation.
The programme represents a significant investment for the sector and is a critical
enabler to the National Procurement Service.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Progress to date
The National Oracle Solution (NOS) emerged from the re-planning of the Finance,
Procurement and Supply Chain (FPSC) programme. Significant progress has been
made within the programme since the replanning process. The Solution Validation
process was completed and the November Stage Gate Report presented to its
governance groups. The report outlined that the solution can be delivered, ready for
a DHB implementation, within the parameters set out by the Business Change Case.
Since the November Stage Gate, the programme has been deploying the new
infrastructure, finalising the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) contract with Datacom,
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configuring and deploying the modifications in preparation to conduct Solution
Acceptance Testing scheduled to occur in July 2016.
Focus for 2016/17
During 2016/17 NOS will transition from a programme to a service. This is an
exciting and challenging new phase for the programme. Prior to implementation the
focus for the programme is to successfully complete Solution Acceptance Testing.
The implementation plan is phased with multiple waves; with Bay of Plenty,
Canterbury, Waikato and West Coast being the first DHBs to implement. The DHBs
will lead the implementation. While some DHBs may be in a position to manage
their own change and support the change of others, NZ Health Partnerships will
provide support where requested.
A change programme of this magnitude is challenging. NZ Health Partnerships will
capture lessons learned and incorporate into the implementation plans of future
waves. The second wave of DHB implementation is scheduled for July 2017.
To support the programme transition from a project to an operational service the
NOS Transition and Support Team will be established within NZ Health Partnerships
to manage and govern the Oracle environment.
Performance
The National Oracle Solution programme performance measures and targets for
2016/17 are outlined in table 3.
Table 3: NOS performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
1
Ensure readiness of
Key positions filled and capability in place
Oracle Administration
Model

Type
Quality

When
30
September
2016

2

Complete Technology
Build

Solution acceptance testing successfully
completed

Quality
Timeliness

30
September
2016

3

Complete Solution
Readiness

User acceptance testing successfully
completed

Quality
Timeliness

30
November
2016

4

Support First Wave
DHB Implementation

Implementation completed on schedule,
within budget, with no open action items

Timeliness
Financial
Quality

31 March
2017
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NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM
Objective
The National Infrastructure Platform programme aims to achieve qualitative, clinical
and financial benefits for DHBs through a national approach to IS infrastructure
consumption. The national approach is driven by converging the 40 infrastructure
facilities into an integrated infrastructure platform delivered from two data centre
facilities.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Progress to date
In the later months of 2015/16 a commercial, technical, and delivery review of the
National Infrastructure Platform programme commenced.
Focus for 2016/17
During 2016/17 the programme will complete a number of activities to deliver the
NIP solution agreed from the commercial, technical, and delivery review.
Performance
The National Infrastructure Platform programme performance measures and targets
for 2016/17 are outlined in table 4.
Table 4: NIP performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
5
Implement agreed
Programme, governance and processes
recommendations
aligned to the agreed recommendations
from the commercial,
from the commercial, technical and
technical and delivery
delivery review.
review
6

Deliver NIP Solution

Final Solution built and delivered on time,
within scope, and within budget

Type
Quality

When
30 June
2017

Timeliness
Quality
Financial

15 April
2017
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Output Class 1: Financial Perspective
Table 5: Output Class 1 – financial budget for 2016/17
2016/17
Budget
$000’s
Revenue:
National Oracle Solution

4,875

National Infrastructure Platform
Total revenue

4,875

Expenditure:
National Oracle Solution

4,875

National Infrastructure Platform
Total Expenditure

4,875

Surplus/ (Deficit)

0
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Output Class 2
services

This output class comprises the services delivered to DHBs by NZ Health
Partnerships; Shared Banking, Collective Insurance, Food Services, DHB Procurement
Service, and Management Services. The purpose of this output class is to provide
DHBs with high performing services that deliver qualitative and quantitative benefits.

SHARED BANKING and COLLECTIVE INSURANCE

Shared Banking
Objective
Banking and Treasury Services invests funds held in a restricted range of low risk
investments to optimise the return on funds, while ensuring sufficient cash is
available to meet all DHB needs.
On any given day NZ Health Partnerships manages on behalf of the sector a cash
balance of between $300 million to $1.4 billion through the Shared Banking and
Treasury Services (“The Sweep”) functions.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus of 2016/17
Since 2011, Westpac Bank has provided banking and treasury services for all DHBs.
In 2016/17 the contract will be tendered to ensure the service remains fit for
purpose and meet the needs of DHBs.
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Performance
NZ Health Partnerships provides the Shared Banking activities. Unlike the other
services where we act as a vendor manager, NZ Health Partnerships delivers the
service and is responsible for achieving the following service performance targets.

Table 6: Shared Banking performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
7
Minimum average sweep interest rate on funds
0.15%
placed on term deposit is at least 0.15% above
the sweep on-call rate
8

9

Type
Financial

When
30 June
2017

Minimum non budgetary financial benefits
delivered to DHBs during 2016/17 financial year
Minimum percentage of DHBs agree to the
benefits for 2016/17

100%

Financial

31
December
2016

Minimum Benefits realised

$925,000

Financial

30 June
2017

Minimum percentage of DHBs and other
participants are satisfied with the Banking
Services service

80%

Quality

30 June
2017
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Collective Insurance
Objective
The objective of the service is to obtain insurance for the 20 DHBs and other
participants that represents value for money, taking into account the terms and
conditions, market dynamics and the strategic intentions of the DHBs.
Collectively DHBs have assets valued around $15 billion. The Collective Insurance
programme is responsible for managing the insurance requirements for all 20 DHBs,
and various joint ventures and subsidiaries that have elected to join the Collective
Insurance Service.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
In 2016/17 the contract will be tendered to ensure the service remains fit for
purpose and meet the needs of DHBs.
Performance
As the contract and vendor manager, NZ Health Partnerships has the relationship
with the Broker and is responsible for ensuring the following performance targets
are achieved.
Table 7: Collective Insurance performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
Type
10
Minimum percentage of DHBs and Joint
100%
Quality
Ventures that have agreed insurance
Timeliness
coverage for material damage business
disruption, liability, travel and motor vehicle

When
30 June 2017

11

Minimum budgetary financial benefits
Collective Insurance delivered to DHBs and
Joint Ventures during 2016/17 financial
year

$5 million

Financial

30 June 2017

12

Minimum percentage of DHBs and Joint
Ventures are satisfied with the General
Insurance service

80%

Quality

30 June 2017
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DHB PROCUREMENT SERVICE
Objective
The DHB Procurement Service is provided to all 20 DHBs. In 2015/16 the DHB
National Procurement strategy was developed for the DHBs, by the DHBs. The
strategy was endorsed by the CE Forum on 14 April 2016, and approved by NZ Health
Partnerships Board on 28 April 2016.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
The core focus for 2016/17 will be ensuring that DHBs achieved increased value from
collective procurement through the implementation of the DHB Procurement
Strategy including contract management of the National Procurement service
delivered by healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd.
Performance
The DHB Procurement Service performance measures and targets for 2016/17 are
outlined in table 8.
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Table 8: DHB Procurement performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure Target
13
Establish the
Agreed frameworks and mechanisms in
foundations for the
place to deliver the key activities outlined
DHB Procurement
in the strategy.
Strategy
Agreed implementation approach and
Implementation
supporting plan for the strategy with
specific targets and measures.
14

15

Type

When

Quality
Timeliness

Q1 FY16/17

Commence the
transition of Medical
Devices from the scope
of hA (FPSC)

Agreed transition group in place to
manage the transition process

Quality

Q1 FY16/17

Agreed implementation plan outlining the
transition with specific targets and
measures and DHB oversight

Quality
Timeliness

31 July 2016

Provide management
oversight of the
delivery of the
National Procurement
Service by
healthAlliance (FPSC)

Service Catalogues is delivered according
to agreed 2016/17 scope

Quality
Timeliness

Q1 FY16/17

A highly effective and transparent
customer supplier relationship facilitated
by NZ Health Partnerships which delivers
value to all parties is achieved

Quality

30th June
2017
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FOOD SERVICES
Objective
Food Services seeks to implement a comprehensive food solution to the DHBs. The
solution will deliver national nutritional guidelines; a centralised electronic menu
management system and improved visibility of food services spend across the sector.
NZ Health Partnerships will provide the contract and vendor management of the
Food Services Agreement on behalf of the participating DHBs. The DHBs to join the
agreement: Auckland, Waitemata, Counties Manukau, Southern, Hauora Tairawhiti,
and Nelson Marlborough.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
Food Services focus in 2016/17 is to designed to expand the number of DHBs
participating in the agreement to ensure the long term benefits of the service is
delivered to the sector, while strengthening the governance of the service.
At present Compass Group provides around 60 percent of all patient meals served in
New Zealand, as well as other services such as Meals on Wheels. However, if
participation is not expanded beyond the current six DHBs by 31 May 2016, a 5.5
percent price increase will come into effect for those DHBs. NZ Health Partnerships
is in discussions with three DHBs (Canterbury, West Coast and Bay of Plenty)
regarding the possibility of them joining the Food Services agreement.
Performance
The Food Service performance measures and targets for 2016/17 are outlined in
table 9.
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Table 9: Food Services performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Initiative
Target
16
Participate in NFSP
All existing contracts executed in a
(National Food Services timely manner and to the satisfaction of
Programme)
the stakeholder parties

Type
Timeliness
Quality

When
30 June
2017

17

Lead/Facilitate
Programme Level
Implementation

Implementations are completed and
delivered to plan (agreed contractual
schedule), and within cost (budget) for
all the participating DHBs

Quality
Timeliness
Financial

30 June
2017

18

Embed Benefits
Realisation/CIP

Delivered according to agreed
specification and trends are clear and
concise

Timeliness
Financial
Quality

Q2
2016/17

19

Assist with the
development of a
mature National
Programme Level
Governance
Framework

All participating DHB's have an
established, operating governance
model in place

Quality

30 June
2017
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Objective
Management Services are the central functions within NZ Health Partnerships that
deliver organisational change, cultural alignment, strategy, stakeholder
communication, engagement, and programme and service management services.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
The focus for 2016/17 for Management Services is to provide support to the
programmes as they are implemented by DHBs and transition to a service, while
continuing to provide support to our services NZ Health Partnerships provide to
DHBs.
Performance
The Food Service performance measures and targets for 2016/17 are outlined in
table 10.
Table 10: Management Services performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Initiative
Target
Type
20
Assist DHBs with
Change management strategy for DHB
Quality
programme and
Procurement Strategy approved; and
service-related change other plans developed and implemented
management where
as requested
required

When
On-going

21

Implement a Benefits
Reporting Process

Benefits reported to the Board monthly

Quality

30
September
2016

22

Embed customer focus
as a way of working
including unpacking
core values and
implementing internal
culture initiatives

Minimum 5% increase of stakeholders
rating NZ Health Partnerships' customer
focus as satisfactory or above

Quality

30 June
2017

5 - 10% increase in staff believing we are
focussed on our customers' needs

Quality

30 June
2017
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Output Class 2: Financial Perspective
Table 11: Output Class 2 – financial budget for 2016/17
2016/17
Budget
$000’s
Revenue:
Shared Banking and Collective Insurance
Interest Revenue from Shared Banking Facility
Shared Banking and Insurance Operations
Food Services
Management Services
National Infrastructure Platform

24,000
603
350
5,090
550

National Procurement Service

11,227

NZ Health Partnership Interest

120

Total Revenue

41,740

Expenditure:
Shared Banking and Collective Insurance
Interest Revenue from Shared Banking Facility
Shared Banking Operations
Food Services
Management Services
National Infrastructure Platform
National Procurement Service
Integrator
Total Expenditure

24,000
603
350
5,090
550
10,927
300
41,740
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Benefits

Benefits management is at the very heart of NZ
Health Partnerships’ purpose. In conjunction with
our shareholders programmes are identified,
assessed, prioritised, developed and implemented
with the singular purpose of delivering benefits
(value) to DHBs.
A benefit is defined as a clear financial or
performance improvement. This may include
building organisational capabilities, delivering
efficiencies or effectiveness, including clinical
improvements. Whether financial or performancebased all benefits ultimately contribute to better
health outcomes.
Effectively defining, measuring, tracking and
reporting these benefits determine the success of
our programmes and the operational performance
of our live commercial services. In short, benefits
management determines DHBs’ return on
investment from NZ Health Partnerships’ activities.
More broadly it ensures taxpayers’ money is being
well spent.
To advance the sector’s work in this area, NZ Health
Partnerships has developed a Benefits Management
Framework. At a high level the Framework considers
the tools, methodologies and support required to
track, measure and report the benefits outlined in
business cases.
During 2016/17 NZ Health Partnerships will work
with the newly appointed CEO Sponsor for Benefits
and DHBs to operationalise the Benefits
Management Framework including supporting any
DHB-led change management to embed new
processes.
NZ Health Partnerships is responsible for reporting
benefits at an aggregated level.

Key Benefits Definitions
Benefits management refers to the
identification, definition, tracking,
realisation and optimisation of benefits.
Benefits can be made up of two parts:
Budgetary and Non-Budgetary.
BUDGETARY BENEFITS
Budgetary is defined as the incremental
annual change, primarily cash, which
has a clearly defined impact on the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
These benefits result in a budget line
reduction, compared to the prior year.
An example include a reduction in the
price of an item as a result of
procurement activity
NON-BUDGETARY BENEFITS
Non-Budgetary benefits are defined as
those that form part of the business
case that do not meet the definition of
Budgetary. There are three general
components:
•

Cash Avoidance: Cash that would
have been spent is now totally
avoided or reallocated as a result of
the business case.

•

Cumulative benefits: are those that
are carried forward from previous
years, whether they are budgetary
or non-budgetary in nature.

•

Qualitative benefits: accrue from
associated activity as a result of a
business case and need to be
reported in some way.
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Benefits Estimates
Table 12: Estimated Total Gross Benefits for Output Class 1 & 2, for FY2016/17.
Estimated
2016/17
$000
OUTPUT CLASS 1: PROGRAMMES
National Oracle Solution
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
National Infrastructure Platform
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Total Annual Gross Benefits
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
OUTPUT CLASS 2: SERVICES
National Procurement Service
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Shared Banking
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Insurance
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Food Services
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Other Procurement
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Total Annual Gross Benefits
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
TOTAL GROSS ANNUAL BENEFITS

0
0
0
0
0
0

TBD
TBD
0
925
0
3,170
4,110
1,960
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
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Assessing
performance

Numerous performance measures underpin our outcomes framework. These are
not just about NZ Health Partnerships’ performance; rather they are measures of
how the organisation, its shareholders and the health sector work collaboratively to
achieve better outcomes. Performance will be assessed as ‘achieved’, ‘partially
achieved’, ‘not achieved’, or ‘stopped’.
Table 13: Performance assessment ratings
Performance Rating
Description
Achieved

The target has been achieved by the stated date.

Partially Achieved

The activities and outputs have been completed; however, they were
not completed by the stated date.

Not Achieved

The target has not been achieved.

Discontinued

Programme or service has been discontinued, and the targets are no
longer applicable.

The perspectives that underpin our assessment of performance are quality, financial
and timeliness.
Table 14: Performance categories
Perspective
Description
Quality

This will measure the quality of the delivery of programmes and services.
Measures may be related to post-implementation reviews, quality assurance
reviews, peer reviews, and stakeholder and shareholder engagement.

Financial

This will report performance against the projected costs and benefits for financial
measures.

Timeliness

The programmes and services will have progress measured against agreed
milestones to determine if they are delivery on schedule.

Reporting performance
The performance of output classes will be reported in NZ Health Partnerships Annual
Report, and Quarterly to our Shareholders.
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SECTION FIVE

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
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Financial
statements

1.1 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE BY OUTPUT
CLASS
For the year ended 30 June 2017

2016/17
Budget
$000’s

Revenue:
Output Class 1: Programmes

4,875

Output Class 2: Services

41,740

Total Revenue by Output Class

46,816

Expenditure:
Output Class 1: Programmes

4,875

Output Class 2: Services

41,740

Total Expenditure by Output Class

46,816

Surplus/ (Deficit)

0
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1.2 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSE
For the year ended 30 June 2017
Budget
$000’s
Revenue:
Revenue from DHBs
Interest revenue -

22,696
NZ Health Partnerships
Shared banking

Other revenue

120
24,000
-

Total revenue

46,816

Expenditure:
Personnel costs

4,201

Depreciation and amortisation expense
Finance costs

-

NZ Health Partnerships
Shared banking

132
24,000

Other expenses

18,483

Total Expenditure

46,816

Surplus/ (Deficit)

0

Other Comprehensive revenue and expense

0

Total Other Comprehensive Revenue and Expense

0

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSE

0
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1.3 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 30 June 2017
Budget
$000’s
ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables

5,339
11,533

Investments – shared banking

139,822

Total Current Assets

156,694

Non-Current Assets:
Property, plant, and equipment

796

Intangible assets

57,768

Total Non-Current Assets

58,564

Total Assets

215,258

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities:
Payables
DHB Shared Banking Facility

9,959
139,822

Employee entitlements

334

Total Current Liabilities

150,115

Non-Current Liabilities:
Employee entitlements

0

Total Non-Current Liabilities

0

Total Liabilities
Net Assets

150,115
65,143

EQUITY
Contributed Capital

68,633

Accumulated surplus / (deficit)

(3,490)

Total Equity

65,143
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1.4 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the year ended 30 June 2017
Budget
Notes

$000’s

Balance at 1 July 2015

65,143

Total Comprehensive Revenue and Expense for the year

(3,490)

Owner Transactions
Issue of B class shares
BALANCE AT 30 June 2016

0
65,074

1.5 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the year ended 30 June 2017
Budget
$000’s
Cash flows from Operating Activities:
Receipts from DHBs
Receipts from other revenue
Interest received
Payments to suppliers
Payments to employees
Interest paid
Goods and services tax (net)
Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

22,680
0
124,000
(4,256)
(15,441)
(124,000)
552
3,535

Cash flows from Investing Activities:
Funds from Deposit

0

Purchase of property, plant, and equipment

0

Purchase of intangible assets
Funds to Deposit
Net Cash Flow from Investing Activities

(2,654)
0
(2,654)

Cash flows from Financing Activities:
B class shares

0

Proceeds from borrowings

0

Repayment Interest

0

Net Cash Flow from Financing Activities

0

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents

881

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

5,274

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

6,155
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Notes to the Prospective Financial Statements
The prospective financial statements are based on policies and approvals in place as at 1st July
2016. The prospective financial statements set out NZ Health Partnerships activities and
planned performance. The use of this information for other purposes may not be appropriate.
These prospective financial statements have been prepared on the basis of assumptions of
future events that NZ Health Partnerships reasonably expects to occur and associated actions
that NZ Health Partnerships reasonably expects to take at the date that this information was
prepared.

Statement of Accounting Policies
REPORTING ENTITY
NZ Health Partnerships Limited was established on the 16th June 2015 and became operational
on the 1st July 2015. NZ Health Partnerships is a multi-parent Crown subsidiary, owned by the
20 District Health Boards, which have equal core shareholding and voting rights. NZ Health
Partnerships is domiciled in New Zealand.
NZ Health Partnerships primary objective is to operate as a co-operative undertaking, and
enable DHBs to collectively maximise shared services opportunities for the national good.
BASIS OF PREPARATION
Statement of compliance
These prospective financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Crown Entities Act 2004. These include the requirement to comply with
NZGAAP.
The prospective financial statements have been prepared to comply with Public Benefit Entity
Standards (PBE Standards) for a Tier 1 entity. NZ Health Partnerships is adopting the PBE
Standards for the first time. This includes Public Benefit Entity Reporting Standard 42
Prospective Financial Statements (PBE FRS 42).
The prospective financial statements have been prepared for the special purpose of the
Statement of Performance Expectations 2016/17 of NZ Health Partnerships for its
shareholders. They have not been prepared for any other purpose and should not be relied
upon for any other purpose.
These statements will be used in our Annual Report as the budgeted figures.
The Statement of Performance Expectations narrative informs the prospective financial
statements and the document should be read as a whole.
The preparation of prospective financial statements in conformity with PBE FRS 42 requires
the Board and management to make good judgements, estimates, and assumptions that affect
the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income, and
expenses.
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The prospective financial statements were approved on XXXX 2016. The Board is responsible
for the prospective financial statements presented, including the assumptions underlying the
prospective financial statements and all other disclosures. The Statement of Performance
Expectations is prospective and as such contains no actual operating results. It is not intended
that these prospective financial statements will be updated.
Measurement base
The prospective financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis.
Presentation currency and rounding
The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars and all values are rounded to
the nearest thousand dollars ($000).

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The following accounting policies, which significantly affect the measurement of financial
performance and of financial position, have been consistently applied.
REVENUE
The specific accounting policies for significant revenue items are explained below:
NZ Health Partnerships is funded through revenue received from the DHBs, which is restricted
in its use for the purpose of NZ Health Partnerships meeting its objectives as specified in the
statement of intent. Revenue is recognised as revenue when earned and is reported in the
financial period to which it relates.
Interest Revenue
Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method. Interest revenue on an
impaired financial asset is recognised using the original effective interest rate.
LEASES
Operating leases
An operating lease is a lease that does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards
incidental to ownership of an asset to the lessee. Lease payments under an operating lease are
recognised as an expense on a straight - line basis over the lease term. Lease incentives
received are recognised in the surplus/deficit as a reduction of rental expense over the lease
term
BORROWING COSTS
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the financial year in which they are incurred.
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks and other
short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less. All
investments are held in New Zealand.
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Receivables
Receivables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method, less any provision for impairment.
Investments
Bank term deposits
Investments in bank term deposits are initially measured at the amount invested.
After initial recognition, investments in bank deposits are measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest method, less any provision for impairment.
Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment consist of the following asset classes: leasehold improvements,
furniture, office equipment and information technology.
Property, plant and equipment are shown at cost, less any accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses.
Additions
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset only when it is
probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow
to NZ Health Partnerships and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Work in progress is recognised at cost less impairment and is not depreciated.
In most instances, an item of property, plant and equipment is initially recognised at its cost.
Where an asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, it is recognised at its fair
value as at the date of acquisition.
Disposals
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying
amount of the asset and are reported in the surplus or deficit.
Subsequent costs
Costs incurred subsequent to initial acquisition are capitalised only when it is probable that
future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to NZ Health
Partnerships and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
The costs of day-to-day servicing of property, plant and equipment are recognised in the
surplus or deficit as they are incurred.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis on all property, plant and equipment, at rates
that will write-off the cost (or valuation) of the assets to their estimated residual values over
their useful lives. The useful lives and associated depreciation rates of major classes of
property, plant and equipment have been estimated as follows:
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Asset Type
Leasehold improvements
Furniture and office equipment
IT Hardware

Useful Life

Rate

5 – 14 years

7% - 20%

1.5 – 9.5 years

10.5% - 67%

2.5 – 5 years

20% - 40%

Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the unexpired period of the lease or the
estimated remaining useful lives of the improvements, whichever is the shorter.
The residual value and useful life of an asset is reviewed and adjusted if applicable, at each
financial year end.
Intangible assets
Software acquisition and development
Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to
acquire and bring to use the specific software.
Staff training costs are recognised as an expense when incurred.
Costs associated with maintaining computer software are recognised as an expense when
incurred.
Costs associated with development and maintenance of NZ Health Partnership’s website is
recognised as an expense when incurred. Costs that are directly associated with the
development of software for internal use are recognised as an intangible asset. Direct costs
include software development employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant
overheads.
Amortisation
The carrying value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a straight-line basis
over its useful life. Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and ceases at the
date that the asset is derecognised. The amortisation charge for each financial year is
recognised in the surplus or deficit.
The useful lives and associated amortisation rates of major classes of intangible assets have
been estimated as follows:
Intangible Asset Type
Acquired computer software

Useful Life
2.5 – 3 years

Rate
33% - 40%

FPSC system intangible assets

5 - 15 years

6.67% - 20%

Impairment of property, plant, and equipment and intangible assets
NZ Health Partnerships does not hold any cash-generating assets. Assets are considered cashgenerating where their primary objective is to generate a commercial return.
Non-cash generating assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets held at cost that have a finite useful life
are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
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carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by
which the asset's carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is
the higher of an asset's fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
Value in use is determined using an approach based on either a depreciated replacement
approach, restoration cost approach, or a service units approach. The most appropriate
approach used to measure value in use depends on the nature of the impairment and
availability of the information.
If an asset's carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is regarded as
impaired and the carrying amount is written-down to the recoverable amount. The total
impairment loss is recognised in the surplus or deficit. The reversal of an impairment loss is
recognised in the surplus or deficit.
Payables
Short-term payables are recorded at their face value.
Employee entitlements
Short-term employee entitlements
Employee benefits that are due to be settled within 12 months after the end of the period in
which the employee renders the related service are measured at nominal values based on
accrued entitlements at current rates of pay.
These include salaries and wages accrued up to balance date and annual leave earned to but
not yet taken at balance date.
A liability for sick leave is recognised to the extent that absences in the coming year are
expected to be greater than the sick leave entitlements earned in the coming year. The
amount is calculated based on the unused sick leave entitlement that can be carried forward
at balance date, to the extent that it will be used by staff to cover those future absences.
A liability and an expense is recognised where there is a contractual obligation or where there
is a past practice that has created a constructive obligation and a reliable estimate of the
obligation can be made.
Long-term employee entitlements
Employee benefits that are due to be settled beyond 12 months after the end of period in
which the employee renders the related service, such as long service leave and sick leave, have
been calculated on an actuarial basis. The calculations are based on:
• Likely future entitlements accruing to staff, based on years of service, years to entitlement,
the likelihood that staff will reach the point of entitlement, and contractual entitlement
information; and
• The present value of the estimated future cash flows.
Superannuation schemes
Defined contribution schemes
Obligations for contributions to KiwiSaver are accounted for as defined contribution
superannuation schemes and are recognised as an expense in the surplus or deficit as
incurred.
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Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at their fair value plus transaction costs. After initial
recognition, all borrowings are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method.
Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless NZ Health Partnerships has an
unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after balance
date.
Equity
Equity is measured as the difference between total assets and total liabilities.
Goods and services tax
All items in the financial statements are presented exclusive of goods and service tax (GST),
except for receivables and payables, which are presented on a GST-inclusive basis. Where GST
is not recoverable as input tax then it is recognised as part of the related asset or expense.
The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the Inland Revenue Department (IRD)
is included as part of receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.
The net GST paid to, or received from the IRD, including the GST relating to investing and
financing activities, is classified as a net operating cash flow in the statement of cash flows.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed exclusive of GST.
Income tax
NZ Health Partnership is a public authority and consequently is exempt from the payment of
income tax. Accordingly, no provision has been made for income tax.
FPSC rights
The FPSC rights represent the DHBs right to access, under a service level agreement, shared
Finance, Procurement and Supply Chain (FPSC) services provided using assets funded by the
DHBs.
The intangible asset is recognised at the cost of the capital invested by the DHB in the FPSC
Programme, a national initiative, previously facilitated by Health Benefits Limited now NZ
Health Partnerships, whereby all 20 DHBs will move to a shared services model for the
provision of Finance, Procurement and Supply Chain services.
The rights are considered to have an indefinite life as the DHBs have the ability and intention
to review the service level agreement indefinitely. The fund established by Health Benefits
Limited now NZ Health Partnerships through the on-charging of depreciation on the FPSC
assets to the DHBs will be used to, and is sufficient to, maintain the FPSC assets standard of
performance or service potential indefinitely.
As the FPSC rights are considered to have an indefinite life, the intangible asset is not
amortised and will be tested for impairment annually.
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Financial Instrument Risks
NZ Health Partnerships activities expose it to credit risk, cash flow risk and liquidity risk. NZ
Health Partnerships policy does not allow any transactions that are speculative in nature to be
entered into. It has policies and procedures to ensure risks are low.

Critical Accounting Judgements and Estimates
In preparing these prospective financial statements NZ Health Partnerships has made
estimates and assumptions concerning the future. These estimates and assumptions may
differ from the subsequent actual results. Estimates and assumptions are continually
evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of
future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
General Assumption – cost levels
These figures have been based on the assumption that interest rates and general cost levels
will remain at similar levels to those at the time of the Statement of Performance
Expectations’ preparation.
Estimating useful lives and residual values of property, plant and equipment
At each balance date, the useful lives and residual values of property, plant and equipment are
reviewed. Assessing the appropriateness of useful life and residual value estimates of
property, plant and equipment requires a number of factors to be considered such as the
physical condition of the asset, expected period of use of the asset by NZ Health Partnerships
Limited, and expected disposal proceeds from the future sale of the asset.
An incorrect estimate of the useful life or residual value will affect the depreciation expense
recognised in the surplus or deficit, and carrying amount of the asset in the statement of
financial position. NZ Health Partnership’s minimises the risk of this estimation uncertainty by:
 physical inspection of assets;
 asset replacement programs;
 review of second hand market prices for similar assets; and
 analysis of prior asset sales.
DHB Shared Banking Facility
NZ Health Partnerships has exercised its judgement regarding the DHB Shared Banking Facility
and has accounted for the arrangement as though it is acting as principal as it has the potential
to be exposed to credit risk from the arrangement. The related party nature of the
arrangement makes the agency/principal distinction more difficult. NZ Health Partnerships
consider presenting the DHB Shared Banking Facility as principal; will ensure transparent and
consistent information is presented about the arrangement in NZ Health Partnership’s
financial statements.
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Critical judgements in applying accounting policies
Management has exercised the following critical judgements in applying accounting policies:
Leases classification
Determining whether a lease agreement is finance or an operating lease requires judgement
as to whether the agreement transfers substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to
NZ Health Partnerships.
Judgement is required on various aspects that include, but are not limited to, the fair value of
the leased asset, the economic life of the leased asset, whether or not to include renewal
options in the lease term, and determining an appropriate discount rate to calculate the
present value of the minimum lease payments. Classification as a finance lease means the
asset is recognised in the statement of financial position as property, plant and equipment,
whereas for an operating lease no such asset is recognised.
NZ Health Partnerships has exercised its judgement on the appropriate classification of
equipment leases, and has determined no lease arrangements are finance leases.
Capitalisation of FPSC costs
The FPSC programme is a significant part of NZ Health Partnerships savings initiatives. The
FPSC programme is set to improve the way goods and services are made available to DHBs for
purchasing, ordering, delivery storage and payment. A national approach to these services will
combine the purchasing power of DHBs, create visibility of stock and ensure a common
financial language across the health sector.
Through the development of the FPSC programme, the assets that are created by the FPSC
programme will be held in Work in Progress (WIP). The construction is expected to last around
18 months and during this period there will be progressive deployments of functionality
leading to a gradual realisation of benefits. The FPSC programme is not a single asset, but a
bundle of assets that are both tangible such as IT hardware and intangible, such as software,
policy manuals, process documentation, process maps, standard operating procedures,
reference materials and intellectual property. The costs that are directly associated with the
development of the FPSC programme will be recognised as tangible or intangible assets when
it is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner
intended by management. Direct costs include project development employees, contractors,
consultants and apportionment of the relevant overheads.
Indirect costs are recognised as expenses when incurred and include travel, training and
recruitment costs.
Amortisation
The amortisation of the assets will begin once the asset is available for use (commissioned into
the fixed asset register) and will cease at the date that the asset is derecognised. The carrying
value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a straight line basis over its useful
life. The useful lives of FPSC intangible assets have been estimated to be 15 years (life of the
contract).
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INFORMATION PAPER
Shared Services Head Agreement (“Head Agreement”) – invitation for DHBs to provide feedback
on proposed changes to Head Agreement
From:

Megan Main, Chief Executive, NZ Health Partnerships

To:

DHB Chief Executives and Chairs

Date:

15 June 2016

Dear Colleagues

1

Background

1.1

The Head Agreement was signed by 18 of the 20 DHBs 1 and Health Benefits Ltd (“HBL”) in 2014,
following extensive work and consultation over the previous 3 years, for a national solution to
reduce costs and increase efficiencies for DHBs across their Finance, Procurement, and Supply
Chain (“FPSC”) areas. 2 The Head Agreement was developed by HBL with the support of DHBs, as
the commercial mechanism agreed to give effect to HBL and DHBs’ mutual support for, and
recognition of, the benefits of a shared approach in the delivery of FPSC services to DHBs.

1.2

The Head Agreement was framed according to the key considerations at that time, including, for
example:
a.

HBL's accountability to its Shareholding Ministers for ensuring that the net benefits
outlined in the FPSC business cases were delivered;

b.

Strategic governance for the shared services primarily being provided by the HBL Board and
the Shared Services Council;

c.

the HBL Integrator as a specific key role to deliver many of HBL's functions under the Head
Agreement;

and was intended to be flexible and scalable so that any other services (in addition to FPSC
services) agreed to be provided to DHBs on a shared basis, could be later added as additional
service schedules to the Head Agreement.
1.3

1

However, the transfer under the Health Sector (Transfers) Act 1993 from HBL to NZ Health
Partnerships on 1 July 2015 brought changes such that the Head Agreement in its current form is
no longer fit for purpose, for example:
a.

NZ Health Partnerships does not have, and is not accountable to any, Shareholding
Ministers. Instead, NZ Health Partnerships’ is based on a shareholder governance model –
it is wholly owned, led by, and accountable to, the 20 DHBs;

b.

the Shared Services Council does not exist under the NZ Health Partnerships Governance
Charter (“Governance Charter”). Instead, strategic governance for the shared services is to

all except Canterbury and West Coast DHBs
for example, this work included the development of the Indicative Case for Change and the customised FPSC
business cases for each DHB, and the associated consultations with key stakeholders such as DHB staff and unions
who provided substantial feedback.
2
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be primarily provided by the Annual (and Extra-ordinary) Shareholders Meetings, which
comprise the Chairs and Chief Executives of all 20 DHBs. There are also new governance
structures at the next level down, namely, Programme Steering Committees and Service
Performance Review Boards, which are led by DHB CEO Sponsors; and
c.

the HBL Integrator as a separate special role, no longer exists under the Governance
Charter, although the Integrator functions are retained by NZ Health Partnerships.

1.4

Since the transfer from HBL to NZ Health Partnerships, the approach under the original FPSC
business cases has also changed, with the focus now on completing the national Finance solution
and implementation of the recently finalised DHB Procurement Strategy. 3

1.5

These changes to the governance framework and business case approach drive the need to
amend the Head Agreement. The key risk in failing to amend the Head Agreement is that NZ
Health Partnerships and DHBs will continue to be legally bound by contractual obligations and
structures that may have changed or may no longer exist – the parties would thus likely be in
continual breach of contract. Amending the Head Agreement will legitimise the new governance
framework for application by the parties, and accurately reflect the parties’ legal relationships and
obligations, in the delivery of the agreed shared services to the DHBs.

1.6

As the new DHB Procurement Strategy is to be implemented, and NIP discussions still in train, NZ
Health Partnerships proposes to amend only the front-end 4 of the Head Agreement, and the
Reference Documents, 5 at this stage. This will allow the new governance framework and
structures to be legitimised and implemented immediately.

1.7

Amendments to the existing Procurement and NIP Schedules will follow, to align with the DHB
Procurement Strategy and decisions arising from the NIP discussions. It will also become
necessary at that time for NZ Health Partnerships to amend its Service Partner Agreements (for
example, with healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd) to align with the Head Agreement including the amended
Schedules.

2

External legal assistance

2.1

The law firm Buddle Findlay was again 6 engaged to assist. Buddle Findlay’s brief was to help align
the Head Agreement (front-end, Schedules, 7 and Reference Documents) with the new governance
structures specified in the Governance Charter.

3

Purpose of paper

3.1

This paper provides you with:
a.

3

the proposed changes to the Head Agreement. DHBs are invited to:

end of April 2016
Clauses 1 to 23 and the Annexures.
5
Under the Head Agreement, Reference Documents are deemed to be part of the Head Agreement. The current
Reference Documents requiring change are: (a) FPSC Shared Service Governance: A Partnership Approach (version
6.3, dated 9 May 2014) (“FPSC Governance Framework”); (b) Finance, Procurement, Supply Chain Policy
Framework (version 4.5, dated 6 June 2014) (“FPSC Policy Framework”); (c) Clinical Engagement Framework; and
(d) FPSC Programme – Procurement: Procurement Category Alignment (PC1) (version 0.8, dated 12 May 2014)
(“FPSC Category Ownership Schedule”).
6
Buddle Findlay assisted in the development of the original Head Agreement.
7
Schedule A – General Terms and Conditions; Schedule B – Procurement; Schedule C – Common Support Services,
and Schedule D – FPSC Services (Phase 2). The NIP Shared Services Schedule is also a shared services schedule
under of the Head Agreement.
4
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i.

review the attached draft Head Agreement with proposed changes marked up. The
other documents also listed at the end of this paper are provided for reference, to
assist DHBs’ review; and to

ii.

provide feedback to Geoff Goodwin, General Manager, Corporate Services, NZ
Health Partnerships, at email: geoff.goodwin@nzhealthpartnerships.co.nz by
Wednesday 15 June 2016;

b.

an explanation regarding the existing schedules to the Head Agreement; and

c.

an outline of immediate next steps and timeframes.

4

Overview of proposed changes

4.1

Front-end of the Head Agreement (clauses 1 to 23 and the Annexures):

4.2

a.

Replace all references to HBL and the Integrator with NZ Health Partnerships.

b.

Replace all references to specific governance structures such as the Shared Service Council,
with a generic reference to “the appropriate Governance Group” (Governance Group is a
new defined term).

c.

Genericise the terms and conditions to remove the specific focus on FPSC and allowing the
addition of other Schedules in due course.

d.

Remove all references to healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd and healthAlliance N.Z. Ltd, to genericise
the Head Agreement and, again, allow for its application to additional Schedules agreed in
due course.

e.

Add two new Annexures that list the Shared Services and the Reference Documents under
the Head Agreement.

Reference Documents:
a

FPSC Governance Framework: Will not be a Reference Document under the amended Head
Agreement but the Governance Charter will be.

b.

FPSC Policy Framework: no longer considered applicable.
Document under the amended Head Agreement.

c.

Clinical Engagement Framework: will not be a Reference Document under the amended
Head Agreement. Under the Governance Charter, Programme Steering Committees and
Service Performance Review Boards will themselves determine their requirements for
clinical input as and when needed.

d.

FPSC Category Ownership Schedule: unlikely to have a long term role in its current form.
Currently describes the scope (i.e. specified procurement categories) of healthAlliance
(FPSC)’s procurement responsibilities for the DHBs.

Will not be a Reference

5

No changes to existing schedules at this stage

5.1

Procurement Schedules (A, B, C, & D): following execution of the amended Head Agreement, the
existing Procurement Schedules will also be amended to align with the new DHB Procurement
Strategy. Until those amendments have been completed, if there is any conflict between the
front-end of the Head Agreement and the existing Procurement Schedules, the front-end of the
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8

Head Agreement will prevail. It is intended that Procurement Services under the amended Head
Agreement will be captured in a single Schedule rather than several schedules as at present.
5.2

NIP Shared Services Schedule: proposed changes to this Schedule are still under development and
not ready for DHB review. NZ Health Partnerships is still engaged in clarifying the available
options for the DHBs. Once an option (or options) is selected, it will be necessary to amend the
NIP Schedule accordingly. DHBs will also be consulted on any proposed changes to the NIP
Schedule at the appropriate time.

6

Next steps
1
2
3
4

7

Actions
DHBs to provide feedback on the proposed changes to the Head
Agreement to NZHP.
NZHP to send final amended Head Agreement to DHBs for execution.
DHBs to confirm execution of the amended Head Agreement in
counterpart. NZHP to execute in counterpart also.
Varied and restated Head Agreement commences

Attachments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marked up draft Head Agreement with proposed changes
Table of summarised changes
Governance Charter
Shareholders’ Agreement
Original Head Agreement (with Procurement Schedules)
NIP Shared Services Schedule

END

8

under both the original and the amended Head Agreement.

Due Date
Fri 1 July 16
Fri 8 July 16
Fri 26 Aug 16
Thurs 1 Sep 16 or
when the last
DHB signs
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THIS HEAD AGREEMENT commenced on 1 July is dated
made on 27 June 2014 and is varied and restated on [1 September]XXXX 2016.

was

PARTIES
(1)

All DISTRICT HEALTH BOARDS listed in Annexure 2, each being a district health board under the

(2)

NZ HEALTH BENEFITSPARTNERSHIPS LIMITED (company number 586778) or (“HBL” or "the
Integrator")5729811) (“NZ Health Partnerships”)

New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000 (each a "DHB" and together the "DHBs") that
have executed this Head Agreement

BACKGROUND
A.

This Head Agreement was made between the DHBs and Health Benefits Ltd (HBL), a Crown owned
company listed in Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act 1989.

B.

Under the Health Sector Transfer (NZ Health Partnerships Ltd) Order 2015, the assets and liabilities
of HBL were transferred to NZ Health Partnerships on 1 July 2015.

C.

The Parties agree to vary and restate this Head Agreement to reflect the role of NZ Health
Partnerships.

A.

HBL is a Crown-owned company (listed in Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act 1989). HBL was
established to reduce costs and deliver savings in administration, support and procurement
services for the health sector.

D A. NZ Health Partnerships is a company registered under the Companies Act 1993 and a Crown entity
under section 7(1) of the Crown Entities Act 2004 (being a multi-parent subsidiary of two or more
Crown entities). NZ Health Partnerships is owned by the DHBs. It was established, and is
operated, as a co-operative undertaking, with the purpose of enabling DHBs to collectively
maximise shared services opportunities for the National Good. DHBs are the shareholders, the cocreators, and the customers, of NZ Health Partnerships. NZ Health Partnerships works with the
DHBs to, in accordance with the Governance Charter, identify, prioritise, develop, and implement
Shared Services, initiatives for the Health Sector’s benefit and, ultimately, for all New Zealanders.
EB.
C.

The Parties accordingly wish to work together on shared services initiatives for their mutual benefit

and onwithin the framework set up by this Head Agreement.

At the date of this Agreement, the Parties wish to work together to improve the way goods and
services are ordered, delivered, stored and paid for (known as finance, procurement and supply
chain services ("FPSC Services")). HBL NZ Health Partnerships agrees to act as Integrator and
ensure the delivery of FPSC Shared Services on the terms set out in this Head Agreement.
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AGREEMENT

THE PARTIES AGREE:
1.

SHARED SERVICES

1.1

Shared Services: The Parties may agree from time to time to provide and receive services on a
shared basis between them. As at DHBs will participate in the Commencement Date the Parties
have agreed on certain procurement Shared Services set out in Schedules A to DSchedules in
relation toin accordance with the Overarching Principles the FPSC Services and the Shared Services
Principles. As at the Variation Date NZ Health Partnerships and certain DHBs have agreed in the
National Infrastructure Platform Programme Shared Services Schedule ("NIP Schedule").

1.2

Variation Date: This Head Agreement, as varied and restated will commences on the later of:

1.3

1.2

(a)

[1 September 2016]; and

(b)

the date on which the last DHB signs this varied and restated Head Agreement.

Effect of Variation: From the Variation Date:
(a)

all Parties will be bound by this Head Agreement, as varied and restated, including
Schedules A to D relating to procurement, but excluding the NIP Schedule;

(b)

NZ Health Partnerships and the DHBs which have signed the NIP Schedule prior to the
Variation Date will continue to be bound by that Schedule; and

(c)

a DHB which signs the NIP Schedule after the Variation Date will be bound by that Schedule
from the date of signature.

DHBs to be party: It is intended that all DHBs bebecome party to this Head Agreement. DHB
entry into the Head Agreement may be staggered and will bind each DHB from the date that DHB
signs this Head Agreement.

1.31.4 Additional Shared Services: The Parties agree that any additional national shared serviceShared
Services added after the Variation Date:
(a)

will be governed by the Overarching pPrinciples set out in the Governance Framework;

(a)(b) must be consistent with the Shared Services Principles;
(b)(c) must be agreed by all Parties providing or receiving the benefit of the additional shared
serviceShared Services;
(c)(d) will be set out in a schedule, substantially in the form of the existing Shared Service
Schedules, which will bind each DHB from the date it signs the schedule; and
(d)(e) will be deemed to be incorporated into and form part of this Head Agreement.

2.

OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES

2.1

Overarching Principles: The Head Agreement will be governed by the principles: The Parties will
at all times act in accordance with the Shared Services pPrinciples set out in and the Relationship
PrinciplesGovernance Charter.

2.2

Shared Services Principles: The Parties acknowledge and agree that all Shared Services under this
Head Agreement are to be agreed, implemented, and delivered, in accordance with these
mutually agreed objectives, which are to:
(a)

reduce costs and be fit-for-purpose;
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(b)

be driven by customer defined business needs with appropriate technology as an enabler
(where appropriate);

(c)

be scalable to include additional services and customers over time;

(d)

be based on achieving the optimal outcome for the sectorHealth Sector;

(e)

offer a seamless and timely customer and supplier experience, regardless of location;

(f)

standardise the provision of services and processes based on leading practice, innovation
and continuous improvement, with clear processes to validate any service variation;

(g)

establish clear end-to-end process ownership and accountability;

(h)

leverage existing material and expertise wherever possible;

(i)

have a transparent and well-understood governance and accountability structure;

(j)

enable and facilitate effective partnerships between customers and suppliers, and across
the Shared Service functions;

(k)

build and retain capability by offering compelling opportunities;

(l)

ensure that patient safety will not be compromised; and

(m)

ensure the design delivers the benefits from the relevant Shared Service business
casebBenefits.

3.

RELATIONSHIP PRINCIPLES: SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, IN
THEIR RELATIONSHIPROLE OF NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS

2.3

Primary role: NZ Health Partnerships is a DHB-led, supported, and dealings under this Agreement
the Parties will be governed by the following principles:
(a)

a owned, vehicle enabling DHBs to collectively maximise shared intention to build and
continue a long-term enduring relationship based on mutual trust to provide optimal
outcomes for the health sector;

(b)

a shared commitment to the delivery of high quality, cost-effective healthcare services
without compromising patient safety;

(c)

treatment of all DHBs on an equal priority basis (acknowledging that DHBs may have
different Shared Services requirements);

(d)

to work together in good faith, collaboratively and constructively (including by sharing ideas
and learning from experience);

(e)

a shared intention to maximise their respective benefits and achieve their goals and
missions in line with Shared Service business case expectations;

(f)

respect for each other's viewpoints including differences; and

(g)

openness, promptness, consistency and fairness in all dealings and communications
opportunities for the National Good. NZ Health Partnerships will work with DHBs in
accordance with the Governance Charter,between them.
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3.

ROLE OF THE INTEGRATOR

3.1

Purpose of the Integrator: The primary role of the Integrator is to fulfil a strategic role in
developing and establishing Shared Services and providinge service governance and monitoring of
Shared Services, to ensure that benefits are realised and delivered as planned. The Integrator for
the National Good. NZ Health Partnerships will oversee the establishment of the Shared Services,
and help stabilise the relevant system/service and reach Steady State. Once Steady State is
reached (which HBL anticipates to be approximately by 2018), the Parties will review the
"integratorcurrent model" and consider available options including discontinuing the model or
transferring all or part of its role to a lead Service Partner.

3.2

HBL as Integrator: HBL and the DHBs agree that HBL will be the Integrator in relation to:
(a)

the FPSC Services; and

(b)

any other Shared Services, if agreed by the Parties, in a Shared Service Schedule.

3.33.2 Accountabilities of the Integrator: HBL, in its capacity as the Integrator,: NZ Health Partnerships
is accountable to:
(a)

its shareholding Ministers (Health and Finance) for benefits realisation as outlined in the
relevant business case or statement of intent; and

(a)

DHBsDHBs as its shareholders – for delivery of the portfolio of initiatives approved in the
Annual Plan and meeting all other obligations to DHBs as shareholders; and

(b)

DHBs as its customers – for all Shared Services in accordance with the terms of this Head
Agreement (including applicable Service Levels and KPIs).

3.43.3 Scope of role: The Parties agree that allthe Shared Services may will be performed by NZ Health
Partnerships itself and by Service Partners in accordance with Service Partner Agreements, and
where a Shared Service is performed by a Service Partner that the Integrator will notNZ Health
Partnerships will not may carry out the actual operational delivery of the anysome Shared Services
and. Accordingly, on a day-to-day and operational level:
(a)

the Service Partners and DHBs will have a direct relationship; and

(b)

the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships, will perform an oversight and monitoring role.

3.53.4 Performance management: In meeting its accountabilities set out in clause 1.1, the Integrator3.2,
NZ Health Partnerships will:
(a)

(b)

develop a balancedperformance scorecard reporting tool to measure Shared Serviceits
performance, as described in more detail in the Governance Framework ("BalancedCharter
("Performance Scorecard");. The Balanced Scorecard will:
(i)

provide Shared Service performance reporting (including benefits realisation) on the
roles and compliance of all participants in the Shared Services (including Service
Partner performance and each DHB's compliance with its Service Levels and
obligations under Shared Service Schedules); and

(ii)

report at different levels (national, regional, single DHB) and by service (all Shared
Services and individual Shared Services – for example, Finance, Procurement and
Supply Chain);

ensure that Service Levels and KPIs in this Head Agreement and in Service Partner
agreementsAgreements align with and feed into the BalancedPerformance Scorecard
approach;
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provide the NZHP Board with a monthly updated Performance Scorecard in relation to each
Shared Service;
(c)

provide the Integrator's boardappropriate Governance Group with a monthly Shared Service
performance report which will compare actual performance to the Shared Service Annual
Plan. In the event that an issue arises that could result in missing a benefits target, the
IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will escalate the issue to the Integrator's boardappropriate
Governance Group, including full details of proposals/ and mitigation plans; and

(d)

ensure continuous improvement opportunities are identified and implemented.

4.

GENERAL OBLIGATIONS

4.1

Mutual obligations: Each Party shallmust comply with all:
(a)

relevant Reference Documents;

(b)

Service Levels and KPIs, as applicable; and

(c)

applicable Laws and industry codes of practice, and obtain, maintain and comply with all
Consents as applicable to providing and/or receiving (or both) the Shared Services.

4.2

Integrator obligations: The Integrator must:

4.2

Governance Charter: Each Party must carry out its obligations under this Head Agreement in a
manner that is consistent with the Governance Charter, including by undertaking the governance
roles specified in the Governance Charter.

4.3

NZ Health Partnerships' obligations: NZ Health Partnerships must:
(a)

meet the accountabilities set out in clause 3.3;3.2;

(b)

without limiting any general obligations set out in a Shared Services Schedule, act with
reasonable care, skill and diligence when performing its obligations under this Head
Agreement; and

(c)

promptly respond to any reasonable requests for information made by DHBs in relation to
the Shared Services.

4.34.4 DHB obligations: In respect of each Shared Service, each DHB shallmust:
(a)

ensure that its own policies, processes, and procedures that interface with the Shared
Services:
(i)

align to this Head Agreement, including all relevant Reference Documents; and

(ii)

include appropriate internal controls and delegations in relation to the requisition of
Shared Services;

(b)

co-operate with the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships and Service Partners in relation to the
Shared Services;

(c)

actively participate (including ensuring appropriate representation) in Shared Services
governance as relevant and as described in the Governance FrameworkCharter and Shared
Services Schedules;

(d)

promptly provide such access to the DHB's personnel, premises and data, and such facilities,
as reasonably requested by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships or Service Partners to
enable Service Partners to carry out the Shared Services to be delivered;

(e)

comply with all relevant requirements under any applicable health and safety Law to ensure
the safety of Service Partner and Supplier personnelPersonnel while at work on
DHB premises;
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(f)

ensure payment of all NZ Health Partnerships, Service Partner, and Supplier, invoices
relating to the Shared Services, in accordance with the relevant payment terms;

(g)

be severally liable for their obligations under this Head Agreement including payment of any
invoices issued in accordance with clause 9;

(h)

promptly respond to any reasonable requests for information made by the IntegratorNZ
Health Partnerships or any Service Partner as applicable in relation to the Shared Services;
and

(i)

drive a continuous improvement philosophy within their organisation to identify and
implement opportunities to improve the end-to-end processes.

4.44.5 Risk management: Each Party willmust:
(a)

manage Shared Services risks in accordance with its own risk management policy;

(b)

report and escalate risks in accordance with the Governance FrameworkCharter and
relevant Shared Services Schedules; and

(c)

consistent with the Ministers of Health and Finance's "no surprises" policy,DHBs will ensure
that all issues that cause or may cause adverse public or health sectorHealth Sector publicity
are notified to the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships together with details of how to mitigate
that risk.

5.

GOVERNANCE AND RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

5.1

Governance Framework: The Shared Service governance framework will be established in
accordance with, and will comply with, the Governance Framework.

5.2

Governance overview: The Parties reconfirm their commitment to the overarching principles
described in clause 2 in all dealings. The Parties agree that all Shared Services will be provided
under four levels of in accordance with the governance as follows:
(a)

Strategic:

5.35.1 The Integrator's board and the Shared Services Council (framework described in accordance with
its terms of reference) will have primary responsibility for oversight and monitoring of all Shared
Services, making investment and planning decisions, resolving escalated disputes and setting the
vision, scope and priorities for the future of Shared Servicesthe Governance Charter.
(i)

(b)

The strategic level of governance also includes the Clinical Council which will have the
primary purpose of providing a clinical perspective across all Shared Services including
making recommendations, providing advice, endorsing reports and providing
feedback as appropriate.

Tactical:
(i)

Shared Services may have forums made up of senior executives of DHBs, the
Integrator and relevant Service Partners ("Shared Services Forum"). The purpose of
each forum is to make recommendations and provide advice, endorse reports and
proposals as appropriate, and provide feedback. The role and operation of Shared
Services Forums for Shared Services are set out in the Governance Framework.
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(c)

Operational: Operational management meetings will take place monthly between relevant
management staff of DHBs and Service Partners as appropriate to focus on operational
performance.

(d)

Daily: The volume of Shared Services will require daily interactions between DHBs and
Service Partners. In respect of FPSC Services this will include use of the managed service
centre as set out in the Shared Services Schedule – Common Support Services.

5.45.2 Terms of reference: The terms of reference for each of the Shared Services Council, Clinical
Council and Shared Services ForumsGovernance Groups are set out in the Governance Charter
(including in each case, for example, the rolepurpose, membership, and meeting frequency and
process for amendment) are set out in the Governance Framework. ).
5.55.3 Decision making:
The decision-making responsibility authority of each level of
governanceGovernance Group is set out in the Governance FrameworkCharter. Without limiting
the Governance FrameworkCharter, the Parties acknowledge and agree that operational and
tactical decisions are the responsibility of DHBs (and, where appropriate, Service Partners)
anddecisions must be exercised in a manner that is consistent with this Head Agreement and the
Shared Services Annual Plan.

6.

POLICIES AND REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

6.1

Approach: The Parties agree that the performance of this Head Agreement and the delivery of
Shared Services will be assisted by the adoption of appropriate policies and other reference
documents in relation to aspects of the Shared Services and which are. Reference Documents, in
relation to the Shared Services, will be designed to establishprovide (without limitation) relevant
policies, processes, and procedures, and ensure consistency in relevant areas across the sector
("Reference Documents"). Health Sector. Current Reference Documents will be defined in Shared
Services Schedules as appropriate. The Governance Framework is a Reference Document under
this Agreement.listed in Annexure 4 and amended by NZ Health Partnerships from time to time as
necessary.

6.2

New and amended Reference Documents: Any new, and any changes to existing, Reference
Documents will be agreed in accordance with processes set out in Shared Services Schedules (or
otherwise as agreed between the Parties).

6.2

New and amended Reference Documents: Reference Documents may be amended, or removed
from Annexure 4, and new Reference Documents may be added to Annexure 4, by NZ Health
Partnerships, following consultation with the relevant Governance Group, if any. NZ Health
Partnerships will provide the DHBs with written notice of any such change.Any new Reference
Documents, and any changes to existing Reference Documents (including making an existing
Reference Document obsolete), must be approved in writing by the appropriate Governance
Group. Once such written approval is given, NZ Health Partnerships may amend the relevant
Reference Document or Annexure 4 (or both) accordingly, and will provide the DHBs with Notice
of any such amendment. Where written approval is provided by the appropriate Governance
Group for an existing Reference Document to be made obsolete, NZ Health Partnerships may
provide written notice to the DHBs that the relevant Reference Document is obsolete and no
longer a Reference Document under this Head Agreement. Further agreement in writing between
the Parties, to effect any such new or amended (including to make obsolete) Reference
Documents, is not required.

6.3

Incorporation: AllFor the avoidance of doubt, all Reference Documents (including any new or
amended Reference Document) listed in Annexure 4 isare deemed to be included in, and form part
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of, this Head Agreement. Reference Documents removed from Annexure 4 made obsolete cease
to be part of the Head Agreement.

7.

SHARED SERVICES ANNUAL PLAN AND BUDGETS

7.1

Shared Services Annual Plan:

7.2

(a)

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will prepare a Shared Services Annual Planan annual
plan (including budget) for that will include all Shared Services for each financial year
("Shared Services Annual Plan").

(b)

Each Shared Services Annual Plan will be prepared in accordance with the Governance
FrameworkCharter (including the planning timetable) and must be endorsed by the Shared
Services Council and approved by the Integrator.submitted to the Annual Shareholders’
Meeting for DHBs’ approval.

Content: Each Shared Services Annual Plan must:
(a)

include the forecasted costs of:
(i)

the Integrator'sNZ Health Partnerships' services under this Agreement;

(ii)(i) hA (FPSC) services under the healthAllianceHead Agreement; and
(iii)(ii) othereach Service Partners' services under otherrelevant Service Partner Agreements;
and
(b)

7.3

Budget:
(a)

As part of the Shared Service Annual Plan process, the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will
prepare a budget setting out the forecasted costs of the Shared Services for the next
financial year ("Shared Services Budget"). The Shared Services Budget will be prepared in
accordance with the process and timeline set out in the Governance Framework and
incorporated into the Shared Services Annual Plan.

(b)

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will align the budgeting process to the DHB "planning
advice" processcycles and inform the DHBs of the budgeted costsdetails of the Shared
Services Budget for the following year, in time for theirDHBs’ respective District Aannual
Plansplanning processes.

(c)

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships is accountable to the DHBs for the delivery of
servicesShared Services to budget, subject to the terms of this Head Agreement. The
Integrator NZ Health Partnerships will use all reasonable endeavours to:

(d)
7.4

reflect the four elementsrequirements of the BalancedPerformance Scorecard approach (for
example, the anticipated net benefits from the delivery of Shared ServicesbBenefits, and
planned process and continuous improvement initiatives).

(i)

prepare all Shared Services Budgets in good faith and on a reasonable basis; and

(ii)

operate within all Shared Services Budgets; and.

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will provide the DHBs with quarterly reports of actual
and forecast costs against the Shared Services Budget.

hA (FPSC) budget: The Parties acknowledge that a significant component of the Shared Services
Budget will be for the shared services provided by hA (FPSC) under the healthAlliance Agreement.
The IntegratorService Partner budgets: NZ Health Partnerships will procure that hA (FPSC) will
each Service Partner to prepare a budget for hA (FPSC) services ("hA FPSC Budget"). AnyShared
Services that the Service Partner provides under this Head Agreement ("Service Partner Budgets").
Service Partner Budgets will be fixed once approved by NZ Health Partnerships, and may only be
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changed after proposed changes to the hA (FPSC) Budget must be are endorsed by the Shared
Services Councilappropriate Governance Group (if any), and approved by HBL.the NZHP Board.
The Parties agree that, in considering any changes to hA (FPSC)'sa Service Partner Budget, the
Shared Services CouncilGovernance Group will consider other options such as amending the
hA (FPSC)Service Partner Budget, or changing the Shared Services or relevant Service Levels, to
keep within the hA (FPSC)Service Partner Budget.
7.5

hA (FPSC)Service Partner obligations: The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will procure that hA
(FPSC) willeach Service Partner to:
(a)

7.6

use all reasonable endeavours to:
(i)

prepare all hA (FPSC) Budgets its Service Partner Budget in good faith and on a
reasonable basis;

(ii)

comply with all its agreed hA (FPSC) BudgetsService Partner Budget; and

(iii)

notify the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships as soon as possible if the hA (FPSC)its
Service Partner Budget is, or is likely to be, exceeded; and

(b)

report any forecasted variance to hA (FPSC)its Service Partner Budget and provide the
IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships with relevant commentary and analysis to explain the
forecasted variance;

(c)

in the event of any forecast or actual variance to hA (FPSC)'sits Service Partner Budget,
require hA (FPSC)the Service Partner to provide the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships with
an action plan to contain costs within the hA (FPSC)Service Partner Budget, which may
include a potential dilution of Shared Services if agreed by the Parties; and

(d)

provide monthly reports to the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships within five Business Days
of the end of each month, of the Service Partner’s actual performance against the hA
(FPSC)its Service Partner Budget (in a form agreed between the Parties from time to time).

No cross-subsidisation: The Parties acknowledge and agree that:
(a)

hA (FPSC) and healthAlliance may share resources (such as personnel);

(b)

their mutual intent is that healthAlliance's regional activities will not be subsidised by
hA (FPSC)'s national activities and vice-versa; and

(c)

to give effect to this mutual intent, all Budgets will be prepared in accordance with
clause 7.3(c)(i) and include an appropriate allocation of resource, where relevant, between
hA (FPSC)'s national and healthAlliance's regional requirements.

8.

COST RECOVERY PRINCIPLES

8.1

Cost recovery principles: The Parties acknowledge and agree that:
(a)

the Integrator'sNZ Health Partnerships' performance of its obligations under this Head
Agreement is on a cost recovery basis as set out in this clause 8;

(b)

the DHBs will reimburse the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships for all costs and expenses
incurred by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships arising out of or in connection in any way
with this Head Agreement and any Service Partner Agreement ("Cost Recovery Amount"),
including:
(i)

any costs, losses, expenses, or damages, arising out of, or in connection with,
performing its obligations under this Head Agreement; and
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(ii)

any costs, losses, expenses, or damages, arising out of, or in connection with, any
Claim in performing its obligations under this Head Agreement.

8.2

Recovery: The Cost Recovery Amount will be recovered by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships
issuing each DHB invoices for Service Fees in accordance with clause 9.2 (Service Fees based on the
Annual Plan budget) and clause 9.6 (quarterly "true 9.6 (True-ups" to reconcile budgeted versus
actual expense).

8.3

hA (FPSC) risk and liability principles: The primary Service Partner for the FPSC Services will be
hA (FPSC). The Parties acknowledge that:
(a)

under the healthAlliance Agreement, hA (FPSC) will perform services on a cost recovery
basis on the same terms as the Integrator's cost recovery principles set out in clause 8.1;
and

(b)

neither healthAlliance Limited nor its shareholders (being HBL, Auckland DHB, Waitemata
DHB, Counties Manukau DHB and Northland DHB) will be required to underwrite the
financial viability of hA (FPSC) in the provision of the Services.

9.

FEES AND PAYMENT

9.1

Scope:

9.2

(a)

This clause 9 applies to fees for Shared Services provided by the IntegratorNZ Health
Partnerships under this Head Agreement ("Service Fees").

(b)

This clause does not apply to Supplier invoices (for example, for goods and services supplied
directly to a DHB) which will be governed by and paid in accordance with the relevant
Shared Serviceapplicable Schedule and Supplier Agreement.

Service Fees: The fees for each Shared Service ("Service Fees") for each DHB will be determined
by the Integrator for each DHB NZ Health Partnerships and will cover:
(a)

that DHB's share of the Shared Services Budget as determined by the Integrator in
accordance with the Governance Frameworkset out in the Annual Plan;

(b)

the costs of any other specific services (not Shared Services) provided to that DHB, as agreed
by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships and that DHB; (“Discretionary Services”);

(c)

costs incurred by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships in dealing with issues affecting only
that particular DHB or a group of DHBs including that DHB (other than costs in relation to
any Claims); and

(d)

that DHB's share of the Integrator'sNZ Health Partnerships' costs relating to any Claim or
other costs which cannot be attributed to one or more DHBs.

9.3

Tax: The Service Fees are inclusive of all Taxation except GST.

9.4

Invoices: The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will issue DHBs with monthly valid tax invoices for
the Service Fees by the 20th of each month for the Service Fees payable for the following month.

9.5

Payment: Each DHB shall pay the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships the amount payable in respect
of each invoice issued under clause 9.4, on the day after the DHB receives its monthly funding
from the Ministry of Health.

9.6

True-Ups: Each quarter (or more frequently if considered appropriate by the Integrator) the
IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships) NZ Health Partnerships will undertake a reconciliation of
budgeted versus actual expense (including any Cost Recovery Amount adjustment) and will either
invoice DHBs or issue a credit note as appropriate. The Parties acknowledge that true-ups may not
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be necessary upon Steady State being achieved and the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships may
introduce an alternative process to ensure reconciliation.
9.7

Disputed invoices: If a DHB disputes any amount in any invoice issued under this clause 9 the DHB
shall 9, that DHB must:
(a)

pay the full amount of the relevant invoice by the due date; and

(b)

notify the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships as soon as reasonably practicable, identifying
the amount in dispute, and the reasons for the dispute.

If the dispute is not resolved within 10 Business Days of the dispute being notified to NZ Health
Partnerships in accordance with clause 9.7(b), the DHB and NZ Health Partnerships must engage in
the dispute resolution process described at clause 21.

10. SERVICE PARTNERS
10.1 Engagement of Service Partners: The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships may will engage Service
Partners via Service Partner Agreements, to perform all Shared Services.
10.2 Service Partner Agreements: The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will ensure that all Service
Partner Agreements:
(a)

align and are consistent with the applicable Shared Service Schedule (including the Service
Levels and KPIs) and the relevant terms of this Head Agreement;

(b)

require the Service Partner to:
(i)

act with reasonable care, skill and diligence and, where appropriate, in accordance
with Good Industry Practice;

(ii)

where relevant, meet or exceed that Service Partner's agreed service levels and key
performance indicators, as applicable;

(iii)

provide all personnel, processes, and resources, required to provide the Shared
Services in accordance with this Head Agreement;

(iv)

adopt and/or comply with (or both) any Reference Documents as may be applicable
to the Shared Services that the relevant Service Partner provides;

(v)

comply with all applicable Laws and industry codes of practice, and obtain, maintain,
and comply with, all Consents;

(vi)

comply with each DHB's reasonable health, safety, and security, policies and
procedures (where relevant to a DHB site and the performance of Shared Services)
notified to the Service Partner from time to time, and promptly notify the relevant
DHB of any health and safety hazards or issues which arise in relation to the Shared
Services;

(vii)

promptly respond to any reasonable requests for information made by the
IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships or any DHB as applicable, in relation to the Shared
Services; and

(viii) drive a continuous improvement philosophy within their organisation to identify and
implement opportunities to improve the end-to-end processes;
(c)

allow the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships, and any auditors of, or other advisers to, the
Integrator NZ Health Partnerships, to access any of the relevant Service Partner's or other
Subcontractor's premises, personnel, and relevant records, as may be reasonably required
to verify that they are complying with their obligations under the relevant agreement;
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(d)

require the Service Partner to maintain appropriate insurance (including professional
indemnity insurance and public liability insurance) on appropriate terms and for appropriate
coverage levels and amounts with reputable insurers throughout the relevant term; and

(e)

require the Service Partner to have business continuity and disaster recovery plans
(including testing obligations) which:
(i)

are appropriate for the scope of the Shared Services being provided;

(ii)

meet the requirements of any applicable Reference Document; and

(iii)

are flexible and allow change as necessary or appropriate, as reasonably required by
the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships (in consultation with the Shared Services
Councilappropriate Governance Group if any).

11. DATA
11.1 Data ownership and access:
(a)

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships acknowledges and agrees that the DHB transactional
data (”DHB Data”), in whatever form and on whatever media, remains the property of the
relevant DHBs or their licensors. The DHBs acknowledge that the IntegratorNZ Health
Partnerships may require access to the DHB Data to fulfil its obligations under this Head
Agreement. The DHBs agree :
(i)

to promptly (and within the timeframes specified by NZ Health Partnerships) provide
NZ Health Partnerships with access to DHB Data for the purposes of this Head
Agreement when reasonably requested to do so by NZ Health Partnerships; and

(i)(ii) that the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships may store, disclose, and use, information
obtained by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships under this Head Agreement
(including DHB Data) to as required for the purposes of performing the Shared
Services or otherwise as required under this Head Agreement.
(b)

Each DHB acknowledges and agrees that the Shared Services Data, in whatever form and on
whatever media, remains the property of the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships.

(c)

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships may share Shared Services Data and/or DHB Data (or
both) with the Ministry of Health, PHARMAC, MBIE, Service Partners, and DHBs (in the case
of Shared Services Data) ("Recipient").

(d)

The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will provide, to appropriate personnel at each DHB,
access to that DHB's DHB Data and Shared Services Data (where required under this Head
Agreement).

11.2 DHB Data Security: Whenever the DHBs provide DHB Data to the IntegratorNZ Health
Partnerships, and whenever the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships provides DHB Data to a
Recipient, the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships must, and shall procure that any Recipient must:
(a)

if it is a Service Partner, use and disclose the DHB Data only to the extent necessary to
provide the relevant Shared Services, and process such DHB Data in accordance with any
applicable data protection Laws;

(b)

keep the DHB Data secure, and prevent the loss of, unauthorised access to, and any other
misuse relating to, that DHB Data;

(c)

keep the DHB Data confidential and not disclose it to any other agency or person; and

(d)

dispose of the DHB Data once it is no longer required for the purposes of the provision of
the Shared Services or otherwise.
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12. NOMINATED PARTIES
12.1 Nominated Parties:
12.212.1
A DHB may, on giving written noticeNotice to HBLNZ Health Partnerships, and subject to
HBL'sNZ Health Partnerships’ consent in accordance with clause 12.1(b),12.2, nominate related
parties (including subsidiaries, health sectorHealth Sector joint ventures and affiliated health
sectorHealth Sector entities) to receive Shared Services under this Head Agreement ("Nominated
Party"). If the Nominated Party is owned by or affiliated to more than one DHB, the relevant DHBs
willmust determine which of them will nominate and be responsible for that Nominated Party
under this Head Agreement.
12.312.2
On receipt of a noticeNotice under clause 12.1(a) HBL must 12.1, NZ Health Partnerships
will consult with hA (FPSC)the relevant Service Partner(s) and, within 10 Business Days, notify the
DHB whether if it consents or objectshas any objection to the Nominated Party receiving Shared
Services. If NZ Health Partnerships has no objection, it will confirm its consents, it and, if not, will
also engage (and will procure that hA (FPSC) engagesthe relevant Service Partners to engage) with
the DHB and the relevant Nominated Parties, where applicable, to agree appropriate lead-in times,
transition and any other relevant requirements in order for the Nominated Party to receive Shared
Services.
12.412.3
Each DHB is responsible for all obligations of all Nominated Parties nominated by that
DHB and willmust ensure that all Nominated Parties comply with applicable terms of this Head
Agreement (including clause 4 and all Service Levels) as if they were a partyParty to this Head
Agreement.

13. RECORDS
13.1 Records: The Integrator NZ Health Partnerships shall (and shall procure that any Service Partner
and other Subcontractor shallSubcontractors to):
(a)

keep full, accurate and up-to-date records relating to the performance of the Shared
Services (including supporting documentation for all amounts payable by the DHBs and
documentation measuring its performance as against the Service Levels); and

(b)

retain such records for a minimum of seven years (or such longer time as may be required
by Law) from the expiry or termination of this Head Agreement or the relevant Service
Partner Agreement, as applicable.

14. CHANGES
14.1 Shared Services changes: The Parties agree that:
(a)

any changes to the main terms of this Agreement (clauses 1 to 23, and the Annexures
(except Annexure 4), and the Schedules,) of this Head Agreement, must be agreed in writing
by all the Parties unless expressly specified otherwise in a Shared Services Schedule. Such
changes will become binding on a DHB (and its Nominated Parties) on the date that DHB
signs the written agreement to effect those changes as required under this clause; and

(b)

any changes to Reference Documents or Annexure 4 (or both) must be made in accordance
with its terms, the terms of the relevant Shared Services Schedule incorporating it or, in the
absence of terms providing for changes, as agreed in writing by the Partiesclause 6.2; and.

(b)(c) any changes to a Schedule must be agreed in writing by all Parties to that Schedule, unless
expressly provided otherwise in that Schedule.
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14.2 Amendments required by Law: If there is a change in any Law or any direction of the Crown made
in accordance with Law, for example, under the New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000
or the Crown Entities Act 2004, affecting the operation of this Head Agreement then:
(a)

the Shared Services Councilappropriate Governance Group if any will, at a special meeting
called for the purpose if required, consider any amendments required to the Head
Agreement and shall make appropriate recommendations to all Parties to vary this Head
Agreement in accordance with clause 14.1(a) ("Amendment");

(b)

the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships will use its best endeavours to negotiate and agree
any consequential amendments to Service Partner Agreements; and

(c)

the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships may revise the Service Fees to reasonably reflect the
extent to which such Amendments impact upon the cost to the IntegratorNZ Health
Partnerships (including via applicable Service Partner Agreements) of delivering the relevant
Shared Services.

15. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
15.1 Ownership: Unless specified otherwise in this Head Agreement, or otherwise agreed in writing
between the Parties, the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships shall not use any of the DHBs'
Intellectual Property Rights, and the following ownership arrangements for Intellectual Property
Rights will apply:
(a)

all Intellectual Property Rights of a Party or any of its licensors that are not developed,
commissioned or created under or in connection with this Head Agreement ("Existing
Intellectual Property Rights"), but are used for the purposes of this Agreement, will be
owned by that Party or the relevant licensor; and

(b)

all new Intellectual Property Rights that are developed, commissioned or created under or
in connection with this Head Agreement, including all Intellectual Property Rights in
modifications, adaptations and additions to the Existing Intellectual Property Rights of a
Party that are developed, commissioned or created under or in connection with this Head
Agreement, will be owned by the Party or Parties as agreed in the relevant Shared
Serviceapplicable Schedule and if no provision is made in the relevantapplicable Schedule,
by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships.

15.2 Licence to use: The DHBs grant to the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships:
(a)

a royalty free, non-exclusive licence (for the Term) to use the DHBs' Intellectual Property
Rights solely to the extent necessary to perform the Shared Services in accordance with this
Head Agreement ("Licence"); and

(b)

the right to sub-license the Licence to any Service Partner solely to the extent necessary to
enable the Service Partner to perform the relevant Shared Services in accordance with
Service Partner Agreement.

16. CONFIDENTIALITY
16.1 Restrictions: Except as permitted by this clause 16 or otherwise expressly permitted in this Head
Agreement, each Party shall keep the other Party's Confidential Information confidential. In
fulfilling its obligations under this clause 16.1, each Party shall, as a minimum standard, use the
same degree of care to avoid disclosure as it uses to protect its own Confidential Information.
16.2 Exceptions: Notwithstanding clause 16.1, either Party may disclose any Confidential Information:
(a)

to:
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(i)

its directors, employees or contractors who need to know such information for the
purpose of this Head Agreement; or

(ii)

its professional advisers, auditors or bankers for a proper purpose,;
provided that the Party ensures that each such person to whom it discloses Confidential
Information complies with the restrictions in this clause as if such person were a
partyParty to this Head Agreement;

(b)

if and to the extent disclosure is required by Law (including the Official Information Act
1982), or any Governmental Agency, minister of the Crown or parliamentary officer or body,
provided that Party gives the other Party noticeNotice of the requirement, and consults with
the other Party, as soon as practicable before such disclosure is made (other than where it is
prohibited from doing so as a matter of Law); or

(c)

if and to the extent the information:
(i)

was known to the receiving Party before the information was disclosed to it;

(ii)

is disclosed to the receiving Party on a non-confidential basis by a third party who has
the right to make such disclosure; or

(iii)

is generally available to the public through no fault of the receiving Party.

17. TERM AND TERMINATION
17.1 Term: This Head Agreement will commencecommenced on the Commencement Date and will
continuecontinues for an initial term of 15 years, unless earlier terminated in accordance with this
Head Agreement ("Initial Term").
17.2 Renewal by agreement: TwelveAt least twelve months prior to the expiry of the Initial Term, the
Parties shall meet to discuss the possibility of renewing this Head Agreement upon the expiry of
the Initial Term. Any such renewal shall be on the same terms and conditions as this Head
Agreement, except as otherwise agreed in writing.
17.3 Termination: This Head Agreement or any Shared Services Schedule may only be terminated:
(a)

by agreement between the DHBs, HBL and the Minister ofNZ Health Partnerships; and

(b)

following consultation with hA (FPSC).the relevant Service Partner.

The date on which termination takes effect must be 12 months after the agreement to terminate
or any such other period which the Parties agree is necessary to allow sufficient time for all DHBs
to transition the relevant Shared Services to alternative providers or in-house.
17.4 Consequences of termination: On and following termination or expiry of a Shared Service
Schedule or this Head Agreement for any reason:
(a)

the termination or expiry shall be without prejudice to either Party's rights and remedies in
respect of any breach by either Party of this Head Agreement by either Party, where the
breach occurred before the termination or expiry of this Head Agreement; and

(b)

the provisions of clause 18 shall 18 apply.

18. POST TERMINATION SERVICES
18.1 Post Termination Services: Upon termination or expiry of all or any part of this Head Agreement
or any Shared Service Schedule for any reason, the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships shall, at the
request of the DHBs, assist, and procure the assistance of Service Partners where appropriate, in
the orderly transition of the terminated Shared Services to the DHBs or their nominated
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alternative service provider (whether to an alternative Integratororganisation performing
substantively the same role as NZ Health Partnerships or directly to the relevant Service Partner, if
applicable) in accordance with this clause 18 (the "Post Termination Services").
18.2 Term of Post Termination Services: The IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships shall provide Post
Termination Services for up to six months after the date of termination or expiry of this Head
Agreement or any Shared Service Schedule (or any longer period as agreed,), as required by the
DHBs.
18.3 Included services: The DHBs shall notify the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships of the Post
Termination Services required. At the DHBs' option, the Post Termination Services may include
any or all of the following:
(a)

continued performance of the relevant Shared Services to the extent required by the DHBs;

(b)

promptly assisting the DHBs to prepare a transition plan specifying the tasks to be
performed by each Party to enable the orderly transition of the provision of the relevant
Shared Services and the timeframes for the performance of such tasks;

(c)

co-operating with the DHBs or an alternative service provider as necessary for an orderly
transition; and

(d)

providing reasonable assistance for the DHBs to acquire rights to access and use third party
software, facilities, equipment, documentation and other resources used by the
IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships to provide the Shared Services.

18.4 Fee:
(a)

The DHBs shall pay the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships for the Post Termination Services
at rates to be agreed in writing between the Parties based on the Service Fees.

(b)

If the Parties cannot reach agreement on such fees within a reasonable time, the dispute
will be resolved under clause 210. If required by the DHBs, the Integrator NZ Health
Partnerships shall provide the Post Termination Services pending resolution of the dispute.

19. FORCE MAJEURE
19.1 No breach: A Party (the "affectedAffected Party") shall not be liable for any failure or delay in
performance of any obligations under this Head Agreement to the extent such failure or delay is
due to a Force Majeure Event, provided that the affectedAffected Party:
(a)

promptly notifies the other Party ("nonNon-affected Party") of the nature and extent of the
Force Majeure Event and keeps the nonNon-affected Party reasonably informed of the steps
the affectedAffected Party is taking to mitigate and remedy the Force Majeure Event;

(b)

uses reasonable endeavours to mitigate the effect of the Force Majeure Event and to carry
out its obligations under this Head Agreement to the extent reasonably practicable; and

(c)

resumes full performance as soon as reasonably practicable.

19.2 Corresponding obligations: The nonNon-affected Party shall be relieved of its corresponding
obligations to the same extent the affectedAffected Party is relieved of its obligations due to this
clause 19.
19.3 No requirement to settle: Nothing in this clause 19 shall be construed to require any Party to
settle a lock-out, strike or other industrial dispute by acceding against its judgement to demands
made to it.
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20. DEFAULT EVENTS AND INSOLVENCY EVENTS
20.1 Notification: A DHB must promptly give Notice to NZ Health Partnerships of any Default Event (a
"Default Notice") or any Insolvency Event (an “Insolvency Notice”).
20.2 Further information and requirement to remedy: Where a Default Notice or Insolvency Notice is
given, or if NZ Health Partnerships becomes aware of a Default Event or Insolvency Event, NZ
Health Partnerships may, by further Notice, require the DHB to:
(a)

supply such information reasonably required by NZ Health Partnerships in order to fully
assess the nature of the Default Event or Insolvency Event; and

(b)

remedy (if it is capable of remedy) the Default Event or Insolvency Event within 20 Business
Days (the "Remedy Period") of the date of receipt (in terms of clause 23.3) of that further
Notice.

20.3 Failure to remedy: If the DHB fails to remedy the Default Event or the Insolvency Event within the
Remedy Period, or if the Default Event or Insolvency Event (as the case may be) is not capable of
remedy, NZ Health Partnerships may by Notice to the DHB:
(a)

charge default interest, payable to NZ Health Partnerships, on any amounts owed by the
DHB to NZ Health Partnerships at a rate of the Bank Bill Bid Rate appearing on the first
Business Day of each month during which default interest is charged, plus 3 percent per
annum, calculated daily and capitalised monthly; or

(b)

suspend the provision of the Shared Services to that DHB; or

(c)

both (a) and (b);

in each case until such time as the Default Event or Insolvency Event is remedied.

20.21.DISPUTES BETWEEN THE PARTIES
21.
21.1 Negotiation: If there is a dispute Parties in relation to this Agreement, senior managers of the
Parties shall meet to endeavour to resolve the dispute. If the dispute is not resolved within
20 Business Days of the dispute arising then:Negotiations: The Parties agree to meet and
negotiate in good faith to resolve any and all disputes relating to an alleged or actual breach of this
Head Agreement. Where a dispute arises, any Party to the dispute may give Notice to the other
Party or Parties to the dispute (a “Dispute Notice”), providing the relevant details of the dispute.
(a)

Mediation: If the relevant chief executive officers will meet to endeavour to resolve the
dispute; and

(b)

If the chief executive officers Parties cannot resolve thea dispute by negotiations within a
further 10 20 Business Days of the issue of the Dispute Notice, the relevant chairs of the
boards of the Parties shall meet to endeavour to resolve the dispute.

21.2 Referral: If the dispute is not resolved in accordance with clause 20.1, any Party to the dispute
may refer the dispute to the Minister of Health to assist in reaching a resolution of the dispute.by
further Notice to the other Party or Parties, require that the dispute be dealt with by mediation (a
"Mediation Notice") under the following terms:
(a)

the mediation shall be conducted in terms of the Resolution Institute (formerly known as
LEADR) standard mediation agreement; and
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(b)

the mediation shall be conducted by a mediator and at a fee agreed by the Parties. Failing
agreement between the Parties within 10 Business Days of the issue of the Mediation
Notice, the mediator will be selected, and his or her fee determined, by the Chief Executive
for the time being of the Resolution Institute (or his or her nominee).

21.3 No proceedings: Subject to clause 21.4, no Party may initiate or commence court or arbitration
proceedings relating to the dispute unless that Party has complied with clauses 21.1 and 21.2
above.
21.4 Interlocutory relief:
interlocutory relief.

Nothing in this clause 21 will prevent a Party from seeking urgent

21.321.5
Continued performance: Regardless of any dispute, each Party shall continue to
perform this Head Agreement to the extent practicable, but without prejudice to their respective
rights and remedies.

22. SERVICE PARTNER AND SUPPLIER DISPUTES:
22.1 Process: Service Partner and Supplier disputes will be:
(a)

resolved in accordance with the relevant Service Partner Agreement or Supplier Agreement;
and

(b)

managed, as between the Integrator, hA (FPSC)NZ Health Partnerships, the relevant Service
Partner, and the relevant DHBs, in accordance with the Dispute and Litigation Reference
DocumentFramework.

22.2 Cooperation: HBLNZ Health Partnerships and each DHB (and, where relevant to the dispute,
HBLNZ Health Partnerships will procure that hA (FPSC))the relevant Service Partner) will cooperate
fully with each other including by providing all necessary documents and information, and making
staff and contractors available for witness or other dispute resolution purposes.

23. NOTICES
23.1 Writing: Each notice under this Head Agreement (each a "noticeNotice") shall be in writing and
delivered personally or sent by post or email.
23.2 Addresses: Each noticeNotice shall be sent to the address of the relevant Party advised for that
purpose from time to time.
23.3 Receipt: A noticeNotice under this Head Agreement is deemed to be received if:
(a)

Delivery: delivered personally, when delivered;

(b)

Post: posted, via registered post, three Business Days after the date of posting; and

(c)

Email: sent by email, at the time on the Business Day it actually comes to the recipient's
attention in readable form,

provided that any noticeNotice deemed received after 5pm on a Business Day or on a nonBusiness Day shall be deemed to have been received on the next Business Day.

24. GENERAL
24.1 Effect of subcontracting: The entry by the IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships into a subcontract
with a Service Partner (or any other Subcontractor) will not relieve the IntegratorNZ Health
Partnerships from liability for the performance of any obligations under this Head Agreement. The
IntegratorNZ Health Partnerships is liable to the DHBs for the acts and omissions of each of its
Subcontractors as if they were NZ Health Partnerships’ own acts or omissions of the Integrator.
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24.2 Assignment and novation:
(a)

A Party may not assign, or transfer, or novate, any of its rights or obligations under this Head
Agreement without the prior written consent of the other Parties (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld).

(b)

Clause 243.2(a) does not apply to any assignment or, transfer, or novation, of all or any
rights or obligations under this Head Agreement by HBLNZ Health Partnerships to an
alternative Integratororganisation performing substantively the same role. as NZ Health
Partnerships. In such circumstances, NZ Health Partnerships will give Notice to the DHBs of
the intended assignment, transfer, or novation, and the DHBs must, at their own expense,
promptly sign and deliver any documents, and do all things that are reasonably required by
NZ Health Partnerships to give full effect to such assignment, transfer or novation.

24.3 Privity: A person who is not a Party shall not have any rights under or in connection with this Head
Agreement by virtue of the Contracts (Privity) Act 1982.
24.4 Further assurances: Each Party shall, at its own expense, promptly sign and deliver any
documents, and do all things, which are reasonably required to give full effect to the provisions of
this Head Agreement.
24.5 Relationship of Parties: The IntegratorEach Party, in relation to each other Party, is an
independent contractor and nothing. Nothing in this Head Agreement is intended to, or shall be
deemed to, establish any partnership or joint venture between the Parties, constitute any Party
the agent (unless expressly stated otherwise in a Shared Service Schedule) or employee of the
other Party, nor authorise any Party to make or enter into any commitments for or on behalf of
any other Party.
24.6 Survival: Following expiry or termination of this Agreement, clauses 8 (Cost Recovery Principles),
15 (Intellectual Property Rights), l16 (Confidentiality), 17 (Term and Termination), 18 (Post
Termination) and 20 (Disputes),Head Agreement, clauses 8 (Cost Recovery Principles), 15
(Intellectual Property Rights), 16 (Confidentiality), 17 (Term and Termination), 18 (Post Termination
Services) and 21 (Disputes), together with other provisions that are by their nature intended to
survive, will remain in effect.
24.7 Governing Law and jurisdiction: This Head Agreement is governed by New Zealand Law and the
Parties irrevocably submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the New Zealand courts in any
proceedings relating to it.
24.8 Counterparts: This Head Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts (including
any scanned PDF counterpart), each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which
together shall constitute the same instrument. No counterpart shall be effective until each Party
has executed a at least one counterpart.
EXECUTED as an agreement
SIGNED for and on behalf of
NZ HEALTH BENEFITSPARTNERSHIPS
LIMITED by

Print Name
Date:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature
Position
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SIGNED for and on behalf of
AUCKLAND DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD by

Print Name

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
BAY OF PLENTY DISTRICT HEALTH
BOARD by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
CANTERBURY DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
CAPITAL & COAST DISTRICT HEALTH
BOARD by

Print Name
Date:

Position
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SIGNED for and on behalf of
COUNTIES MANUKAU DISTRICT HEALTH
BOARD by

Print Name

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
HAWKE'S BAY DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
HUTT VALLEY DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
LAKES DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD by

Print Name
Date:

Position
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SIGNED for and on behalf of
MIDCENTRAL DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
NELSON MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT
HEALTH BOARD by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
NORTHLAND DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
SOUTH CANTERBURY DISTRICT HEALTH
BOARD by

Print Name
Date:

Position
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SIGNED for and on behalf of
SOUTHERN DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD by

Print Name

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
TAIRAWHITI DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
TARANAKI DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
WAIKATO DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD by

Print Name
Date:

Position
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SIGNED for and on behalf of
WAIRARAPA DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Signature

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
WAITEMATA DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
WEST COAST DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name

Position

Date:
SIGNED for and on behalf of
WHANGANUI DISTRICT HEALTH BOARD
by

Print Name
Date:

Position
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annexure
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ANNEXURE 1 – DEFINITIONS & INTERPRETATION
INTERPRETATION

Definitions: 1. Definitions
In this Head Agreement, unless the context requires otherwise:
"Agreement" means this agreement and includes the Annexures and Schedules;
"Annexure" means an annexure to this Agreement;
"Balanced Scorecard" has the meaning set out in clause 3.5(a);
"Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday, a public holiday (as defined in
the Holidays Act 2003) (and to avoid doubt, excludes any provincial anniversary holiday);
"Claim" means any claim or proceeding brought, in connection with a Shared Service, against:
(a)

a third party by the Integrator or a Service Partner;

(b)

the Integrator by a Service Partner or vice versa; or

(c)

the Integrator or Service Partner by a DHB or any group of DHBs, or by a third party (for
example, a Supplier);

"Clinical Council" has the meaning set out in clause 5.2(a)(ii);
"Commencement Date" means 1 July 2014 (or such other date as agreed by the Parties);
"Confidential Information" means the provisions of this Agreement, all information obtained as a
result of the negotiations relating to this Agreement, and all information obtained as a result of
entering into or performing this Agreement which relates to the subject matter of this Agreement or
the other Party (including DHB Data);
"Consents" means all permissions, consents, approvals, certificates, permits, licences (including, to
avoid doubt, licences of intellectual property), agreements and authorities (whether statutory,
regulatory, contractual or otherwise) necessary for the provision and receipt of the Shared Services;
"Control" means, in relation to a person (the "first person"), the ability of a person (the "second
person") to ensure that the activities and business of the first person are conducted in accordance
with the wishes of the second person, whether through ownership of voting shares, contract or
otherwise. Without limitation, the direct or indirect beneficial ownership of more than 50% of the
voting shares of a person is deemed to constitute Control;
"Cost Recovery Amount" has the meaning set out in clause 8.1(b);
"DHB Data" means any data held or controlled by the DHBs relating to their business, including, for
the avoidance of doubt, any Personal Data;
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"Dispute and Litigation Reference Document" means the Shared Service Reference Document
entitled Dispute and Litigation Management setting out the basis on which the Integrator, DHBs and
hA (FPSC) will manage disputes and Claims;
"Force Majeure Event" means an event where the event itself and the consequences of the event
are beyond the reasonable control of the affected Party, which may include:
(a)

an act of God such as an earthquake, epidemic, fire, flood, riot, terrorism, war or volcanic
activity;

(b)

lock-outs, strikes or other industrial disputes which do not relate solely to that Party's
workforce;

(c)

an act or omission by a Governmental Agency; or

(d)

any other extraordinary event or circumstance ("event") of a similar nature, that is beyond the
reasonable control of the affected Party,

but excludes:
(e)

an event where the event, or the effect of the event on the affected Party, could have been
avoided or overcome by the affected Party taking reasonable precautions;

(f)

a lock out strike or other industrial dispute that relates solely to the affected Party's or its
Related Companies' workforce;

(g)

a lack of funds for any other reason; or

(h)

the failure of a contractor or supplier, except to the extent that such failure is itself caused by
the Force Majeure Event and the contractor or supplier would meet the requirements for relief
under clause 19 if clause 19 applied.

"FPSC Services" means finance, procurement and supply chain shared services which, at the date
of this Agreement, are limited to the services set out in Schedules A, B, C and D;
"Good Industry Practice" means, in relation to any activity or service, the practice or standard for
that type of activity or service (in terms of quality, productivity, effectiveness and performance)
adopted by service providers in the relevant industry in New Zealand;
"Governance Framework" means the Reference Document entitled "Shared Service
Governance – A Partnership Approach";
"Governmental Agency" includes any state or government and any governmental, local
governmental, semi-governmental, judicial, statutory or regulatory entity, authority, body or agency
or any person charged with the administration of any Law;
"GST" means goods and services tax chargeable, or to which a person may be liable, under the
GST Act;
"GST Act" means the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985;
"hA (FPSC)" means healthAlliance (FPSC) Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of healthAlliance NZ
Limited;
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"healthAlliance Agreement" means the Service Partner Agreement between the Integrator and hA
(FPSC);
"Insolvency Event" means, in relation to a Party, where that Party:
(i)

ceases or threatens to cease to carry on all or substantially all of its business or operations;

(j)

becomes or is presumed to be insolvent;

(k)

has an encumbrancer, receiver, liquidator, administrator, statutory manager or any similar
insolvency administrator appointed who takes possession of, or is appointed in respect of, the
whole or a substantial part of the assets or undertaking of that Party;

(l)

in the case of the Integrator, is removed from the Register of Companies;

(m)

an application is made or proceedings are issued for a court order and in either case not
withdrawn, stayed or dismissed within 10 Business Days, or an order is made, or an effective
resolution is passed, or any action of a similar nature is taken, for the dissolution or
reorganisation of that Party, except for the purposes of a solvent reconstruction, merger or
voluntary liquidation previously approved in writing by the other Party (such approval not
reasonably withheld); or

(n)

suffers any analogous event, which has substantially similar effects under the Law in respect
of that Party;

"Integrator" means the person responsible for role described in clause 3;
"Intellectual Property Rights" includes copyright, and all rights conferred under statute, common
law or equity in relation to inventions (including patents), trade marks, designs, circuit layouts,
domain names, rights in databases, confidential information, trade secrets, know-how, and all other
proprietary rights, whether registered or unregistered, and all equivalent rights and forms of
protection anywhere in the world, together with all right, interest or licence in or to any of the
foregoing;
"KPIs" means, for any Shared Services, the key performance indicators set out in a Shared Service
Schedule;
"Law" includes any rules of common law, statute, regulation, order in council, by-law, ordinance or
other subordinate or secondary legislation in force from time to time;
"MBIE" means the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment or any successor or alternative
Ministry or government department with responsibility for managing the all-of-government
procurement programme;
"Party" means a party to this Agreement including its personal representatives, successors and
permitted assigns;
"Personal Data" means personal information about a patient or staff member of the DHBs;
"Personnel" means HBL's and each Subcontractor's personnel (including employees and
contractors) used to provide any Shared Services;
"PHARMAC" means the Pharmaceutical Management Agency;
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"Relationship Principles" has the meaning set out in clause 2.3;
"Reference Document" has the meaning set out in clause 6;
"Service Fees" has the meaning given in clause 9.1;
"Service Levels" means, for any Shared Services, the standards of service set out in a Shared
Service Schedule;
"Service Partner" means a third party engaged by the Integrator to perform a Shared Service
under this Agreement;
"Service Partner Agreements" means an agreement between the Integrator and a Service
Partner;
"Shared Service Schedule" means a schedule attached to or incorporated into this Agreement
setting out the terms of an agreed Shared Service;
"Shared Services" means the services set out in a Shared Services Schedule;
"Shared Services Annual Plan" means the annual plan prepared in accordance with clause 7;
"Shared Services Budget" has the meaning set out in clause 7.3;
"Shared Services Council" has the meaning set out in clause 5.2(a)(i);
"Shared Services Data" means data generated in the performance of any Shared Services as
described in Shared Service Schedules;
"Shared Services Forum" has the meaning set out in clause 5.2(b)(i);
"Shared Services Principles" has the meaning set out in clause 2.2;
"Steady State" means the date (as confirmed in writing by HBL) when the FPSC Services operating
model is fully stable and benefits are being realised in line with FPSC Services business case
assumptions, anticipated to be three years after the last DHB(s) have transitioned onto FPSC
Services;
"Subcontractor" means any person being a subcontractor of any tier engaged for the purpose of
assisting HBL to perform any of the Shared Services (including Service Partners);
"Supplier" means a third party supplier of goods and/or services engaged by a Service Partner;
"Taxation" or "Tax" includes any present or future tax, levy, impost, duty, charge, fee, deduction or
withholding of any nature (whether or not payable in money) and whatever called (including any
interest, penalties, fines charges in respect of any such tax) imposed by any Governmental Agency,
on whoever imposed, levied, collected, withheld or assessed;
"Term" means the term specified in clause 17.1 and includes any renewed term under clause 17.2;
and
"Transition" means the period from the Commencement Date until all DHBs are receiving
FPSC Services, or such other time as determined by HBL.
WORDS
Affected Party and Nonaffected Party

DEFINITIONS
have the meanings given in clause 19.1.
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WORDS
Annexure
Annual Plan
Annual Shareholders’
Meeting
Appendix
Bank Bill Bid Rate

Benefit
Business Case
Business Day
Claim

Commencement Date
Confidential
Information

Consents

Control

Cost Recovery Amount
Crown
Default Event

Default Notice
DHB Data
Discretionary Services
End State
Force Majeure Event

DEFINITIONS
means an annexure to this Head Agreement.
means the annual plan developed by NZ Health Partnerships and its DHB
shareholders in accordance with the Governance Charter
means an annual meeting of NZ Health Partnerships' DHB shareholders, as
described in the Governance Charter.
means an appendix to a Schedule.
means the average New Zealand dollar 90 day bank bill bid rate (rounded up to
the nearest second decimal place) as appearing at 11.00 am or as soon as
practicable thereafter on the relevant day on page BKBM of the Reuters screen
(or its successor or equivalent page)
means the business benefit in the Annual Procurement Plan, including the
potential financial savings per DHB as set out in Annual Operating Plans.
means a shared services opportunity that has been developed into a formal
business case for consideration by NZ Health Partnerships and the DHBs.
means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday, a public holiday (as defined in
the Holidays Act 2003) (and to avoid doubt, excludes any provincial
anniversary holiday).
means any claim or proceeding brought, in connection with a Shared Service,
against:
a.
a third party by NZ Health Partnerships or a Service Partner;
b.
NZ Health Partnerships by a Service Partner or vice versa; or
c.
NZ Health Partnerships or a Service Partner by a DHB or any group of
DHBs, or by a third party (for example, a Supplier).
means 1 July 2014 (or such other date as agreed by the Parties).
means the provisions of this Head Agreement, all information obtained as a
result of the negotiations relating to this Head Agreement, and all information
obtained as a result of entering into or performing this Head Agreement which
relates to the subject matter of this Head Agreement or the other Party
(including DHB Data).
means all permissions, consents, approvals, certificates, permits, licences
(including, to avoid doubt, licences of intellectual property), agreements and
authorities (whether statutory, regulatory, contractual or otherwise) necessary
for the provision and receipt of the Shared Services.
means, in relation to a person (the "first person"), the ability of a person (the
"second person") to ensure that the activities and business of the first person
are conducted in accordance with the wishes of the second person, whether
through ownership of voting shares, contract or otherwise. Without limitation,
the direct or indirect beneficial ownership of more than 50% of the voting
shares of a person is deemed to constitute Control.
has the meaning set out in clause 8.1(b)
has the meaning set out in the Public Finance Act 1989.
means, in respect of a DHB, any of the following:
• the DHB failing to meet its financial obligations under the Head
Agreement;
• the DHB committing a material breach of its obligations under the Head
Agreement; or
• the DHB becoming bankrupt or insolvent.
Has the meaning set out in clause 20.1.
means DHB transactional data i.e. any data held or controlled by the DHBs
relating to their business, including, for the avoidance of doubt, any Personal
Data
has the meaning set out in clause 9.2(b)
Mean the period up to three years after the last DHB has transitioned onto the
Shared Services. [Still relevant?]
means an event where the event itself and the consequences of the event are
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WORDS

Good Industry Practice

Governance Charter
Governance Group

Governmental Agency
GST
GST Act
Head Agreement
Health Sector
Initial Term
Insolvency Event

DEFINITIONS
beyond the reasonable control of the affected Party, which may include:
a.
an act of God such as an earthquake, epidemic, fire, flood, riot,
terrorism, war or volcanic activity
b.
lock-outs, strikes or other industrial disputes which do not relate
solely to that Party's workforce
c.
an act or omission by a Governmental Agency, or
d.
any other extraordinary event or circumstance ("event") of a similar
nature, that is beyond the reasonable control of the affected Party
but excludes:
e.
an event where the event, or the effect of the event on the affected
Party, could have been avoided or overcome by the affected Party
taking reasonable precautions
f.
a lock out strike or other industrial dispute that relates solely to the
affected Party's or its Related Companies' workforce
g.
a lack of funds for any other reason, or
h.
the failure of a contractor or supplier, except to the extent that such
failure is itself caused by the Force Majeure Event and the contractor
or supplier would meet the requirements for relief under clause 19 if
clause 19 applied.
means, in relation to any activity or service, the practice or standard for that
type of activity or service (in terms of quality, productivity, effectiveness and
performance) adopted by service providers in the relevant industry in New
Zealand
means the Reference Document entitled "NZ Health Partnerships Governance
Charter", as updated and amended from time to time.
means a governance group described in Appendix 1 of the Governance
Charter. References to the “appropriate Governance Group” refer to the
Governance Group (or more than one) determined by NZ Health Partnerships
(in its sole discretion) as being the appropriate Governance Group(s) in the
circumstances.
includes any state or government and any governmental, local governmental,
semi-governmental, judicial, statutory or regulatory entity, authority, body or
agency or any person charged with the administration of any Law
means goods and services tax chargeable, or to which a person may be liable,
under the GST Act
means the Goods and Services Tax Act 1985
means this agreement and includes the Annexures, Schedules, Appendices,
and Reference Documents
means the New Zealand public health and disability sector
has the meaning given in clause 17.1
means, in relation to a Party, where that Party:
a.
ceases or threatens to cease to carry on all or substantially all of its
business or operations
b.
becomes or is presumed to be insolvent
c.
has an encumbrancer, receiver, liquidator, administrator, statutory
manager or any similar insolvency administrator appointed who takes
possession of, or is appointed in respect of, the whole or a substantial
part of the assets or undertaking of that Party
d.
in the case of NZ Health Partnerships, is removed from the Register of
Companies
e.
an application is made or proceedings are issued for a court order and
in either case not withdrawn, stayed or dismissed within 10 Business
Days, or an order is made, or an effective resolution is passed, or any
action of a similar nature is taken, for the dissolution or
reorganisation of that Party, except for the purposes of a solvent
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WORDS

Insolvency Notice
Intellectual
Property
Rights

KPIs
Law
Licence
Litigation Framework

MBIE
National Good

Nominated Party
NOS
Notice
NZHP Board
Party
Performance Scorecard
Personal Data
Personnel
PHARMAC
Post
Termination
Services
Reference Document
Related Companies
Remedy Period
Schedule
Service Fees
Service Levels

DEFINITIONS
reconstruction, merger or voluntary liquidation previously approved
in writing by the other Party (such approval not reasonably withheld),
or
f.
suffers any analogous event, which has substantially similar effects
under the Law in respect of that Party
Has the meaning set out in clause 20.1.
includes copyright, and all rights conferred under statute, common law or
equity in relation to inventions (including patents), trademarks, designs, circuit
layouts, domain names, rights in databases, confidential information, trade
secrets, know-how, and all other proprietary rights, whether registered or
unregistered, and all equivalent rights and forms of protection anywhere in the
world, together with all right, interest or licence in or to any of the foregoing
means, for any Shared Services, the key performance indicators set out in the
applicable Schedule
includes any rules of common law, statute, regulation, order in council, by-law,
ordinance or other subordinate or secondary legislation in force from time to
time
has the meaning given in clause 15.2(a)
The Reference Document named as such and appended to [Procurement
Schedule tbc], and which sets out the basis on which NZ Health Partnerships,
DHBs, and relevant Service Partners will manage disputes and Claims
means the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment or any successor
or alternative Ministry or government department with responsibility for
managing the all-of-government procurement programme
means, in relation to any a Business Case or other activity, programme, or
undertaking of NZ Health Partnerships, significant Health Sector-wide gains in
any or all of the following areas: quality; scalability; cost effectiveness;
capability; consistency; or anything required to enable future opportunities to
deliver any or all of the above areas of gain.
has the meaning given in clause 12.
refers to the NZ Health Partnerships National Oracle Solution programme
[Note: the name of this programme may change]
has the meaning given in clause 23.1
means the NZ Health Partnerships board of directors
means a party to this Head Agreement including its personal representatives,
successors and permitted assigns
has the meaning set out in clause 3.4(a)
means personal information about a patient or staff member of a DHB
means NZ Health Partnerships’ and each Subcontractor's personnel (including
employees and contractors) used to provide any Shared Services
means the Pharmaceutical Management Agency
has the meaning given in clause 18.1
has the meaning set out in clause 6, and are the documents listed in Annexure
4 (as amended from time to time)
has the meaning given in section 2(3) of the Companies Act 1993
Has the meaning given in clause 20.2(b).
means a Shared Services schedule attached to and incorporated into this Head
Agreement setting out the terms of an agreed Shared Service
has the meaning given in clause 9.1
means, for any Shared Services, the standards of service set out in the
applicable Schedule
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WORDS
Service Partner
Service
Partner
Agreement
Shared Services
Shared Services Budget
Shared Services Data
Shared
Principles
Steady State

Services

Subcontractor
Supplier
Supplier Agreement
Taxation or Tax

Term
Transition
Variation Date

2.

DEFINITIONS
means a third party engaged by NZ Health Partnerships to perform Shared
Services under this Head Agreement.
means an agreement between NZ Health Partnerships and a Service Partner to
perform Shared Services.
means the services set out in a Schedule
has the meaning set out in clause 7.3(a)
means data generated in the performance of any Shared Services as described
in a Schedule
has the meaning set out in clause 2.2
Is post-End State and means the date (as confirmed in writing by NZ) when the
Shared Services operating model is fully stable and Benefits are being realised
in line with the Shared Services business case assumptions, anticipated to be
three years after the last DHB(s) have transitioned onto the Shared Services.
means any person being a subcontractor of any tier engaged for the purpose of
assisting NZ Health Partnerships to perform any of the Shared Services
(including Service Partners)
means a third party supplier of goods and services engaged by a Service
Partner (or directly by the DHB) to supply goods or services or both directly to
a DHB
means an agreement between a Supplier and a DHB, or a Supplier and a
Service Partner, for the supply of goods or services or both, to a DHB
includes any present or future tax, levy, impost, duty, charge, fee, deduction or
withholding of any nature (whether or not payable in money) and whatever
called (including any interest, penalties, fines charges in respect of any such
tax) imposed by any Governmental Agency, on whoever imposed, levied,
collected, withheld or assessed
means the term specified in clause 17.1 and includes any renewed term under
clause 17.2
Means the period from the implementation of the relevant Shared Services for
the first DHB, until six months after the last DHB has transitioned onto the
those Shared Services.
Means the date determined under clause 1.4.

Interpretation:
In this Head Agreement, unless the context requires otherwise:

2.1

references to Reference Documents include any amended or replaced policy and includes any
documents referred to within the policy, including terms of reference;

2.2

references to clauses and schedules are to clauses of and schedules to this Head Agreement;

2.3

derivations of any defined word or term shall have a corresponding meaning;

2.4

a gender includes each other gender;

2.5

the headings to clauses are inserted for convenience only and do not affect interpretation of this
Head Agreement;

2.6

the word including and other similar words do not imply any limitation;

2.7

a person includes any individual, company, corporation, firm, club, partnership, joint venture,
association of persons (incorporated or not), trust or Governmental Agency (in each case,
whether or not having separate legal personality);

2.8

the plural includes the singular and vice versa;
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2.9

a reference to a statute includes all regulations and other subordinate legislation made under
that statute. A reference to a statute, regulation or other subordinate legislation, or to a
provision of any statute, regulation or other subordinate legislation, includes that statute,
regulation or other subordinate legislation or provision as amended, re-enacted or replaced from
time to time;

2.10

all amounts payable under this Head Agreement are expressed exclusive of GST and in
New Zealand dollars. If GST is payable on any amount it will be added to that amount and will be
payable at the time the amount itself is payable;

2.11

a document (however described and including this Head Agreement) includes that document as
amended or replaced from time to time; and

2.12

any obligation falling due for performance on or by a day other than a Business Day shall be
performed on or by the Business Day immediately following that day.

3.

Precedence:

3.1

If there is any conflict between the body of this Head Agreement (clauses 1 to 23), the23),
Annexures and/or the Shared Service, Schedules, Appendices, and Reference Documents, the
following descending order of precedence will prevail:
a.

the body of this Head Agreement;

Annexure 1 (b. Annexure 1 (Definitions and Interpretation);
the Shared Service c.

Schedules (unless a Shared Service Schedule expressly provides that it is
to prevail over the Head Agreement);

the Shared Services d. Appendices;

e.

Reference Documents; and

f.

the remaining Annexures (other than Annexure 1)..
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ANNEXURE 2 – DISTRICT HEALTH BOARDS
DHB

Auckland District Health Board
Bay of Plenty District Health Board
Canterbury District Health Board
Capital & Coast District Health Board
Counties Manukau District Health Board
Hawke's Bay District Health Board
Hutt Valley District Health Board
Lakes District Health Board
MidCentral District Health Board
Nelson Marlborough District Health Board
Northland District Health Board
South Canterbury District Health Board
Southern District Health Board
Tairawhiti District Health Board
Taranaki District Health Board
Waikato District Health Board
Wairarapa District Health Board
Waitemata District Health Board
West Coast District Health Board
Whanganui District Health Board
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SCHEDULES
SCHEDULE A -
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ANNEXURE 3 – SHARED SERVICES SERVICE SCHEDULE – GENERIC
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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SCHEDULE B SHARED SERVICE SCHEDULE – PROCUREMENT
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SCHEDULE C SHARED SERVICE SCHEDULE – COMMON SUPPORT SERVICES
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SCHEDULE D FPSC SERVICES (PHASE 2) – PRICING

The following services are Shared Services for the purpose of this Head Agreement:
•

Procurement Services

•

National Infrastructure Platform Services
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ANNEXURE 4 – REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are Reference Documents for the purpose of this Head Agreement:
•

Governance Charter

•

DHB Procurement Strategy

•

Category Ownership Schedule

•

Litigation Framework
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TO
FROM

Chairman

DATE

20 June 2016

SUBJECT
1.

Board

Board Committee Structure

MEMORANDUM

PURPOSE

This report sets out proposed changes to the DHB’s governance structure, including the
configuration and role of committees, their membership and meeting frequency. It also
proposes additional advisory committees and ways of strengthening the Board’s
relationship with its Iwi partner, Manawhenua Hauora.
A decision from the Board on these matters is sought.
2.

SUMMARY

The development of a new strategic framework for MidCentral DHB has been a catalyst
for the review of the DHB’s governance structure. Over the past five months,
members’ views on governance structure have been sought and the resultant feedback
was workshopped last month.
Board and Committee members wish to ensure that their governance structure and
arrangements are appropriate, in line with best practice and supportive of the
successful implementation of the strategic framework.
To this end, they agreed that the three statutory committees (Community & Public
Health Advisory Committee - CPHAC, Disability Support Advisory Committee - DSAC
and the Hospital Advisory Committee – HAC) should be refocused, and that in line with
the integration focus of the DHB, joint meetings should be held regularly. It was also
agreed that the roles of CPHAC and DSAC should be combined to give a greater focus
on disability matters in the DHB’s planning activity.
Board members felt strongly that more discussion time was required for the Finance,
Risk and Audit Committee and that this should be held on a day separate to other
committees and Board meetings.
Stronger engagement with the Board’s iwi partner, Manawhenua Hauora is seen as
important by the Board. Members are also keen to see increased consumer and clinical
engagement and input into its decision-making process. The possibility of a Consumer
Council and a Clinical Council is supported as a means of making this happen.
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Our Chief Medical Officer has discussed the concept of the Clinical Council with
members of the current Clinical Leadership Council. Members were interested and
generally supportive of the Board’s approach. They felt most strongly, however, that as
well as being an advisory body to the Board, the new Council should also continue to
serve as the key clinical governance committee for the DHB, with a whole-of-system
brief, ie ongoing inclusion of aged residential care, etc. This is in line with the Board’s
view. Other matters of detail were raised by the current Council and are discussed later
in the paper. Members of the current Council in general would be interested in being
involved in the next stages of development.
The Chair of the Consumer Group established for the Health Charter project is
supportive of a DHB Clinical Council.
I have developed a proposal which encompasses members’ requirements and goals.

The DHB triennial elections occur in October 2016, with the 2016-19 Board taking office
in December this year. External membership of the Board’s committees is based on
three-year terms which fall six months after the DHB elections to ensure continuity of
office. The current external membership term ends on 30 June 2016. In light of this, it
is proposed that current membership arrangements continue and be reviewed in
December 2016 and June 2017 as current appointment terms end.
The New Zealand Public Health & Disability Act stipulates that the Board must have
three statutory committees (CPHAC, DSAC and HAC). These requirements will be met
under the new structure, with the statutory responsibilities incorporated into terms of
reference. The Committees would operate by trading names to better reflect their focus
and to give greater alignment with the DHB’s strategic direction
No change is proposed to the Board’s other committees at this stage, being the
Remuneration Committee, centralAlliance Sub-Committee and Enable New Zealand
Governance Group. In respect of the latter, it is currently undertaking a review of the
organisation’s future direction. This will include consideration of governance
arrangements. When the results of this work are presented to the Board later this year,
we can make a determination at that time.
The CEO and I are currently in discussion with Whanganui DHB regarding future
arrangements for the centralAlliance Sub-Committee given the work being done on a
shared strategic direction. The results will be reported back to the Board shortly and a
discussion this Committee’s role can occur at that time.
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The new structure will require a different approach from the management team,
particularly around the focus of reports. The Chief Executive Officer is very supportive
of this and will lead the change.
3.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended:
a.

MidCentral DHB’s board committee structure be amended to support
implementation and achievement of the DHBs’ 2016 Strategic Framework;

b.

the Hospital Advisory Committee’s terms of reference be amended as outlined in
the Chairman’s report of 3 June to provide greater focus on governance for safety
and quality in clinical service delivery, and the Committee be known as the
“Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee”;

c.

the Community & Public Health Advisory and the Disability Support Advisory
Committees be amalgamated and their terms of reference amended as outlined
in the Chairman’s report of 3 June to provider greater focus on planning,
monitoring, and evaluation, and, that the Committee be known as the “Healthy
Communities Advisory Committee”;

d.

that joint meetings of the Quality & Excellence Advisory and the Healthy
Communities Advisory Committees be held on a regular basis to discuss matters
of mutual interest and to support the DHB’s integration agenda;

e.

the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee’s terms of reference be amended in line
with the Chairman’s report of 3 June 2016;

f.

that a Clinical Council be established as a non-statutory committee to provide
advice to the Board and management on clinical matters, with terms of reference
as outlined in the Chairman’s report of 3 June 2016;

g.

that the Clinical Council meet at least quarterly, and that its membership reflect
diversity of primary and secondary care, and all major clinical disciplines;

h.

that a Consumer Council be established as a non-statutory committee to provide
advice to the Board and management on matters from a consumer perspective,
with terms of reference as outlined in the Chairman’s report of 3 June 2016;

i.

that the Consumer Council meet at least quarterly, and that is membership
reflect reflect diversity of ethnicity, gender, age, disability (including sensory,
intellectual and physical), socio economic status, and demography;

j.

membership of both the Consumer and the Clinical Councils include an
independent chair appointed by the Board on the recommendation of the CEOs,
MDHB and the Central PHO, with members appointed by the CEOs.

k.

that responsibility for establishing the Clinical and Consumer Councils be
delegated to the Chief Executive Officer;
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l.

six-monthly huis be held between the Boards of MidCentral DHB and
Manawhenua Hauora, and that these be complemented by six-monthly meetings
between the Chairs;

m.

that consumer stories be a standing item on the Board’s agenda on a 12-weekly
basis to enable members to hear direct a consumer perspective;

n.

that stronger engagement with integration and other partners be encouraged,
such as annual meetings between the Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee
and the Health Quality & Safety Commission;

o.

that an annual schedule of service visits for Board Members be put in place,
aligned to meetings of the Board;

p.

ENZGG to remain unchanged in the short term, and to be reviewed once the
current strategic review is completed;

q.

the time devoted to meetings of the Board and its committees be increased from
two to three days every six weeks;

r.

that the meeting schedule for 2016 and 2017, as detailed below, be approved:
2016
19 July
9 August
23 August
30 August
20 September
4 October
11 October
1 November
15 November
22 November
13 December
2017
31 January
7 February
28 February
14 March
21 March
11 April
26 April*
2 May
23 May
6 June
13 June
4 July
18 July
25 July
15 August
29 August
5 September
26 September
10 October
17 October
7 November
21 November

FRAC
10am

Q&EAC
9am

Joint Q&EA/
HCAC
9am

HCAC
1pm

ENZGG
3.45pm

Board
10am
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28 November
19 December

s.

that the 2016/17 reporting framework be developed based on the new committee
structure and that this be the subject of a board workshop in August 2016;

t.

that management report back on the implementation of the new structure in
November 2016, and that a full evaluation of the new arrangements be
undertaken in early 2017.
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4.

BACKGROUND

Earlier this year, the Board approved a new Strategic Framework for MidCentral DHB
(see below).
Working with management to develop this framework, members of the Board agreed
that a review of the DHB’s governance arrangements should be undertaken to ensure
they were appropriate, in line with best practice and would support the successful
implementation of the Strategic Framework.
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The DHB’s current structure is aligned to the requirements of the NZ Health &
Disability Act 2000 and, with the exception of the Finance, Risk & Audit Committee,
have been in place since the DHB took office in 2001. The Board’s audit function was
reviewed in late 2014 and a new arrangement put in place, being the establishment of a
Finance, Risk & Audit Committee. This Committee took office on 1 January 16 and
recruitment of two independent members, including an independent chair, is
underway.

5.

GOALS

The Board identified seven goals it wished to achieve in the review of the DHB’s
governance structure. These are set out below.
•

To support successful implementation of current strategic framework. This includes
the key strategic imperatives of:
o
o
o
o

achieving quality and excellence by design
partnering with people and whanau to support health and wellbeing
connecting and transforming primary, community and specialist care
achieving equity of outcomes across community

•

To increase visibility of clinical governance at governance level, including access to
clinical advice.

•

To increase visibility of consumer perspective at governance level, including access
to consumer advice.

•

To strengthen MidCentral DHB’s relationship with Manawhenua Hauora, its Iwi
partner.

•

To support the Board in respect of its new responsibilities’ as per the Health &
Safety Act.

•

To strengthen the DHB’s audit committee function by expanding its brief to
financial and clinical governance processes, risk (clinical and non-clinical), and
safety.

•

To increase interaction between governance and other organisations with national
funding, policy and quality responsibilities. (NB: not contracted providers.)

These seven goals underpin the proposal set out in this paper.
6.
PROPOSAL
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6.1

Summary

It is proposed a new structure be established with three key statutory committees, being
•
•
•

Finance, Risk & Audit
Healthy Communities Advisory Committee
Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee

The Healthy Communities Advisory Committee would have responsibility for ensuring
we have strategic and other plans in place to address the health needs of the district,
and to monitor the effectiveness of such plans. It would also have statutory
requirements of the Community & Public Health Advisory Committee and the Disability
Support Advisory Committee as noted in the NZ Public Health & Disability Act.
The Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee would be responsible for the delivery of
quality health care within our hospital and health services, including integration with
both other health and disability providers and our social sector agencies. It would also
be responsible for the statutory requirements of the Hospital Advisory Committee as
outlined in the NZ Public Health & Disability Act.
It is further proposed that non-statutory committees be established to provide a clinical
and a consumer perspective to the decision-making process at both governance and
management level, and that links with our Iwi partner be further strengthened.

6.2

Disability Support Advisory Committee

It is proposed that this Committee merge with the Community & Public Health
Advisory Committee – see section 6.3 below.
It is also proposed that disability expertise be included on the Consumer Council (see
section 6.10 below).
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6.3

Healthy Communities Advisory Committee

It is proposed Community & Public Health Advisory Committee be merged with the
Disability Support Advisory Committee to become the Healthy Communities Advisory
Committee; a Committee whose brief centres around ensuring our communities enjoy
access to the range of services they require, that they live in an environment which
promotes good health and wellbeing, and independence, and that the DHB, works with
its many partners to help bring this about.
The Committee’s terms of reference would focus on planning across the continuum.
Such planning would be focused on the population’s needs, and would encompass local,
sub/regional and inter-sectoral perspectives.
The Committee would be concerned with regular assessments of the population’s needs,
including where appropriate engagement with the community. It would also have
governance responsibility regarding how the DHB plans and commissions services,
ensuring this is aligned to our strategic direction and needs assessment. Monitoring
and evaluation would be part of the Committee’s brief, particularly the short, medium
and long term outcomes being achieved.
This Committee would have responsibility for achieving equity of outcomes across
communities. Also, from a strategy and planning perspective, to foster a partnership
approach with people and whanau to support health and wellbeing, eg support for
Whanau Ora or similar initiatives.
Under this proposal, it is intended the Committee have a stronger role in promoting and
encouraging people and Whanau to manage their own health and wellbeing, including
health literacy.
The Committee would have responsibility at governance level for identifying and
prioritising the disability support needs of the DHB’s resident population and
investment in this area.
It is proposed that the new Committee meet on its own every 12 weeks, ie four times a
year, for half a day. Further that in the intervening period, it meet jointly with the
Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee 12-weekly to discuss matters of mutual
interest.
Generally, items placed before the Committee are not time-sensitive and the few that
are can be scheduled in advance. The reduced frequency of stand-alone meetings would
support more meaningful reports, with trend information.
Further, it is proposed that the Healthy Communities Advisory Committee would meet
annually with key national funders and planners and our inter-sectoral counterparts,
such as Ministry of Health’s Chief Strategy & Policy Officer, the Police Commissioner,
and Work & Income. An annual meeting with Pharmac is also suggested given
pharmaceuticals are a large, demand driven expenditure item and also can impact
future care pathways.
The Committee may also wish to meet with Whanau Ora initiatives, taking due care that
contracting matters were not discussed in any way. Engagement with communities
around health needs may also be explored.
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The Committee would continue to receive financial reports regarding the Strategy,
Planning & Performance unit and members would be able to interrogate these as they
see fit. The Committee would also continue to have the support of FRAC which receives
the consolidated financial results of the DHB.
6.3.1 Healthy Communities Advisory Committee Membership
For the initial period, it is proposed that membership would be current CPHAC
membership, plus the external members of DSAC, ie:
Diane Anderson (Chair)
Barbara Cameron (Deputy)
Adrian Broad
Ann Chapman
Nadarajah Manoharan
Oriana Paewai

Phil Sunderland (ex officio)
Vicky Beagley
Donald Campbell
Jonathan Godfrey
Tawhiti Kunaiti

NB: Andrew Ivory has requested that he focus on his membership of Enable New
Zealand Governance Group and will cease his association with CPHAC as at end June
2016.)
Board membership of the Healthy Communities Advisory Committee will be reviewed
as part of the DHB elections later this year.
The term of external membership of the committee ends on 30 June 2017, so a review
of this will get underway in March/April 2017.
The timing of the elections and external committee membership reviews is considered
judicious as we will have better knowledge of the skills required for the committee to
carry out its role effectively.
Ideally, membership of the Health Communities Advisory Committee should be around
8-9 people.
6.3.2 Terms of Reference for Community & Public Health and Disability Support
Advisory Committees (known as the Healthy Communities Advisory Committee
(HCAC))
i.

To provide advice to the Board on:
• the needs, including the disability support needs, of the resident population
of the DHB and any factors that the committee believes may adversely affect
the health status of the resident population of the district health board.
• priorities for use of the health funding provided and the use of disability
support funding provided, across the continuum of care

ii.

To lead the development of strategies and plans that will enable better health
outcomes and better health care for all, and advance MidCentral DHB’s vision
and strategic framework.

iii.

To ensure MidCentral DHB’s strategies and plans are focussed on achieving
equity of outcomes across communities, and are in line with identified needs.

iv.

To ensure that the following maximise the overall health gain for the population
the committee serves:
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•
•

all service interventions the district health board has provided or funded or
could provide or fund for the care of that population.
All policies the district health board has adopted or could adopt for the care of
that population

v.

To ensure that the following promote the inclusion and participation in society,
and maximise the independence of people with disabilities within the district
health board's resident population:
• The kinds of disability support services the district health board has provided
or funded or could provide or fund for those people.
• All policies the district health board has adopted or could adopt for those
people.

vi.

Such advice will be consistent with the New Zealand Health Strategy.

vii.

To promote and encourage people and Whanau to manage their own health and
wellbeing, including promoting and encouraging health literacy.

viii.

To ensure consumers and/or carers are supported by health service providers to
actively participate in the improvement of the patient experience and patient
health outcomes.

viii.

To monitor the DHB’s performance against its non-financial health targets at a
local, sub-regional, regional and national level.

ix.

To foster inter-sectoral, sub-regional and national planning.

x.

To consider annual purchasing plans and recommend same to the Board for
approval.

(NB: items i, iv-vi are as per the NZH&D Act. In respect of alignment to the NZ Health
Strategy, the Act is written in the negative, ie advice must not be inconsistent with.)
6.4

Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee

It is proposed that the Board establish a Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee
which would focus on governance for safety and quality in health, including integration
of DHB-provided services with primary and other care providers.
This Committee would also be responsible for ensuring its approach reflects the DHB’s
philosophy of partnering, including with social sector agencies and providers across the
continuum of care. It’s role would also encompass the statutory requirements set down
for the Hospital Advisory Committee (NZ Public Health & Disability Act 2000).
The Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee would be the lead committee for clinical
governance at a Board level, and would have responsibility for supporting and creating
whole of system change in respect of delivering health services, and for the DHB’s
quality programme. This is a new perspective and a key initial focus for both the
Committee would be determining with management its reporting requirements to
support it in carrying out this responsibility.
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The Committee would meet annually with local and national organisations concerned
with the delivery of health and disability services, including quality, such as:
•
•

Central Primary Health Organisation
Health Quality & Safety Commission

The Committee would meet six-weekly, and would continue to receive the financial
reports related to hospital and health services. Members can continue to interrogate
these as they see fit, and would also have the support of FRAC who would be
considering the DHB’s consolidated financial position.
6.4.1 Terms of Reference for the Hospital Advisory Committee (operating as the
Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee)
i.

To ensure there are integrated systems of governance to maintain and improve
the reliability and quality of patient care, as well as improve patient outcomes.

ii.

To support and foster whole of system change for the delivery of health and
disability services to provide better access and quality of care for the resident
population of the district

iii.

To lead and support a quality and safety programme to enable transformational
change.

iv.

To support partnership with the social sector and all parts of the health and
disability continuum of care.

v.

To monitor the financial and operational performance of the hospitals (and
related services) of the district health board.

vi.

To assess strategic issues relating to the provision of hospital services by or
through the district health board.

vii.

To give the Board advice and recommendations on that monitoring and that
assessment as noted in v and vi above.

viii.

To consider annual business plans and recommend same to the Board for
approval.

ix.

To recommend policies relative to the good governance of DHB-provided
services.

(NB: items v-vii are as per the NZH&D Act.)
6.4.2 Membership of Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee (QEAC)
It is proposed that current membership of the Hospital Advisory Committee would
continue to serve on the Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee, noting that Board
membership will be reviewed as part of the DHB term changeover in December, and the
three-yearly review of external committee membership will occur in March/April 2017.
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6.5

Shared Areas of Interest between HCAC and QEAC

The role of the Healthy Communities Advisory Committee and the Quality & Excellence
Advisory Committee cross over, particularly around integration and service planning.
In line with the partnering approach which is fundamental to the DHB’s strategic
framework, it is proposed that the two committees meet jointly every 12 weeks to
discuss a shared agenda.
Annual and service planning would be a shared item – one committee has responsibility
for the development and evaluation of these plans, and the other has responsibility for
implementing the bulk of the plan.
Large ($1m and over) and/or high risk/high profile initiatives, such as mental health,
which span both areas of responsibility would also be part of the shared agenda.
With the establishment of a new organisational structure based on “clusters” for clinical
services, it is proposed that an annual update would be provided on each cluster as part
of the shared agenda. The cluster concept is very new and is currently being developed
by management. It is envisaged that once there is more clarity around this, a joint
workshop on clusters would be held.
The work programme/reporting framework will define the joint/common areas. Clarity
of delegation of authority will be provided from the Board.
6.6

Finance, Risk & Audit Committee

The Board established a Finance, Risk & Audit Committee to replace it previous audit
arrangement. The new committee took effect from 1 January 2016. Its terms of
reference were considered by the Board and referred to the Committee for
consideration. Some amendments have been made and these will be submitted to the
Board for formal consideration next month, as part of this process.
It is proposed that this Committee continue and that the recruitment of the two
independent members be finalised. We are seeking two people with financial and
clinical risk management expertise respectively, and a recommendation regarding
appointments has been made to the Board (refer separate report).
6.6.1 FRAC Terms of Reference
i.

The functions of FRAC are to provide oversight in respect of:
a.

Finance
• Ensure that appropriate reporting processes are in place to enable the
Board and sub-committees to monitor and make decisions on the
financial and commercial affairs of MDHB and its divisions.
• Monitor the overall financial performance of MDHB, including the
performance of the Provider Arm.
• Monitor the capital expenditure and the overall financial position of
MDHB.
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6.7

b.

Risk, Safety and Quality Management
• Safety and Service Quality Improvement: ensure appropriate patient
safety and service quality measures and reporting are in place so that
quality improvement at a system level can be monitored; and, there
are integrated systems of governance to actively manage patient safety
and quality risks.
• Risk Management: monitor and review the identification, assessment
and prioritisation of enterprise risk including eliminating or mitigation
of risk.

c.

Audit
• Provide assurance that all audit processes required by statute and the
Board are completed.
• Ensure that effective control environment and assurance programmes
are in place.
• Ensure all issues identified by audits are appropriately remedied and
contribute to ongoing business improvement.

d.

Compliance
• Ensure MDHB is complying with all relevant statutory, regulation and
policy obligations and requirements.

e.

Planning
• Review and advise the Board on those aspects of the Annual Plan and
Budget related to finance, risk, safety and quality

Legislative Responsibilities

Under legislation, the Board is required to establish three committees: HAC, CPHAC
and DSAC. The NZ Public Health & Disability Act sets out the key functions for these
committees.
It is proposed these functions would continue to be reflected in the Committee’s terms
of reference.
The Committees’ name would be:
• Hospital Advisory Committee, operating as the “Quality & Excellence Advisory
Committee”.
• Community & Public Health Advisory Committee and the Disability Support
Advisory Committee, operating as the “Healthy Communities Advisory Committee”.
This wording would appear on terms of reference and formal documents.
6.8

Meeting Schedule

It is proposed that the number of days dedicated to Board and Committee meetings be
increased from two to three per six week period, and that meetings be scheduled as
follows:
Six weekly cycle:
Week 1, Tuesday

FRAC

10am
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Week 2, Tuesday

Week 5, Tuesday

Q&EAC

9am

HCAC*

1pm

Joint Q&EAC &
HCAC*

9am

ENZGG**

3.45pm

Board

10am

*Meets 12 weekly on alternate basis
**Meetings quarterly
This would mean the meeting time for the Healthy Communities Advisory Committee
would alternate between 1pm (standalone meetings) and 9am (joint meetings).
The Quality & Excellence Committee would meet at 9am. On alternate meetings, the
meeting will commence as a joint meeting, followed by the stand-alone meeting of the
Committee.
The scheduling of committee meetings allows for business cases to be considered by
both FRAC and the relevant committee(s) before being submitted to the Board. The
deliberations of FRAC can be reported verbally to the other statutory committee(s). The
views of all committees would then be incorporated into a report and recommendation
to the Board. As at present, if significant changes are required to the business case, it
would need to be re-submitted as part of the next meeting cycle.
The six-weekly meeting cycle does mean financial reporting to committees can get a
little out of alignment as time. It is proposed that where this occurs, FRAC would
receive the reports electronically between meetings.
6.9

MDHB’s Iwi Partner, Manawhenua Hauora

MidCentral DHB and Manawhenua Hauora have established a sound working
relationship and both parties want to take this “to the next level”. Increased
engagement is seen as an important first step.
Currently, the two Boards meeting together on an annual basis. In addition, the Board’s
Chairs, together with Manawhenua Hauora’s Deputy Chair and MDHB’s CEO meet
every six months; these meetings are known as “relationship review meetings”.
It is proposed that the board-to-board huis be increased to six-monthly, and that the
relationship review meetings continue and be scheduled so that there is quarterly
contact:
•
•

Quarters 1 & 3: board-to-board hui
Quarters 2 & 4: relationship review meeting

This will obviously need further discussion with the Chair, Manawhenua Hauora, and
then by both Boards, including the format and focus of huis, and other opportunities for
engagement. This discussion can commence at the forthcoming board-to-board hui.
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6.10 Consumer Council
At the current time, the Board receives a consumer perspective via public forums and
reports. There is also opportunity for members of the public to attend board/committee
meetings and make comment. With the exception of the mental health public,
attendance at board/committee meetings has largely been spasmodic.
The public forums are held around the district and attendance varies. The forums are
positively received by the community.
Reports are largely related to hospital services, including the consumer survey results,
serious and sentinel events and complaints.
To increase the consumer voice in our decision-making processes, the following is
proposed.
•

A Consumer Council be established to provide advice to the Board and management,
and to establish a consumer engagement and partnering framework, ensuring there
is consumer representation and/or input at all levels of the organisation. This
Council would act like a Reference Group and would meet quarterly. The Council
would be supported by management.
For practical purposes, the Committee would be closely aligned to the Healthy
Communities Committee.

•

“Consumer stories” be a standing item on the agenda for every second Board
meeting.

•

In line with the consumer engagement and partnering framework, there would
continue to be consumer representation on various groups throughout the DHB,
including district management groups and the mental health and women’s health
project groups.

•

Public forums continue, as would the ability for members of the public to attend and
address board/committee meetings.

6.10.1 A Consumer Perspective
It is proposed the Consumer Council be set up as a Reference Group and meet
quarterly.
Its key functions would be as follow, and subject to the Board’s support these would
form the basis of its terms of reference. They are based on the Hawkes Bay DHB model.
•
•

•

To ensure and enable appropriate consumer participation across the district;
To identify and advise on issues requiring consumer and community participation,
including input into the development of health service priorities and strategic
direction, the elimination of inequities, and the enhancement of safety and quality of
services to patients and whanau;
To review and advise on reports, development and initiatives relating to health
service delivery and the availability and/or dissemination of health related
information;
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•
•

To ensure regular community and networking with the community and relevant
consumer groups;
To link with specific interest groups, as required for specific issues and problem
solving.

For the avoidance of confusion, the Consumer Council will not:
•
•
•

provide clinical evaluation of health services or individual patient care plans
discuss or review issues that are (or should be) processed as formal complaints, for
which full and robust processes already exist
be involved in the DHB’s contracting processes.

Membership would include an independent chair appointed by the Board on the
recommendation of the CEOs, MDHB and the Central PHO. Members to be appointed
by the CEOs, MDHB & CPHO following consultation with Manawhenua Hauora.
Membership to reflect diversity of ethnicity, gender, age, disability (including sensory,
intellectual and physical), socio economic status, and demography. All members to be
trained in consumerism, or willing to undertake this training within six months of
appointment. The term of appointment would be for three years. Initially, members of
the Master Health Plan Consumer Group would be asked if they were interested.
Cross representation with the Clinical Council would be beneficial.
The Council would meet annually with the HCAC, and six-monthly with the Executive
Leadership Team.
Its meeting minutes would be provided to both the HCAC and ELT, and it would also
submit an annual report.
The Council would be evaluated once it had been in operation for 12 months, with the
report provided to the Board.
Payment would be in line with the Cabinet Fees Framework – currently $250/meeting
(except for those members receiving payment from other sources) and expenses.
The Council to be established under policy (and not the NZ Health & Disability Act
2000). This will give greater flexibility. Meetings would not generally be open to the
public.
6.10.2 Consumer Stories
The purpose of consumer stories is to enable people to share their journey, perspective
and insights with members. This process would be structured to support the customer
feedback process, and not to supplant it ie, will not be used in place of the feedback
(/complaint) process.
Consumers who have used MDHB’s feedback process and who are happy to attend the
board meeting and share their story would be invited to attend. In some cases, it may
be patients who have been involved in a root cause analysis or serious adverse event
process. For others, it may be someone whose experience provides an insight into the
factors that made a difference (both positive and negative).
These consumers would be supported to tell their story.
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6.11

A Clinical Perspective

At the current time, the Board receives a clinical perspective via six-monthly updates
from the Clinical Leadership Council, and an annual update from MCH’s Clinical Board
(via HAC). In addition, members of the clinical team attend committee and board
meetings to speak to papers and/or participate in workshops as required.
Under the new arrangements it is proposed that a Clinical Council be established to
provide advice to the Board and management. This Council would act like a Reference
Group and would meet quarterly. The Council would be supported by management,
and appointed under Board policy. For practical purposes the Clinical Council would be
aligned to the Quality & Excellence Advisory Committee, supporting its focus on clinical
governance.
It is suggested that the Clinical Leadership Council be disbanded, and members
thanked for their work and advised of the new approach.
The Council’s key functions would be as follow, and subject to the Board’s support these
would form the basis of its terms of reference. They are based on the HBDHB model.
•

to provide clinical knowledge or expert advice when requested, our when the Council
sees fit, regarding:
o patient safety and clinical quality
o the impacts of a proposed system or service changes, including:
o related or interdependent services
o the health status of the population, and
o health inequalities
o the strength and effectiveness of clinical engagement, and, clinical leadership
o the most effective use of resources and prioritising that use.

Membership would include an independent chair appointed by the Board on the
recommendation of the CEOs, MDHB and the Central PHO, with members appointed
by the CEOs.
Membership would be required to reflect diversity of primary and secondary care, and
all major clinical disciplines. The Council would also need to have a consumer member
and/or strong links with the Consumer Council. Cross representation should be
explored as the first means of securing this. Initially, members of the current Clinical
Leadership Council would be asked if they would like to serve on the committee. The
term of appointment would be for three years. Some appointments may be role based.
The Council would meet annually with the Q&EAC, and six-monthly with the Executive
Leadership Team.
Its meeting minutes would be provided to both the Q&EAC and ELT, and it would also
submit an annual report.
The Council would be evaluated once it had been in operation for 12 months, with the
report provided to the Board.
It is anticipated that no payment would be required as the majority would be working
within the sector. Expenses may be provided on a case by case basis.
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The Chief Medical Officer discussed our draft proposal (as presented at the Board’s
workshop on 17 May) to the current Clinical Leadership Council (CLC). Members were
very interested and largely supportive. They felt most strongly, however, that as well as
being an advisory body to the Board, the new Council should also continue to serve as
the key clinical governance committee for the DHB, with a whole-of-system brief, ie
ongoing inclusion of aged residential care, etc. This is in line with the Board’s view.
Other matters raised by the current Council related to the need for consumer
representation, links with the district management groups, and the recent KPMG
review of clinical governance which has just been undertaken. These matters can all be
considered during the establishment phase.
CLC members in general are very willing to be involved in the next stages of
development, and the Chief Medical Officer is very happy to support and facilitate this.
7.

IMPLEMENTATION

It is proposed that the new arrangements be implemented progressively, taking into
account the forthcoming 2016 DHB elections.
Establishment of the Consumer and Clinical Councils get underway immediately, with a
view to these being in place by 1 September 2016 or earlier, and that this work be led by
the CEO.
Discussions with Manawhenua Hauora regarding further development of our
partnership arrangement take place at the forthcoming six-monthly review meeting and
annual hui.
CPHAC and DSAC be amalgamated effective from 1 July 2016, noting that this will
place additional meeting requirements on DSAC external members.
The new meeting arrangements to take effect from 1 July, with the first joint meeting
occurring on 30 August.
It is further proposed that no meeting of FRAC be held in July, with the next one on 23
August.
19 June
9 August
23 August
30 August
20 September
4 October
11 October
1 November
15 November
22 November
13 December

Q&EAC
HCAC
Board
FRAC
Joint HCAC & Q&EAC meeting, followed by Q&EAC meeting
Board
FRAC
Q&EAC
HCAC
Board
FRAC
Joint HCAC & Q&EAC meeting, followed by Q&EAC meeting
Board
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New terms of reference and operating names for the Board’s statutory committees come
into effect as from 1 July 2016.
Board membership of committees to remain as is for the remainder of the 2013-16
board term, noting membership will be reviewed as part of the transition to the
incoming Board.
The 2016/17 reporting framework to be based on the new committee structure. It is
proposed that this be the subject of a workshop after the Board’s next meeting August).
A report and recommendation will then be submitted at the following meeting.
The future of the Enable New Zealand Government Group, including its role and
membership, to be reviewed in September 2016 following completion of the current
strategic review currently being undertaken by that Group.
It is important that the new arrangements are well in place before the start of the 201619 board term.
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2016

FRAC
10am

Q&EAC
9am

19 July
9 August
23 August
30 August
20 September
4 October
11 October
1 November
15 November
22 November
13 December
2017
31 January
7 February
28 February
14 March
21 March
11 April
26 April*
2 May
23 May
6 June
13 June
4 July
18 July
25 July
15 August
29 August
5 September
26 September
10 October
17 October
7 November
21 November
28 November
19 December

*Wednesday, due to Anzac Day.

Joint
HCAC
Q&EA & 1pm
HCAC
9am

ENZGG
3.45pm

Board
10am

MANAWHENUA HAUORA
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Minutes of the Manawhenua Hauora hui held 7th March 2016 10.00am in the MDHB
Boardroom, Palmerston North
KARAKIA/MIHI
Matt Henare Kani/Oriana Paewai
PRESENT
Ngāti Raukawa ki te Tonga
Ms Robyn Richardson
Ms Paddy Jacobs

Rangitāne (Manawatū/Tāmaki Nui ā Rua)
Oriana Paewai (Chairperson)
Henare Kani

Ngāti Kahungunu ki Tāmaki Nui ā Rua
Adele Berquist (Mia and Maika Berquist)

Muaūpoko
Matua Matt Matamua

In Attendance
Mrs Debbie Te Puni, Kairangahau, Manawhenua Hauora;
Mr Wayne Blissett;
Mr Doug Edwards;
Luke Rowe (CPHO);
Materoa Mar (CPHO);
Ms Stephanie Turner;
Geoff Kira (Massey University);
Pae Ora Staff members (Tracey Haddon, Rebecca James, Lorraine Searancke, Carleen Absolom arrived at
11.30am); and
Dennis Emery (arrived 10.30am).
1.
APOLOGIES
Ms Di Rump;
Danielle Harris (Deputy Chair);
Tawhiti Kunaiti; and
Matua Dennis Emery (for lateness).
2.
LATE ITEMS
 Nil
3.
MINUTES 1st February 2016
It was agreed
That the minutes of the meeting held 1st February 2016 were confirmed and accepted.
Moved: Robyn Richardson

4.

5.

Seconded: Paddy Jacobs

MATTERS ARISING
- MTA update on their Waitangi Day ‘Health’ display; and
- Discussion on the Primary Birthing Facility Update.
CORRESPONDENCE
The record of inward correspondence for the February period was accepted, with the
following late items noted:



Primary Birthing Facility correspondence discussed; and
Request from Geoff Kira regarding the Cardiac Rehab programme supported by
Manawhenua Hauora.

OPERATIONAL REPORTS

MWH minutes March 2016
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6.1

6.2

Kairangahau Reports
The following items were discussed:
 Workforce Development of Draft’ MOU with Massey;
 Cultural Competency Framework;
 Treaty of Watangi Policy Review;
 Annual Plan draft to be sent to Manawhenua Hauora.
Māori Health Directorate

Wayne Blissett Maori Health Strategy and Support
 Draft Maori Health Plan document discussed, feedback included:
 Corrections and explanation (spelling and grammatical) to names and headings;
 Request for more details in the Whānau Ora paragraph;
 Query on the source of statistics/demographics (2 pages only);
 Note: the Plan directly aligns with National priorities;
 Mihi and MWH acknowledgement now present in operational plans;
 Discussed Maori Directorate plan and MWH Māori strategy;
 How do we measure the budget against the plan;
 Another draft will be sent to members before finalization; and
st
 Timeline = to Ministry by 31 March for final sign off June 2016.
Other topics discussed included:
 MHP and AP are compliance documents;
 Maori Directorate or MWH health strategy could include areas such as:
o Immunisations, Safe sleep practices, antenatal/postnatal care, and rongoa Māori.
Stephanie Turner, Maori Director Health
 Discussed Maori Directorate development and appointments;
 Te Whiti ki te Uru update provided, TOR and minutes tabled;
 Cultural competency training to be implemented by Maori Directorate; and
 Hui a Iwi (Whanganui) – Director Maori Health & Disability will liaise with Whanganui Maori
Director for prospective dates/times for hui ref: Central Alliance, Womens Health updates etc…
Doug Edward, Workforce Development
 Tu Kaha venue: Silverstream Retreat September (21 -23 September 2016); and
 Kia Ora Hauora update provided;
 Cultural Responsiveness Framework to be implemented; and
 Discussed Workforce Development statistics and data collected showing progress in our area.
ENABLE NZ
 Update provided on opening of new premises.

7.
7.1

7.2
7.3
8.

MDHB BOARD AND COMMITTEE MINUTES
Meetings held 2nd February 2016
Minutes of HAC
 Update provided by member Mr Dennis Emery.
 Noted: Concerns around the proposed amalgamation of DSAC and CPHAC.
Minutes of CPHAC
 Update provided by member Oriana Paewai.
ENABLE NZ
 Note: opening of new premises.
GENERAL BUSINESS
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8.1

8.2

8.3
8.4

Chair to Chair Hui
 MDHB Strategic Framework;
 2016/17 Annual Planning;
 Central Alliance update;
 MOU with Massey University supported (in progress); and
 Strengthening relationship.
Maori Health Plan (Draft)
 MHP Feedback provided as per 6.2 (above); and
 Annual Plan (Draft) to be forwarded to MWH for feedback.
Primary Birthing Facility
 Correspondence discussed with Members.
CPHO Presentation



Enrolled Maor population in MidCentral;
Comparision Maori/Non Maori – shows Maori need more resources/services at a
younger age than Non Maori;
 Localities – shows more resources needed in Tararua, Otaki and Horowhenua;
 Access rates have improved (although effectiveness of consultations unknown);
 Maori children rates of consultation and access to GP’s;
 Winter stats and flu vax;
 ED: attendance rates;
 Risk prediction model (Risk cohort by year of life);
 How do we use this data effectively;
 IPIF Targets;
 CPHO Performance 2015/2016 results.
It was agreed that CPHO would deliver these statistics twice a year to Manawhenua
Hauora in March and October.
8.5
8.6

Te Whiti ki te Uru
 Tabled Terms of Reference for discussion.
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Geoff Kira presented the results of the interviews and study and updated the committee
on the progress of the next phase of the Cardiac Rehabilitation research.
Discussed research conducted on co-sleeping, and agreed to share research as
requested.

9.
NEXT HUI
nd
2 May 2016
10. KARAKIA WHAKAMUTUNGA
Closed 12.45pm
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Minutes of the Manawhenua Hauora hui held 2nd May 2016 10.00am in the MDHB
Boardroom, Palmerston North
KARAKIA/MIHI
Dennis Emery (Acting Chairperson)
PRESENT
Ngāti Raukawa ki te Tonga
Ms Robyn Richardson
Ms Paddy Jacobs
Ngāti Kahungunu ki Tāmaki Nui ā Rua
Adele Berquist

Rangitāne (Manawatū/Tāmaki Nui ā Rua)

Muaūpoko

In Attendance
Mrs Debbie Te Puni, Kairangahau, Manawhenua Hauora;
Mr Wayne Blissett;
Mr Doug Edwards;
Ms Materoa Mar (CPHO);
Mr Hare Arapere (left 11.25am);
Mr Dennis Emery;
Ms Stephanie Turner
Craig and Neil Wanden (McH Executive Team) 11.30am
1.
APOLOGIES
Danielle Harris (Deputy Chair);
Oriana Paewai (Chair)
Matt Matamua
Henare Kani
Moved: Robbie Richardson Seconded: Paddy

2.
3.

LATE ITEMS
 RWHS – Tuia Framework (letter).
MINUTES 7th March 2016
It was agreed
That the minutes of the meeting held 7th March 2016 were confirmed and accepted.
Moved: Robbie Richardson Seconded: Adele

4.

MATTERS ARISING
- Note: 8.4 spelling Maor(i).

5.

CORRESPONDENCE
The record of inward correspondence for the April period was accepted, with the
following late items noted:





Ricky Gray Petition against the District Health Board – brief update provided.
Mental Health Community Integration Initiative: Update on Mental Health Services
(MCH) cross sector hui held recently to look at the ‘whole system and the responsibilities
of service delivery to Maori (partnership with PHO, providers etc…) the hui began with
korero from whanau that appropriately set the scene. Issues and areas of concern are
Business As Usual (things that should already be happening). Opportunities discussed –
building capabilities of Iwi/Maori providers based on the prevalence.
Note: A&D services need to work closely with Mental health services – although we must
keep both in context in regards to delivery of services in both areas.
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Moved Doug Edwards, Seconded: Adele Berquist

OPERATIONAL REPORTS
6.1

Kairangahau Reports
The updates to the Work Programme were noted and tabled.

6.2

Māori Health Directorate

Wayne Blissett Maori Health Strategy and Support
 Report Tabled.
 Annual Maori Health Plan was sent to MoH in March.
 3 areas declined due to ‘not enough information’: Breast screening, cervical screening and Cot
death – objectives not specific enough – further work to be conducted with the portfolio
managers – all other areas approved or approved with technical tidy up to follow.
 Updates will be provided (renewed plan) areas will be highlighted with changes as they are
submitted.
Stephanie Turner, Maori Director Health & Disability
 Discussed the change of the Title to include ‘Pasifika’
 Note: Limited consultation in regards to this with MWH and Pacific community.
 Discussed 17% Maori population – 4% Pasifika.
 Strategic imperatives: MDHB to consult with the wider organization on how the strategic areas
are progressing to set the next set of objectives under each imperative - this will come to MWH
for perusal.
 Tu Kaha conference led by Wayne Blissett and Tania Riwai.
It was agreed:
 That Manawhenua Hauora draft a response regarding the change to the Maori Director of
Health and Disability position title, and taking on the Pacific portfolio. Discussed Treaty
responsibilities, acknowledged lack of consultation – suggestion to dedicate resourcing for the
Pacific community as a separate entity – this should remain connected to the Maori Directorate
as it is our obligation as MWH to extend manaakitanga, whanaungatanga, but not by taking
away from Maori resources.
 Vivienne Ayers regarding the reporting schedule to Manawhenua Hauora – looking at the new
cycle so that MWH receive portfolio reports earlier. An Annual Schedule will be developed in the
new planning year.
Report Received

7.

MDHB BOARD AND COMMITTEE MINUTES
Hospital Advisory Committee Update provided:
 Maternity Services Review (Maori representation?) TBC;
 DHB financial position to be provided today;
 Front Entrance to the hospital to be reconfigured – MWH should have some
input into this;
 Note: Internally Pae Ora review identified Bi-lingual signage and images that are
conducive to Maori values and tikanga.
GENERAL BUSINESS

8.

8.1

Arohanui Hospice celebrating 25 years – Open Day this weekend. Nau Mai Haere Mai!
Neil Wanden (MidCentral Health funding framework) 11.30am
 Area Manager Finance and Corporate Services
 Main streams of Funding (MoH Funding envelope, other targeted MoH funding, ACC
and others).
 Funding Envelope 2016-17 $477million – key factors affecting the level of funding
Page | 2
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8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

allocated (pop based funding, demographics adjustment for nat. programmes,
specific targeted initiatives, capital charges (8%), services provided by other DHB for
our pop (plastic surgery, spinal etc..)
 Funding for 16-17 across portfolios;
 Mandatory Contracting Systems (National contract forms, Provider quality schedule,
sector services, national service specs, purchase units, reporting and prices).
 Funding Processes (standard format, value for money, equity evidence, risk and
measurement, impact on other services, internal CPHAC review and approval).
 Contract Review and Renewals (framework set by CPHAC review by Portfolio
Managers) – short term contracts reasoning noted:
 Performance Monitoring;
 DHB aspirations: High trust contracts: less prescription, more flexibility, and less
reporting) and Outcomes Based Contracts: focus on desired results, use of RBA
intervention.
 QUERY: Car park revenue goes back to DHB – How does this benefit Maori (equity).
 Strategic Alignment – 4 imperatives to be aligned with funding and strategy.
 Query and concerns regarding cluster support to all services (outside the hospital
services).
Te Whiti ki te Uru
 Regrouping end of last year.
 TOR tabled in March with MWH.
 Hui 3 times a year (Sept – for Regional planning, December to align with planning to
Minister and 1 other).
 Secretariat Support to be confirmed (TAS to provide).
 Updates to be provided by Oriana.
Petition – Ricky Gray
 2 whanau complaints/concerns discussed; and
 Ricky Gray Petition moving into mediation.
MOU with Massey University
 Hui to be organised with Steve Maharey (Massey University VC) and Kath (MCDHB
CEO) to articulate the relationship. Draft proposal has gone to the Board Chair.
Disestablishment of Te Kete Hauora
Letter tabled/noted.
Other letters have been sent stating concerns without Maori Health will progress at a
National level.
It was agreed:


That MWH write a letter expressing our concerns at the disestablishment of Te Kete Hauora
and the impact on Maori heatlh.

9.
NEXT HUI
th
13 June 2016
10. KARAKIA WHAKAMUTUNGA
Closed 12.15pm
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TO Board Members
FROM Stephanie Turner
General Manager
Maori & Pacific
DATE
SUBJECT

1

15 June 2016

MEMORANDUM

MidCentral DHB – Manawhenua Hauora Work Plan 2015-16
update

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Board an update on progress made
against the Manawhenua Hauora/MDHB Board Work Plan 2015-16.

2

Summary

Manawhenua Hauora discussed progress against the objectives in the Manawhenua
Hauora/DHB Work Plan 2015-16 with Manawhenua Hauora members at their June
13th 2016 meeting. The attached report reflects and incorporates their discussion.
All objectives in the Board /Manawhenua Hauora Workplan 2015-16 have been
achieved. Some key gains include:
-

Increased MWH engagement and input across strategic planning

-

Increased MWH engagement and input across annual planning; 2016-17
annual plan & 2016-17 annual Maori health plan

-

Pae Ora - Maori Directorate development completed

-

Pae Ora - Maori Directorate roles include strategy, quality, workforce
development, tikanga & cultural competency, whanau care & whare
revitilisation

-

Chair to Chair hui have been undertaken, these continue to increase the
effectiveness of the Board/Iwi partnership
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-

Midcentral DHB Chair and Manawhenua Hauora Chair led the reestablishment of Te Whiti Ki Te Uru; Central Region Maori Partnership
Boards

-

Development of an induction programme for new Board members

The Board/Iwi partnership has really progressed this last year. The Board has
demonstrated commitment through the investment in Maori health internally, this
has enabled the achievement of the workplan goals and increased the DHB’s ability
to provide meaningful engagement both internally and externally to advance Maori
health gain.
There are further opportunities to enable and increase the effectiveness of the
Board/Manawhenua Hauora partnership through strategic planning and strategic
imperative development and the integration of shared goals. Scheduling
opportunities for Board/Manawhenua Hauora engagement to discuss together
aspirations for the future and the monitoring of progress against shared goals will
continue to build the effectiveness of the relationship.
The MidCentral DHB /Manawhenua Hauora Work Plan 2015-16 update is provided
for the Board’s approval.

3

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board
Approve the MidCentral DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Work Programme
Update 2015-16.

Stephanie Turner
General Manager
Maori & Pacific
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Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB: 2015/16 Work Programme
Objective

Focus Area

FINAL REPORT 2016

Measures

Responsibility
MidCentral DHB

Manawhenua Hauora

To provide coordinated
leadership for
Māori health
within the DHB
region

Identification of
local Māori health
priorities

Local Māori health priorities
identified, as part of the annual
planning process, by November
each year.

Incorporate local Māori
health priorities into Annual
Plan once advised by
Manawhenua Hauora

Advise priorities to
MDHB

To provide
guidance to
MDHB on Māori
health needs
and priorities

Health needs
assessment

Health needs assessment
results in respect of Māori
Health, including trends and
emerging trends, reported to
Manawhenua Hauora and
MidCentral DHB’s Board (via
CPHAC).

Provide updated Health
Needs Assessment

Provide advice on HNA
from Māori
perspective, identifying
key issues for
consideration in
determining local
Māori health priorities
and strategy

Feedback from
Māori
communities

To contribute to
strategies for
Māori health

Development of
Māori health
strategy

Feedback obtained from local
Māori communities through the
Māori Health Strategy
engagement process reported
back to Manawhenua Hauora
and MidCentral DHB's Board by
30 September 2015. (Refer also
Development of Māori health
strategy below.)

Obtain community feedback
and provide report on same

Proposed approach to
reviewing Māori Health
Strategy endorsed by
Manawhenua Hauora and

Develop approach for Māori
Health Strategy review

UPDATE

Iwi Priorities incorporated into
15/16 Planning:
Family Violence;
Mental Health and Addictions;
Environmental;
Elder Health; and
Workforce Development.
COMPLETED
•
•
•
•
•

Session with Richard Wong
regarding Health Needs
Assessment, August 2015.
Presentation from CPHO March
2016 and scheduled for
November 2016.
ONGOING

Provide advice on
findings
ONGOING

Develop Strategy

Provide advice on
proposed approach
and the resultant

Hui confirmed 29th October,
Manawhenua Chair and Board
members attended MDHB
Strategic Workshop facilitated
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MidCentral DHB. (NB: approach
to include engagement with
local Māori communities.)

strategy

by Keogh Consulting.
Manawhenua Hauora
participated in the strategic
planning for the review of the
Maori Health strategy.

Māori Health Strategy
supported by Manawhenua
Hauora and recommended to
MDHB via CPHAC by 30 June
2016.

Strategic imperative session on
equity run with the Whanau Ora
Strategic Innovation
Development Group.
COMPLETED

Development of
Annual Plan

MDHB's Annual Plan and Māori
Health Plan for 2016/17
reviewed by Manawhenua
Hauora and advice provided on
effectiveness of initiatives to
advance Māori health,
particularly local and national
Māori health priorities.

Develop Annual Plan
Develop Māori Health Plan

Provide advice on
Annual Plan
Provide advice on
Māori Health Plan

Workshops facilitated early 2016
in consultation with MDHB Maori
Director.
ELT engagement on annual
planning assumptions and
financials 2016-17 completed
March 2016.
COMPLETED

Development of
Annual Māori
Health Plan

MWH consulted regarding
Acceleration of Maori Health
Plan Indicator Performance and
implementation of Te
Arawhakawaiora. (Nov 2015).
COMPLETED
MDHB Maori Health Manager
Strategy and Support
commenced November 2015.
MHP Workshops 1st of February
2016. Draft feedback completed
and distributed to members for
comment. Follow up session 7th
March 2016.
COMPLETED
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To monitor
Māori health
gains in the
district through
impacts of
MDHB's health
service delivery
and investment

Health Needs
Assessment (as
above)

Monitor trends in Māori Health
via the annual health needs
assessment (as above).

As above

As above

Local, regional and
national priority
measures (as
attached)

Quarterly review of results
against local, regional and
national Māori Health measures
reported to Manawhenua
Hauora and MidCentral DHB's
Board (via CPHAC). (NB: this
includes Whānau Ora.)

Provide quarterly reports

Provide advice on
reports

Health Assessment presentation
provided Manawhenua hauora.
Development of equity of
outcomes for communities
strategic imperative objectives
ensure the integration of Trendly
data and the monitoring of
Maori Health inequities are
reported on and that health gain
for Maori is measured and
reported on.
ONGOING

Monitoring and reporting occurs
through:
•

CPHAC reports;

•

MDHB Maori Directorate
updates.

•

Board and committee
membership updates; and

•

Chair to Chair meetings held
bi-annually
(May/November).

•

Maori Health Plan Quarterly
reports provided both
Manawhenua & Board 201516

COMPLETED
Annual report of results against
the Māori Health Plan reported
to Manawhenua Hauora and
MidCentral DHB’s Board (via
CPHAC)

Provide annual report

Provide advice on
report

Progress Report (1) received
November 2015 on the MHP 15/16
initiatives and indicators.
Annual Maori Health Plan
Update received June 2016.
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COMPLETED
Six-monthly report of progress
in implementing the Māori
Leadership Review reported to
Manawhenua Hauora and
MidCentral DHB’s Board (via
HAC)

Provide six-monthly reports

Provide advice on
reports

Updates on the Māori
Directorate and Review
Recommendations provided six
weekly to Manawhenua Hauora.
MDHB Maori Health Manager
Strategy and Support
commenced November 2015.
Pae Ora Team Introductions
March 2016.
Tikanga Cultural Advisors Hired
June 2016.
Whare Rapuora Revitalisation
underway.
Pae Ora Team plans; Quality,
Workforce, Cultural
Competency, Whanau Care and
Whare Rapuora Plan developed
Q4 2016
COMPLETED & ONGOING

Support and monitor the
Regional Māori Health Priorities
identified at the Central Region
Combined District Health Board’s
Annual Forum, i.e:
• Use of the national Māori
indicator report to drive
improvements in the health
outcomes of Māori in our
region;
• Develop the Māori workforce
in health; and
• Consider cultural competency
within the sector.

Provide quarterly reports

Provide advice on
reports

Six Weekly updates provided
from MCH Manager Maori
Workforce Development.
Kia Ora Hauora Programme Stats
reviewed by MWH.
Maori Quality Strategy and
Workforce Development
Strategy in Draft June 2016.
Massey University and MDHB
MOU initiated .
Te Whiti Ki Te Uru Regional Iwi
Governance Group revitalised,
TOR reviewed, meeting schedule
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and secretariat re-established
and commitment made by the
RGG to meet with TWKTU 3
times a year, these meetings are
aligned to regional planning
cycles.
COMPLETED & ONGOING

Provide expert
advice and
counsel on
important Māori
issues which are
appropriately
considered at a
governance level

Major service
changes

Major service change proposals
considered by Manawhenua
Hauora and advice given as to
their likely impact on Māori
Health.

Provide report on major
service proposals

Provide advice on
reports

Currently engagement is
occurring with Manawhenua
Hauora across the development
of the strategic imperative
objectives.
First meeting of the MALT
(Maori Alliance Leadership
Team) occurred Q4 2016. The
MALT consists of all Iwi health
providers and all Maori health
providers from across the
MidCentral DHB district.
COMPLETED &ONGOING

Significant service
plans, eg site
redevelopment
and centralAlliance

Manawhenua Hauora's views
sought regarding the Master
Health Service Plan being
developed for MidCentral DHB
and advice given as to its likely
impact on Māori Health.

Develop indicative business
case for Master Health Service
Plan

Provide advice on
reports

Manawhenua Hauora’s views
sought on the Health
Charter/Strategy being
developed for MidCentral DHB

Develop Health
Charter/Strategy

Provide advice on
charter/strategy

Manawhenua Hauora’s views
sought on the centralAlliance

Develop Strategic Plan for

Provide advice on
centralAlliance

Discussed in the Board to Board
meeting held in September 2015.

Develop business case for
Master Health Service Plan
ONGOING

COMPLETED

Strategic Plan Draft received
29/9/2015 for review in October
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Strategy being developed by
MidCentral and Whanganui
DHBs

centralAlliance

Strategic Plan in
collaboration with
Hauroa A Iwi.

2015.
Central Alliance hui cancelled
30/11/2015.
CentralAlliance Hui confirmed 3
May 2016 and June 2016.
Manawhenua membership to be
confirmed or ongoing co design
approach enacted
ONGOING

Treaty of Waitangi
Policy

The regular review of
MidCentral DHB's Treaty of
Waitangi Policy involves
Manawhenua Hauora as a key
stakeholder. The next review to
be completed.

Review Treaty of Waitangi
Policy and provide report re
same

Provide advice on
policy

New MidCentral Board Members
orientation process (ie. Treaty,
Te Reo and Cultural
Responsiveness). To be
coordinated with the Pae Ora
Team.
ONGOING
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TO Board Members
FROM Stephanie Turner
General Manager
Maori & Pacific
DATE
SUBJECT

1

MEMORANDUM

15 June 2016
MidCentral DHB – Manawhenua Hauora Work Plan 2016-17

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Board with a draft of the MidCentral DHB
/ Manawhenua Hauora 2016-17 Work plan for discussion, further amendment and
approval.

2

Summary

The Manawhenua Hauora Chair discussed the draft 2016-17 Work Plan with
Manawhenua Hauora members at their June 13th 2016 meeting. The attached draft
MidCentral DHB /Manawhenua Hauora Work Plan 2016-17 was approved by
Manawhenua Hauora at their June meeting.
The draft MidCentral DHB /Manawhenua Hauora 2016-17 Work Plan is attached for
the Board’s discussion, further amendment and approval. This draft work plan builds
on the achievements made 2015-16 and includes goals to further advance the
effectiveness of the partnership. Following perusal by the Board, and any additional
amendments by the Board, the MidCentral DHB – Manawhenua Hauora Work Plan
will be signed by the Chairs at the Annual MidCentral DHB / Manawhenua hui. The
proposed date for this is 9th August 2015.

3

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board:
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i.

Note the draft MidCentral DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Work Programme
was approved at the Manawhenua Hauora meeting on 13 June 2016

ii. Approve the MidCentral DHB/Manawhenua Hauora Work Programme
2016/2017
iii. Agree the date of the annual Manawhenua Hauora/Board hui of 9 August
2016.

Stephanie Turner
General Manager
Maori & Pacific
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Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB: 2016/17 Work Programme
Objective

To provide clear and
cohesive leadership
for Maori health
across the DHB
region

To provide direction,
investment priorities
and focus areas to
MDHB on Maori
health needs and
priorities to support
equity of outcomes
for Māori

To provide strategic
advice on the
priorities and focus
areas to MDHB

Focus Area

Measures

Responsibility
MidCentral DHB

Manawhenua Hauora

Identification of local
Maori health priorities
to direct investment
and focus from the
DHB

Local Maori health priorities identified, as part of the annual
planning process, by November each year to direct investment
and work focus areas for the DHB in context with national health
indicators .

Incorporate local Maori
health priorities into AP,
budget planning and
portfolio work plans as
advised by Manawhenua
Hauora

Advise priorities to MDHB

Equity assessment

Equity results in respect of Maori Health, including trends and
emerging trends, reported to Manawhenua Hauora and
MidCentral DHB’s Board

Provide updated Maori
Health Equity
Assessment

Provide advice on Equity
needs from Maori
perspective, identifying
key issues for
consideration in
determining local Maori
health priorities and
strategy

Feedback from Maori
communities

Feedback obtained from local Maori communities through the
Maori Health Strategy engagement process reported back to
Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB's Board by 30
September 2015. (Refer also Development of Maori health
strategy below.)

Consistently Obtain
Maori community
feedback and provide
report on same

Provide advice on findings
to support increased
responsiveness and equity
of health outcomes for
Maori communities

Strategic imperatives will reflect Manawhenua Hauora aspirations

Consistently obtain
Manawhenua Hauora
input across strategic

Strategic Imperatives
Cluster development

Act on advice from
Manawhenua Hauora to
ensure a meaningful
response to feedback

Advise priorities to MDHB
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across all strategic
planning processes

To provide a clear
direction and
purposeful
strategies for Maori
health gains across
the district

imperative development
Ensure the monitoring
and reporting of
progress against the
strategic imperatives is
provided Manawhenua
Hauora
Development of Maori
health strategy

Undertake the development and contribute to the monitoring of a
Maori Health Strategy that actively embraces the health and
wellbeing aspirations of the Maori communities in the district.
\Maori Health Strategy supported by Manawhenua Hauora and
recommended to MDHB via CPHAC by 30 June 2017.

Development of
Annual Plan
Development of
Annual Maori Health
Plan

MDHB's Annual Plan and Maori Health Plan for 2016/17 reviewed
by Manawhenua Hauora and advice provided on effectiveness of
initiatives to advance Maori health, particularly local and national
Maori health priorities.

Develop approach for
the collective
development of the
Maori Health Strategy

Provide advice on
proposed approach and
the resultant strategy

For MDHB that is
achievable, aspirational
and innovative to
actively challenge the
health inequalities
currently experienced by
Maori in the district
Develop Annual Plan
Develop Maori Health
Plan
Portfolio Managers to
provide presentations to
Manawhenua Hauora on
progress against the
plans quarterly

Provide direction and
advice on Annual Plan
Provide direction and
advice on Maori Health
Plan
Provide direction and
challenges to portfolio
managers in regards to
progress on behalf of
Maori communities
Provide input into Annual
Planning with Portfolio
Managers

To monitor Maori
health gains in the

Equity and Health
Needs Assessment (as

Monitor trends in Maori Health via the annual health needs

As above

As above
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district through
impacts of MDHB's
health service
delivery and
investment

Provide expert
advice, direction and
counsel on
important issues
that impact on Maori
at a governance level

above)

assessment (as above) and health equity tools

Local, regional and
national priority
measures (as
attached)

Quarterly review of results against local, regional and national
Maori Health measures reported to Manawhenua Hauora and
MidCentral DHB's Board (NB: this includes Whanau Ora.)

Provide quarterly
reports\

Annual report of results against the Maori Health Plan reported to
Manawhenua Hauora and MidCentral DHB’s Board

Provide annual report

Provide advice on report

Six-monthly report of progress in implementing the Maori
Leadership Review reported to Manawhenua Hauora and
MidCentral DHB’s Board (via HAC)

Provide six-monthly
reports

Provide advice on reports

Support and monitor the Regional Māori Health Priorities
identified at the Central Region Combined District Health
Board’s Annual Forum, i.e:

Provide quarterly
reports

Provide advice on reports

•

Use of the national Māori indicator report to drive
improvements in the health outcomes of Maori in our
region;

•

Develop the Māori workforce in health; and

•

Consider cultural competency within the sector.

Provide direction and
advice on reports

Accurate and meaningful
data profiles are
provided as part of the
reporting process to
Manawhenua Hauora

Major service changes

Any potential Major service change proposals are actively
considered by Manawhenua Hauora during the design phase to
ensure any likely impact on Maori Health is considered at the
earliest possible point

Provide report on any
potential or major
service proposals prior
to a final position

Provide critique, direction
and considerations on any
major proposal for change
with a specific focus on
health gains for Maori and
any potential impacts

Significant service
plans, eg site
redevelopment and

Manawhenua Hauora direction, views and innovations are sought
regarding the Master Health Service Plan being developed for

Develop indicative
business case for Master

Provide direction. Advice,
guidance and critique
across all aspects of
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centralAlliance

MidCentral DHB as a Treaty Partner,

Health Service Plan
Ensure all aspects of the
Master Health Service
Plan actively considers
equity of outcomes for
Maori across all aspects
of design, development
and implementation

design, development and
implementation of the
Master Health Service Plan

Develop business case
for Master Health
Service Plan

Treaty of Waitangi
Policy

Manawhenua Hauora direction, aspirations and views are sought
on the Health Charter/Strategy being developed for MidCentral
DHB

Develop Health
Charter/Strategy

Provide direction, advice
and innovation on the
design and development
of the charter/strategy

Manawhenua Hauora views sought on the CentralAlliance
Strategy being developed by MidCentral and Whanganui DHBs

Develop Strategic Plan
for CentralAlliance that
actively considers both
Iwi Relationship Boards
perspectives as part of
the Alliance

Provide advice and
direction on
CentralAlliance Strategic
Plan in partnership with
Hauora A Iwi.

The regular review of MidCentral DHB's Treaty of Waitangi Policy
involves Manawhenua Hauora as a key stakeholder. The next
review to be completed.

Review Treaty of
Waitangi Policy and
provide report re same

Provide advice on policy

Supporting Arrangements
To support this work programme, the following hui arrangements have been put in place:
• Biannual hui between Manawhenua Hauora and MDHB's boards
• Six-monthly review meetings between MH's Chair & Deputy Chair and MDHB's Chair and CEO
• Six-weekly meetings of Manawhenua Hauora, with MDHB management in attendance
• Participation (through Chair) in Te Whiti Ki te Uru – the Central Region's Maori Relationship Forum
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•

•

Participation (through Chair and Deputy Chair) in annual planning workshops and other appropriate workshops,forums as necessary
Ongoing engagement and consultation by Manawhenua Hauora with the Governors of the 4 Iwi Boards regarding Maori Health priorities and outcomes within
our region.

Phil Sunderland & Richard Orzecki
Signing the 2014/15 Work Programme
September 23rd 2014

